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Abstract

Seiberg-Witten monopoles were first discovered by Seiberg and Witten in the low

energy computations of the Donaldson invariants from N : 2 supersymmetric Yang-

Mills theories in dimension 4. They are defined on any compact, connected, oriented

4-dimensional manifold X with a smooth Riemannian metric A and a Spin" structure.

The 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten monopoles on â,ny compa,ct, connecterl, oriented

3-manifold Y with a Spin" structure s and a Riemannian metric A are the static

(translation invariant) Seiberg-Witten monopoles on the cylinder Y x IR. In this

thesis, the properties of these 3-dimensional Seiberg-Witten monopoles, including

the associated invariants (the Seiberg-Witten invariants and the Floer monopole

invariants) were established. Their applications to 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten

monopoles were also discussed.

In construction of the Floer monopole invariants, we gave a detailed account

of the infinite dimensional Morse theory for the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional,

including the Lojaszewiz-type inequalities, transversality and compactness for the

downward gradient flow lines. For b1(Y) ) 0 and c1(d,et(f)) f 0, these monopole

homology invariants are independent of the metrics and the perturbations, while

for a homology 3-sphere, we studied the equivariant version of the Seiberg-Witten-

Floer homology which is a topological invariance. We also define the Fukaya-type

monopole homology groups Hf f!^) (ds) and a pairing between them. They form

the mathematical device to study the gluing formulae for the 4-dimensional Seiberg-

Witten invariants.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Statement of

Results

1-.1 Introduction to Seiberg-\Mitten monopoles

Seiberg-Witten monopoles were first discovered by Seiberg and Witten in the low

energy computations of the Donaldson invariants from ly' : 2 supersymmetric Yang-

Mills theories in dimension 4 [39][40]. They are defined on any compact, connected,

oriented 4-dimensional manifold X with a smooth Riemannian metric a and a Spin"

structure g.

For each Riemannian metric a, there is a principal so (a) : Gu (2) x su (2)) lz2
bundle of orthonormal frames: Fr 

- 
X, with two distinguished associated bun-

dles, the bundle Â.2,* of self-dual 2-forms and the bundle ¡\2,- of anti-self-dual 2-

forms such that 1t2 : l\2(T*x) : 
^2'+ 

o Á.2,- corresponds to the isomorphism of

Lie algebra decomposition: so(4) ryso(3)eso(e). Moreover, Fr -+ x has a unique

Levi-Civita connection which is compatible with the metric g and torsion free.

A spin" structure on (x,9) is an equivalence class of lifts of Fr -+ x to a

principal spin"(4) : (suçz¡ x su(2)xuQ))lz,z bundle p -+ x. unlike rhe spin-

structure, where there is an obstruction (the second Stiefel-Whitney class of f.r) to a

lift of the frame bundle to a Spin(4)-bundle, it was proved by Hirzebruch-Hopf that

every oriented 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold possesses one Spin' structure.

The set of Spin" structures on x is an affine space modeiled on H2(x,,v,).

1



2 CHAPTER 1, IN?RODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS

For each Spin" structure st there are two t/(2)-bundles 5+ associated

to P defined by using the two obvious homomorphisms pa of Spin"(4) to

U (2) : (SU (2) x U (L)) lz2: write

uA+ 0

uA-0

then the homomorphisms p1 are given by

)t
A+eSU(2),ueU(7),

P+
uA+ 0

uA-
- uA+

t

We choose St such that the projective bundle F(S+) is isomorphic to the unit 2-

sphere bundle in r\2'*, and similarly, F(S-) is isomorphic to the unit 2-sphere bundle

in ¡\.2'-.

As in the spin geometry, the complex endomorphism bundle of the total spinor

bundle ,5 =,5+ O,5- is isomorphic to the complexified Clifford bundle of (T"X,g).

This allows us to represent the Clifford multiplication by

Ât g c = Hom(S+,^9-) = Hom(S-,sr+),^2'+ gC c¿ End,s(S+),

where Ends denotes the traceless endomorphism of ,5+. Since Spin"(4) is a central

extension of SO@) by I/(1), a Spin" connection on P -+ X is determined by the

Levi-Civita connection on Fr -+ X and a U(1)-connection, A, on the determinant

line bundle ,C of the Spin"-bundle P, where L : P x,. C and zr' : Spin"(4) -+ t/(1) is

given by

0

uA+ 0

0 uA
7t u

The Dirac operator p¡, which is a first order differential operator mapping sections

of .9+ to sections of S-, is the composition of the Clifford multiplication with the

covariant derivative on ,5*.

The Seiberg-Witten equations are equations for a pair (A,rþ), where A is a ¿/(1)-

connection on deú(S+) and tþ is a section of S+, they read:

( r+:q(1þØú")tq,
{ (1.1)

I þ¡'þ :0,



1.1. INTRODUCTION TO SEIBERG-WITTEN MONOPOLES

where F + is the self-dual part of the curvature Ft, Ç is the adjoint of the Clifford

multiplication: Â2,* Qi C = , End,s(S+),4 in the curvature equation is a fixed,

imaginary valued, self-dual 2-form on X serving as a perturbation to achieve the

smooth structure of the moduli space M(X,s) (the solution space to (1.1) modulo

the gauge group C* (X, t/(1))) with the topology inherited from the orbit space. For

a 4-manifold X with UT > t, there exist the Seiberg-Witten invariants coming from

the moduli space to the Seiberg-Witten equations (1.1). The programme coming

from the Seiberg-Witten equations is now called Seiberg-Witten gauge theory.

One advantage of the Seiberg-Witten gauge theory over the instanton (Yang-

Mills) gauge theory comes from the fact that the moduli space /v1(X, u) is always

compact. Moreover, for b[ ) 1, for generic perturbation 17 in a Baire set of imaginary

valued, self-dual 2-forms, the corresponding moduli space "lvl is a smooth, orientible

manifold with dimension given by

2m: 
|(cr@ets+), - (zx+ sd)) : cz(s+) (1.2)

where ¡ and ø are the Euler characteristic and the signature of X respectively, and

c1(dets+)2 (or c2(.9+)) has been evaluated with the fundamental class lxl e n4@).
The orientation on ytl is determined by assigning an orientation on

Ho (x) ø det(Ht (x\ ø aetçn2'+(x))

We adopt here the definition of the Seiberg-Witten invariants from Taubes's

work in [45]. Fix a point r € X, let Ç, T.. the based gauge group whose gauge

transformations take value 1 € U(1) at z, then we have a based U(1)-fibration M,
of M, which is the solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations (Cf. (3.15)) modulo

the based gauge group Ç,. By varying ø, we obtain a principal u(1)-bundle

M : l)r6yM,

over X x M. Let c1(/vl) be the first Chern class of /vl, then the slant product

(integration along the fiber) defines the p-maps:

3

tt : Ht(X,Z) 
- 

Hr (M, Z), l.r Ho(X,2,) 

- 
H2(M,V,)



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS

For any TA...A7p € L,(Ht(X,Z))with2m-p non-negative and even, we can

assign

l-u(tù ^ 
"'tt('Yòn (r(Þl))T , u.

This defines the Seiberg-Witten invariant SWy(s) € 
^.(l1r 

(X,Z)), which is a dif-

ferential invariant (independent of the metric a and the perturbation q) for óf > 1.

In particular, when X is simply-connected, SWy(s) is a Z-vafued invariant, which

can be rewritten as:

SWsç(s):

0 if 2m 10 or 2m is odd,

lMl if 2m:0,

[u p[pt)*) 1f 2m is positive and even

Immediately after the inception of the Seiberg-Witten equations, Kronheimer

a,nd Mrowka, [26] applied these monopole equations to confirm an outstanding con-

jecture, the Thom conjecture, which asserts that any smooth Riemann surface in

CIF2 of degree d > 0 must have genus at least (d- 1)(d-2)12. A symplectic ver-

sion of this conjecture was also verified by Morgan-Szabo-Taubes [38]. The most

remarkable result coming out of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles is Taubes' theorem

"Seiberg-Witten invariants : Gromov-Witten invariants" for a compact, closed sym-

plectic 4-manifold, where the Gromov-Witten invariant is defined by careful counting

of certain pseudo-holomorphic curves in the symplectic 4-manifold.

In [26], the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations on a 3-manifold (Y,t) with a

Spin" structure t are derived from the static monopoles on the cylinder Y xR . In fact,

they introduced the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional on the monopole configuration

space:

c(A,,þ) : -: lrro - ¿o) 
^ 

(F¿, *F.4,) + 
Ir@,þ¡þ)d,uoty.

where .4.s is a fixed U(1)-connection, A is a connection, rþ is a spinor. The 3-d

Seiberg-Witten monopoles appear to be the critical points of the Chern-Simons-

Dirac functional. Moreover, the downward gradient flow of this function is the

Seiberg-Witten monopole equations on Y x IR under the temporal gauge (where the

lR-component of the [/(1) connection vanishes).

ç



1.1, INTRODUCTION TO SEIBERG-WITTEN MONOPOLES

Since then, there has been steady progress by adapting Floer's idea on his instan-

ton homology to the monopole casel22) [38][27]. There are also intensive investiga-

tions of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on the 3-manifold Y, among these, the work

of Auckly on the Thurston norm [4] [5], Lim and Chen's work on surgery formulae

l29l [14],, with the remarkable announcement of Meng-Taubes on their ,,3d SW :
Milnor torsion" [34], which sparked a number of new discoveries about 4-manifolds

[1e].

The construction of Floer monopole homology seems to be straight forward, but

there are many subtleties and analytic difficulties which need care. For example,

for a 3-manifold Y with ó1 ) 0 and with trivial Spin" structure s (the first Chern

class is zero), there is no nice way to formulate the corresponding monopole ho-

mology. Notice that the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional is an lR-valued function on

the configuration space (pairs of t/(1) connections and spinors modulo the gauge

transformations) as long as the perturbation term represents a zeÍo de Rham coho-

mology class. Unfortunately, the critical points admit a reducible critical set which

is a torus ?öt with possible degenerate critical points even for the based configu-

ration space (where the gauge group is the restricted group whose element value

1 € t/(1) at a fixed point in Y) and in the sense of Bott-Morse. If one tries to

perturb the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional by a co-closed one form representing a

non-trivial cohomology class, one can get finitely many irreducible critical points

which formally generate the Floer chain complexes. The problem arises out of the

behaviour of the time independent gradient flow line from one critical point to an-

other. There is no control over the energy along the trajectories due to the ambiguity

of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional, which is not lR-valued anymore. So one can't

achieve a uniform energy bound for the component of the trajectory moduli space

with fixed dimension (Cf. Lemma 3.1.17), hence one can't obtain the compactness

or a compactification by adding broken trajectories. Even if one uses Novikov's idea

of introducing a power series to distinguish the energy for the component of the

trajectory space with fixed dimension, there are some problems relating the depen-

dence of the Novikov ring on the perturbations. This problem is still unclear though

the study of the Seiberg-witten monopoles in this case (eg. on T3) brought new

5



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION A¡{D STATEMENT OF RESULTS

understandings of four-manifolds ([aZ] [+t]).

In this thesis, we settle some of the key analytical pionts of the construction of

the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology theory, and include a brief discussion of their

applications.

L.2 Statements of the results

Most of Chapter 2 is devoted to giving a self-contained treatment of the Seiberg-

Witten monopoles on any closed, oriented 3-manifold Y. Some of these were also

studied in [+][S] [6] [13] l22l129). The author's main contributions here are the de-

tailed studies of the stratification structure of the space of metrics and perturbation

z with non-trivial kernel for the twisted Dirac operator Qfl and the geometric proof of

the wall-crossing formulae for the Seiberg-Witten invariant for a homology 3-sphere.

Section 2.1 sets the notations for this thesis, we introduce the Spin" structure on

a 3-manifold Yand give some detailed calculations for the Seiberg-Witten equations.

In Section 2.2,we establish the main properties of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on

Y used in this thesis, some of these were also obtained by other researchers in [4]

lr3)1221 [33] [17] l2ell27l.

Theorem 1.2.L. Let (Y,g,s) be a closed, Riemannian y-manifold with ø spin"

structure s, then the Seiberg-Witten moduli space for (2.9) has the following proper-

ties.

(a) The monopole moduli space Mo,, is sequentially compact'

(b) Let (A,rþ) be a smooth soluLion, t"o Lh,e'perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3),

then l$12 < -u*rçr{0, -"(y)+ ZIlryllc.} where s(g) is the scalar curuature for

(Y, g)'

(c) There erists a Baire set of the co-closed,, imaginary ualued one forms such that

for any perturbation r¡ in this set, Mi,, is a smooth, oriented, }-dimensional

manifold.

(d) For a T-manifolclY with br(y) > 0, for generic \, Mo,n consists only finitely

many irreducible monopoles, moreouer the perturbation r¡ can be chosen to
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represent a triuial cohomology class if c1(det(s)) l0 in ¡1r(y, R).

(e) For a rational homology ?-sphereY (that is fu(Y) :0), if the generic T : *d,v

satisfi'es I(er(Q,) : 0, then Mun consists of only fi,nitelu rnany irreducible

monopoles with a unique, isolated, reducible solution lu,O]. The condition

I(erQs, f 0 determines a subset in the space of metrics and perturbations

with real codimension one.

(f) There is an inuariant associated with the monopole moduli space Mo,r(y,g),

which is a topological inuariant when br ) 1 and, after a small generic pertur-

bation r¡, when bt : I.

(g) The metric and perturbation dependence of the Seiberg-Witten inuariant for
a Spin" structure s on a homology ?-sphere Y is giuen bg the following wall-

crossing formula:

swv (m, vt) : swv (go, vo) + s F (ø'g,t)

where SF(øn") is the spectral fl,ow of the twisted Dirac operator along a famity
of metrics and perturbations which connect (go,uo) and (g1,u) in the space of

metrics and, perturbations.

It is worthwhile to point out that when br(Y) > 0, and c1(det(s)) I 0, the

perturbation can be chosen to represent a trivial cohomology class. This is vital for

the construction of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology.

Chapter 3 is the main analytical part of this thesis, where we give a detailed

account of the infinite dimensional Morse theory for the Chern-Simons-Dirac func-

tional. \Me also construct the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology groups including the

equivariant version of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology in the case of homology

3-spheres.

The Chern-Simons-Dirac functional C on the infinite dimensional configuration

space 6 (pairs of [/(1)-connections and spinors modulo the full gauge group), can be

perturbed to achieve finitely many critical points which correspond to the Seiberg-

Witten monopoles we discussed in Chapter 2, and whose downward gradient flow

line is the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on the cylinder Y x R. The spectral flow of

7



8 CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION AND S?HTEMÐNT OF RESULTS

the Hessian operator is employed to define the relative indices among the critical

points. For ó1(Y) > l and c1(det(s)) f 0, this index is only Z¿1o7 valued, where d(s)

is the divisibility of c1(det(s)). It can be lifted to be Ø valued by restricting the

gauge group to those gauge transformation g :Y -+ U(1) such that:

I c1@,et(s)) n fs-t as] : s.
JY

ln this lifTing, the critical points consist of '/'-IamiI\es of the original critical points

Ms,n. This index can also be lifted to be Z-valued by using the universal cover of

6, where the gauge group is the identity component of the full gauge group. The

critical points consist of Ht(Y,Z) families of the critical points Ms,n.

Due to the Palais-Smale condition for the Chern-Simons-Dirac function and the

,L2-distance estimate near the critical points on the Hr(Y,Z) covefing, we can con-

firm that the Lojaszewiz-type inequality holds with the best exponent for the Chern-

Simons-Dirac function, which enables us to establish the exponential decay for the

downward gradient flow lines approaching the critical points. The decay rates are

governed by the least of the absolute eigenvalues of the Hessian operators at the

critical points. The Lojaszewiz-type inequality is one of the key technical devices in

this thesis.

The exponential decay makes it appropriate to apply the weighted Sobolev space

to study the moduli space of the gradient flow line between the critical points.

After carefully perturbing the gradient flow equation of the Chern-Simons-Dirac

functional, we can achieve the transversality property for the moduli space of the

gradient flow lines (See Proposition 3.1.15 and Corollary 3.1.16). In summary, if

c1(det(s)) f 0, the moduli space of the gradient flow lines between two critical points

a a,nd p, denotecl tty M(o,þ), consists of inf nitely many smooth components with

dimension differing by multiples of d(s), each component is orientable and admits a

IR-action which comes from the time translation on the gradient flow equations, the

quotient û@, þ) : M(r, É)/R is called the moduli space of the time independent

trajectories;lf c1(s) :0, the trajectories moduli space M(o,B) is also a smooth,

orientable manifold of dimension given by the relative index.

The next task is to study the compactness of the time independent trajectory

moduli space, where we have to exclude the case of ó1(Y) > 0 with cr : 0. We

J



1.2. STATEMENTS OF THE RESULTS

use the perturbation with trivial cohomology class from this point on. To establish

the compactness of the moduli space of time independent trajectories, we need the

uniform energy condition on the component with fixed dimension, this requires that

the perturbation of the 3D Seiberg-Witten monopoles represents a trivial cohomol-

ogy class. Then we compactify the moduli space of trajectories with fixed dimension

by adding the "broken" trajectories. In particular, the 0-dimensional component of

any moduli 
"pur" 

tl4(a, P) i" compact, and any 1-dimensional component of moduli

space /u4(o,7) is a compact manifold with boundary points given by the "broken"

trajectories of simple type (ie., breaking only at one critical point):

up.M(a,ll)o , ù(þ,t)o

where the superscript 0 indicates the O-dimensional component. In general, the com-

ponent of tVl(a,B) with fixed dimension is a manifold with corners (Cf. Proposition

3.1.18). All these are obtained in Section 3.1.3, which is concluded by the study of

the gluing map of the "broken" trajectories. The glueing theorem and the corre-

sponding gluing maps are the essential ingredient in the gauge theory, and play an

important role in this thesis. We only give the detailed proof for one kind of gluing

maps, and its variants can be confirmed almost word for word. Our gluing nrap

is Proposition 3.1.19, the proof is rather long and technical, but the idea is simply

to apply the exponential decay property of the trajectories to deform the pre-glued

solution (an approximate Seiberg-Witten monopole) to an actual Seiberg-Witten

monopole.

Using the O-dimensional and l-dimensional components of the trajectory moduli

spaces, we now can define the (non-equivariant) Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology

HFÍw(Y,s) for a homology 3-sphere, or Y wirh br(y) > 0 and c1(d,et(s)) 10.
For the case of h(Y) ) 0 with c1(d,et(s)) I 0, the corresponding Seiberg-witten-

Floer homology is a topological invariant which means that it is independent of

the metric and the perturbation chosen to define them. while HFfw(y,s) for

a homology 3-sphere, after removing the reducible monopole, does depend on the

metric and perturbation, note that we use the metric A and perturbation *dz with

I{er(Qe,): 0. To understand the dependence of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology

on the metric and perturbation, we have to resort to the equivariant version of

I
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the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology. Section 3.2 is devoted to constructing such

equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology.

Since for a homology 3-sphere Y with a fixed Spin" structure s, there is unique

reducible critical point 0 : [2,0] for the perturbation *dv,, the stabiliser of this

reducible monopole is U(1). It is relatively easy to work out the t/(l)-equivariant

Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology by considering the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional

on the based configuration space. The requirement of the Bott-Smale condition

on the critical orbits forces the metric and perturbation to satisfy the condition

I{er(Qfl) : a.

We construct this t/(1)-equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology by looking

at the trajectory moduli space between the critical orbits Oo and OB,where Oo is

the U(1)-orbit of a on the based confrguration space, which is isomorphic to t/(1) if

a is irreducible, while Oe:0. We then show that this equivariant Seiberg-Witten-

Floer (co) homology is a topological invariant up to thc indcx shifting which is given

by the real spectral flow of the twisted Dirac operalor Qs,!.

Theorem !.2.2. Let (Y,,s) be a Q-homology 7-sphere with a Spin" súructure s,

tet HFfi$,*(Y,u,go1uo) and Hffr$,*(Y,u,gtlur) be the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-

Floer homologg defineil for two generic pairs (gs,us) and, (n,ut). Suppose that the

spectral fl,ou of the Dirøc operators Qs,¡ along a path (gt, ut) is 2m. Then there erists

an isomorphism between nff,f,¡,*(Y,s,go,uo) and HFf,(rr,*(Y,s, gr,ur) with inder

shifted by 2m. The analogous claims hold, for the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

cohomology.

In the proof of this topological invariance, we have to deal with the singular

time dependent trajectories. Suppose that (9¿, u¡) (t e [0, 1]) is a family of metrics

and perturbations which cross the codimensional one subset (where Xer(QÐ I 0)

once with the real spectral flow SFe(/n):2,, we need to study the time dependent

trajectories, the 4D Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (Y x R, gt Í dt2). Let ds and

d1 be the corresponding reducible critical points of (go,zs) and (gt,ut). The only

trouble here is the trajectory moduli space M(ît,0o) under based gauge group,

whose virtual dimension is -2, but it cannot be perturbed to be empty by any

consistent perturbations. This is due to the fact that bT : O for (Y X R,9¿ * dt2),
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there is always a unique reducible 4D monopolein M(01,ds) with 2-dimension aI H2-

cohomology group in the 4D deformation complex. We must take care of this singular

monopole in the construction of the chain maps and chain homotopy between the

chain complexes for (go,uo) and (g1,u1).

After checking with the obstruction bundle for the gluing map, we eliminate

such trouble by showing that this singular monopole doesn't appear in various chain

maps (see Proposition 3.3.9), so that the chain maps and chain homotopy are well-

defined. Hence the topological invariance of the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology is confirmed. We also study the relationship between the non-equivariant

Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology and the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology

by spectral sequences. As an application of our equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology, we apply the topological invariant property of the equivariant Seiberg-

Witten-Floer homology to give a new (algebraic and simpler) proof of the wall-

crossing formulae for the Seiberg-Witten invariants on any homology 3-sphere.

Chapter 3 is concluded by a brief account of Fukaya-type monopole homology

groups HFFI*) (Y,s) and of a pairing between them. They form the mathematical

device needed to address the gluing formulae for the 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten

invariant for a closed 4-manifold X splitting along a 3-dimensional manifold Y. Here

we consider all the components in the trajectories moduli space instead of only the

zero dimensional components (which are naturally compact). The idea comes from

the work of Fukaya and Braam-Donaldson's account of Fukaya's construction though

the method is quite different. The problem here is that one has to define certain

invariants from the higher dimensional components which are non-compact or form

manifolds with corners after compactification by adding the broken trajectories.

In the case ó1(y) > 0 and c1(det(s)) f 0, there are only finitely many criti-

cal points (the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on Y) for the perturbation with trivial

cohomology class. Let a, B be two such critical points, the time independent trajec-

tory moduli space h,t(*,B) (the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (y,g + d,t2,s) whose

asymptotic limits are a and B as t -+ -oo, foo respectively) has many non-empty

components whose dimensions differ by multiples of the divisibility d,(s) of the first

Chern class c1(det(s)) in H2(Y,z)fTorsion (d(s) is always even). The local dimen-
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sions of ù@, þ) *" can assume to be 2k or 2lc 11 with k > 0. tf tVt(a, P)'o i"

one component of ,V't(o,fl with fixed dimension 2lc then there is a natural U(1)

fibration, ,rto (o, B)2k, (given by the based gauge transformations) whose associated

rank k complex vector bundle ou", .ú(r, þ)'k is given by the natural multiplication

of U(1) on Cå, denoted by to,B,*,

to,o,k : í4o (o,, þ)'r *u(r) cfr 

- 
¡ut(o, P)'*'

Choose a generic section s.,,þ,k : ("'..,8,r, t7,8,n,. ' . , t*,8,t) of to,B,¡ which is transver-

sal to the zero section. Then (to,B,k,sa,þ,k) is compatible with the corresponding

pairs over the boundary strata of ful(a,B)2k,ftom which we know that the section

so,B,¡ has no zeros on the boundary by dimension counting. Thus sr},¿(0) consists

of finitely many oriented points in /t4,(a,B)2fr. Then there is an intrinsic integer as-

sociated with,,V (o,þ)'r, which is the homology class [",,þ,*(O)], we formally denote

this "Euler" number by

t ^ @k : #(",,'B,o(o)) (1.8)
J ta1o,B¡rr

where O is the first Chern class of the basepoint fibration tV4o(o,B)2k over

h¿(o,B)2e. this formal notation proves to be very convenient in the formulation

of the calculations of the right hand side of (1.3), even though the left hand side

itself is not well-defined since the vector bundle td,B,k can)t be trivialized over the

boundary. For example, if .M(a,7) has a component with dimension 2k * I, say

fu@,7)'k+', we can associate with it a rank k complex vector bundle,

tat,tc = i4o (o,^,¡zk+t xu(r) cå 
- 

Jil(o, j)'r+'

and a transversal section so,.y,fr. Then s.1,¿(0) is a one dimensional, compact mod-

uli space whose boundary consists of the zeros of sq,.y,& over the codimension one

boundary of ll4(a,1)2k+r. From the gluing theorem (cf. Theorem 3.1.19), we know

that the codimension one boundary of l\A(a,^l)2k+r consists of

uB,tû@., þ)' * M(p, ^,¡zn-t .

We will show that the counting the boundary points ots;1,*(0) with orientation is

equivalent to the following formal calculation:

t d(ok) : o.
J "u@,t)'k+l
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we will give an explicit calculation of the formal expression |¡6,.r¡rn*rd(oÀ) in

termsof therighthandsideof (1.3). WewillgivemoredetailsinSection3.4,where

so,B,¿ will be the main ingredient of our construction of the Fukaya-type homology

homology groups H F F:w (Y, s) .

Chapter 4 gives an application to the problem of associating invariants to a 4-

manifold with boundary and gluing formulae for 4-dimensional monopole invariants.

We summarise our main results as follows.

For a 4-manifold (xr,sr) with cylindrical end modelled on (y,t) (in addition,

we assume q(detl) + 0 if ór(y) > 0), the Seiberg-Witten equations on X1 define

a corresponding tr2 moduli space with finite variations of the perturbed Chern-

Simons-Dirac functional on the end. We associate these moduli spaces with certain

invariants which are used to define the relative Seiberg-Witten invariant of X1.

These relative Seiberg-Witten invariants take values in the Fukaya-type homology

groups HFF:W(Y,f). we denote this invariant of x1 by sws¡r. The definition

of the relative Seiberg-Witten invariant involves the canonical basepoint fibrations

and its transversal sections. We summarise this definition in the case b1(y) > 0, let

/vl(Xt, a) be the tr2 moduli space of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles with boundary

limit a (a is a seiberg-witten monopole on (y,t)). Then /vl(x1,a) has many

components with dimension differing by the multiples of d(t) (the divisibility of

"'(t)).
There are similar gluing maps which give rise to the boundary term consisting of

the factorization of the .L2 monopoles and the time independent trajectories on y x IR .

suppose that M(xt,r)'k is one non-empty component with dimension 2k ) 0, the

basepoint fibration is the U(l)-fiber bundle Mo(Xr,a)2À whose associated rank k
bundle is

tx1,o,r, : Mo (Xt,.)'k xuÍ) Cft 

- 
M(X1, a)2k.

Choose a transversal section sXy,a,ls: ("lr,o,ir, s2Xr,o,k,... rs1;t,o,k) which is com_

patible with the corresponding constructions over the boundary. The zero points of
sX1 ,o,À define the "Euler" number of the bundle tx¡,o,k, which we formally denote
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t @È: +(";l,,,ufoi). (1.4)
J M1xr,.-'¡rn

In a manner similar to the construction of the Fukaya-type monopole homology,

these pairs (txr,o,k, sx1,o,k) will be used to define a relative Seiberg-Witten monopole

invariant taking values in the Fukaya-type monopole homology groups.

Our main application is to consider gluing formulae for the Seiberg-Witten in-

variant on a simply-connected, closed 4-manifold (X,u) with ó|l ) 1, where X has

a decomposition XtUy X2 along a closed 3-manifold Y for which cr(slv) + 0 if
b{Y) > 0. For år(y) > 0, we have a gluing formula which states that the monopole

invariant SW1ç(s) for (X,s) can be obtained through the pairing on the Fukaya-type

monopole homology over the two relative invariants SWxt and SWyr. For Y a ho-

mology sphere, though the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homoloEy HFfw(Y) depends on

thc metric and pcrturbation, as long as thc 4-manifold X has bl{.J{^) bigger than one,

we still have a gluing formula along Y. The fact that the relative invariants for X¿

take values in the metric-dependent homology group does not effect this conclusion.

There may still be some contribution to the Seiberg-Witten monopole SWy(s) from

the unique reducible Seiberg-Witten monopole d on Y. Hence after we study the

two versions of Fukaya-type homology groups HFFÍ*) (Y) and îF6y)(Y) for Y,

we give two gluing formulae (a.8) and (a.9) for SW7¡(s) (X : XyUv Xz) in the two

c¿ßes: bI 6) > I, bl (X2) 2 1 (in which there is no contribution from the reducible

critical point d) and óf (X1) > l,bl(X2) :0 (in which there is a contribution from

0) respectively.

Chapter 4 is ended with a similar construction of the Seiberg-Witten invariant

for certain contact structures on a closed 3-manifold.



Chapter 2

Seiberg-Witten monopoles on

3-manifolds

2.L Spin" structures and Seiberg-Witten equations

LetY be an oriented, closed 3-manifold equipped with aRiemannian metricg. The

tangent space of Y at each point y, denoted by V : ToY, is a 3-dimensional real

vector space with a positive definite inner product. Choose an orthonormal basis

{"t,"r,e3} for V which trivializes the tangent bundle TY,the real Clifford algebra

Cl(V) is generated by {e1, ez,es} with relations:

(";)" = -1, e¿e¡ : -¿r¿' for i I j.

it is of dimension 8 over )R, isomorphic to HI O H ¿ß an algebra, where IHI is the

quaternion algebra:

{RORiORrORkl¿2 : j2 : k2 - -1, ij : lc,jlc : i,ki : ¡¡

The isomorphism between fiil and the first factor is given by sending l,i, j,kto

I ! e1e2q €1e2 - es €,2€,s - €1 €se1 - e2

2'2 '2' 2'
and the isomorphism between IHI and the second factor is given by sending I,i,j,lç
to

| - e1e2es eßz I e3 e2e3 ! e1 esel I e2

2'2'2
15

2
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There is a natural Z2-grading on CI(V) corresponding to the even-odd decom-

position of the algebra:

Ct(v):cP(v)@Cl(v)

which are the t1 eigenspaces of the automorphism on CI(V) by sending the gener-

ator e¿ to -e¿. CIo(V) is a subalgebra which is generated by 1, €1€2,€2es,€3€1 ov€t

IR, it can be identified with HI as the diagonal copy in CI(V) = [lt@ [lt.

Note that if u € V is non-zero element, then u is invertible in the Clifford algebra

CI(V), actually, u-r - -rllrl".
This motivates the definition of the Pin group Pin(V) and the Spin group

Spin(V) as in [28]. Cl+(V) is defined to be the invertible element in CI(V) with re-

spect to the multiplication structure, clearly, CI+ (V) contains all non-zero elements

in V. Let Pin(V) be the subgroup of CI+(V) generated by u € V with lul2:1.
The Spin group Spin(V) is defined by

Spin(V) : Pin(V) r\CIo(v)

Lemma 2.L.L. Spi,n(V) = SU(z) for V e R3, where SU(z) is the special unitary

transformation on Ú .

Proof. Note that SU (2) can be identified with the group of unit quaternion in IH[,

su (2) )
Z1 22 

ì *--- zt * ,i zz € [n.
,r)Z2

Spin(V) is the subgroup of Pin(V) which can be written as a product of even

number of unit-lenglh elernertts in V. Under the identification Cl(V) Ôr H @ IHI,

V = R"rG¡lRezOlRea

ry {(o,-") € HI O Hlø is a purely imaginary quaternion.}

âr purely imaginary quaternion

Therefore,

Spin(V) : {abla,ö are purely imaginary unit quaternion}
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Let a : aj * azj * asle,,b : bi -f bzj +ó3k with Ð¡a? = D¿b? : 1, then

s6 : -(aút * azbz + azh) I (a2bs - asb2)i I (a3fu - atbs)j I (a1b2 - a2b)k

which is a unit quaternion by direct computation of its norm. This proves that

Spin(V)'-+ SU(2), then the Lemma follows from that SU(2) is connected and has

the same dimension as Spin(V) !

As we have seen that Spin(V) = SU(2), the spin representation is the stan-

dard representation of SU (2) on (P, whose infinitesimal representation (note

that LieSU(2) = su(2) ar V C Cl(V), the Lie bracket on V is given by

lrt,rr): 1)r'u2 - uz\') is as follows:

",* ( 
no 

lo) ",- (l 1) ",* (: ;) (2 1)

By the definition, the Spin" group Spin"(V) is the subgroup of the multiplicative

group of units of CI(V) 8m C generated by Spin"(V) and the unit circle in C, in

our ca.se, we see that Spin"(Rt) = SU(2) xv"U(r) =- U(2) where t/(2) is the rank

two unitary group. The spin representation of Spin(R3) has a natural extension to

Spin"(R3).

Definition 2.L.2.,4 Spin" structure s on an oriented, closed s-manifold (y,g) is

a pair (W,p) oJ U(Z) bundle W and o, nxûp p : T.(Y) -+ End(W) satisfying the

Clifford relation:

p(ur) p(u2) * p(u2) p(u¡) : -2g (q, uz).

Due to the natural representation of U(2) on C2 and our trivialization of TY,

there is a natural Spin" structure trUs : Y X C2 with the Clifford multiplication gen-

erated by (2.1), we see that this Clifford multiplication gives a natural isomorphism

pi

p : 0t(Y, R) -+ su(I,tzs).

Locally, let {el ,e2,e3} be an oriented local orthonormal basis for ?*y, under the

identification of T*Y ry ?Y, then

o(\o;ei¡:
útx

a2 | ias

-a2 ! ia3

-aj

3

i=l
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rite the spinor (the section of Ws) as tþ : (:r), where 21, 22 ã,recomplex-valued

function over Y, then i(þø r/t)o (where the subscript 0 denotes the trace-free part)

is an element in su(I/s), define

o (rþ, rþ) - ip-t (¿(,,þ ø rþ')o) e Or (Y, iR).

Lemma 2.1.3. Define the natural Herrnitian metric on Ws by

(rþ, ó) - "t 
Z', + zzzL

for rþ : (rt,rr),ó: Ql, zt). Then ("..þ,rþ):29(a,"(lþ,rþ)) for a € 0(y, iR.), uhere

g is complen bilinear form on ?*Y 8m C defined by the Riemannian metric, ue use

. to d,enote the Clifford multiplication. Therefore, we haue

o(tþ, tþ) = ("; .rþ , ',þ) 
"i 

.

3

D
i=l

1

,

" 
(rþ, rþ).rþ : -+|,þl' rþ, and, lo þþ, rþ)12 il,þl^.

Proof. Direct calculation gives rise to the following formulae

(^) ("' .rþ, þl : i(lzl2 - l""l'),

(tt) ("' .rþ, tþ) : zil m(zúz) ,

(r) ("" .rþ, t¡) : zifue(zt2z),

(d) 
"(rþ,rþ): 

¿(l(lrtl' - lrrl2)"r ¡ Im(2fi2)"' + R"(rtzz)"").

which complete the proof. !

This definition of o(1þ,',þ) can be extended to a symmetric IR-bilinear pairing:

"(',þ,,þ) 
: l@@+,þ,',þ+,þ)-"(',þ,',þ)-"U,,,þ)) 

e.2): itm((e¡4;,óD/ e 01(y, iR).

Lemma 2,L,4, There is a quaternionic structure on Ú , under this identifi,cation

CP = H, there is J action defined bg the right multiplication of j uhich commutes

uith the Clifford multiplication (2.1).
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Proof. Define the standard quaternionic structure on CP by sending

(tr,tz) ) zy! jz2

then the Clitrord multiplications p(e1), p(e2),p(q) are the left multiplication by

i, j,lc. Hence, these Clifford multiplications commute with the right multiplication

by j, on Ú, J acts by sending

lzt, zz) è l-22, z1).

!

Let Spin"(Y) denote the set of isomorphism classes of Spin" structures on Y,

there is a preferred Spin" structure ltrls as discussed so far. Any other Spin" structure

s: (W,p) can be constructed from Woby tensoring with a t/(1) line bundle Li for

an even line bundle I (that is, c1(,[) =0(mod 2)), since for 3-manifold Y, the short

exact sequence:

o-+ØJ3z---+zz-+o

gives a long exact sequence in cohomology, from which we see that

2H2(Y,vò@ Hr(Y,,zr) = H2(Y,z)

Hr(Y,Ø2) classifr.es the isomorphism classes of the square root bundle for an even

line bundle. Therefore the Spinc structures on Y are parametrizedby H2(Y,Z). Ãny

Spin" structure (I,T/, p) is given by W : WoØ,L for some line bundle .t, all the above

discussion of Clifford multiplication structure can be developed on (W,p) where ,r/

is asection of Wo@tr*, therefore the Hermitian metric onW is given by the pairing

on Wg 8,L and WoØ -L*. The claims in Lemma 2.1.3 also hold for these general

Spin" structures.

Remark 2.1.5. In case L is triuial, in particular if Y is a oriented integral, ho-

mology ?-sphere, fåe Spin" bundle also has a quaternionic structure as in Lemma

2. 1.4.
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By a basic fact of Riemannian geometry, there is a unique torsion free orthogonal

connection V on the tangent bundle, it can be viewed as a covariant derivative:

V : Qo(y, TY) -+ aL(Y,Ty)

which satisfies:

(a) d(u1,u2) = (Y(ul), u2)* (rr, V(rz));

(b) V", u2 - Y,ru1 : lq,u2f .

for any pair of vector fields u1 ,uz on Y. This connection is called the Levi-Civita

connection of the Riemannian metric g on Y . It can be lifted to a Spin-connection

on the ^9pin bundle Ws. We need to choose a t/(1) connection, A, on the determinant

bundle det(W) for the lift of Spin-connection V¡ to the Spin"-bundle W. The Dirac

operator for the Spin" structve (W,p) is defined by

Ø¡, l(W) on, l(W ØT.Y) ' , r(w).

In the local frame {"' , 
"2 

, "3},, Q t(rþ) : D?=t pki)V A,(,,þ).

In our case, we can choose aU(l) connection A on L for the Spin"-lift of the

Levi-Civita connection for d,et(W) : L2.

We review some of basic facts about this Dirac operator:

Lemma 2.L.6. LetY be a oriented, closed 7-manifold (Y,g) with a Spin" structure

s : (W, p) where W : Wo @ L, let A be a U(I)-connection on L, then

(o) Qt : l(W) -+ l(W) is formally self-adjoi,nt in the sense that

(Ø,q(rþt), rþz) r" : ?h, Ø Árþz)) t "

where ( , )n" is the L2-inner product on the spinor space,

(rh, rþz) t, : lr(úr, l;z) d,uoty.

(b) fhe seú o/Spin" -connections V¿ is an ffine space of imaginary ualued 1-forms

CIt(y, iR), fäe correspond,ing Dirac operator is giuen by

Ø-q+o:Q¿'+P(a)
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for a € Qt(y,iR). For conuenience, if instead, we choose a U(l) connection

A on det(W) : L2, then

Q^+o : 0a +1ro-).

(c) In the case that W has triuial determinant line bundle, then there is a quater-

nionic structure on l(W) as in Lemma 2.1./ for which J-action commutes

with the Dirac operator Q, anil

JQa: Q¡,J

whereA*:d,-ailA:dia.

(d) The symbol of Q ¡ at a cotangent uector €,u e f;V is the Clifford multiplication

by tu, that is

Sa*(Q.ù@,1,¡ : p(€v).

Hence, Q¡,Q are elliptic

(e) (Weitzenböck formula)

ØñÁ,þ) : Y\v rþ - jor^l ,t, * ;,þ
where A it th" corresponding connection on d,et(W) : L2 and, s is the scalar

curuature ol (Y,g).

0 Ø,q: f2r(W) ) L'x_r(W) is a self-adjoint, Fredholm operator. Moreouer, any

L2-section tÞ e I{erQ¡ is a smooth section and any Lz-section orthogonal to

I*Qo under the L2-metric is also smooth.

Proof. Some simple manipulations as in [28] [35] shows that at any y € Y

(Ø ¡(rþ r), úzl y : (rþ t, Ø t (rþz)), - d. (i ("¿.rh, úz) o ei ¡ .

i=l

By integrating over Y, we obtain the first result. Claim (b) and Claim (c) are

obvious. To prove Claim (d),locally at y, choose a function / such that /(y) = 6,

@f)a: (, (Poincare's Lemma), then by the definition of symbol,

Sy^(Ø.q)ro,c"l(ú)(r) : lim,r, QÁU@) - f@rþ)
p@'fòþþ): p(€ò,þ.
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The Weitzenböck formula was proved in Theorem D.12 [28]. Claim (f) follows di-

rectly from elementary clliptic thcory. Ch. IILS in [28] gives the proof by using

parametrix. Here we use the fundamental inequality (Garding-type inequality) for

elliptic operators on Sobolev space:

llrþ ll?,,r *, 3 c * fl Ø,q rþ llzr,n + llrÞ ll27,r)

for þ € L'*+r(W) (The proof of this inequality uses the Weitzenböck formula). We

also resort to Rellich's theorem which says that the inclusion L't +,9 L't" is compact

(compactness implies that the image of each bounded sequence has a convergent

subsequences). Suppose that I(erQ¡ has infinite dimension, then we can choose a

basis {r¡}p, with :unit Lf; norm, then by Garding-type inequality and Rellich's

theorem we know that these exists an subsequence {z¿n}pr which converges in

.Dl, this leads to the contradiction with the fact {r¡}p, is a basis. Therefore

d,imKerfl¡ ( oo. This completes the proof of Clair¡r (f) since ìi=oL'* C C*. !

Remark 2.L.7. iIm(Q¡þþ1),rþrl : ilmþþ1,ØÁrþr)) - 2d*o(tfu,rþ2).

Now we can introduce the Seiberg-Witten equations on (d g) with a Spin"-

structure s: (W,p), for a pair of (A,ly') consisting of a [/(1) connection on the

determinant bundle of Spin" structure s and a spinor ry' (a section of W). They are

the following two equations:

Q¡rþ :0,
*Ft - "(rþ,rþ).

(2.3)

Denote by A(Y,s) the Seiberg-Witten configuration space on (Y,s) consisting

of pairs (A,rþ) where A is a U(1) connection on d,et(W) and rþ €l(W). "4o is an

affine space modelled on fl(X,iR) x f(W). For analytic reasons, we shall use the

trf -irr l,eglable ct-ufìg u rations, deno ted. by A ¡z .

The automorphism group of det(W) is the gauge group Çv =Ç77 of maps of Y

to U(1) locally modelled on the Lie algebra QoL"r(Y,iR). The gauge group Ç72 acts

on Aaz as follows (by gauge transformations):

(A,,,þ) -:-- (A - 2u-r du, urþ) (2.4)
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It is easy to see that Ç* acts freely on {(,4, ,þ)lrþ + 0}, those elements are said to be

irreducible, while (,4,'r/) with tþ:0 is said to be reducible. Denoteby Ai, the open

subset of irreducible configurations, denote by ß* : Ai"/Çr7 the quotient space of

.,4i, modulo the gauge group Ç¡7, then ß* is a Hausdorff space.

Simple computation using Lemma 2.1.6, shows that the above Seiberg-Witten

monopole equations for (Y, s) are invariant under the gauge transformations u e çq.

Definition 2.1.8. The moduli space .lv|o of Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (y,s) is

the solution space of the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) modulo the gauge transfor-

mation group Ç72. The moduli space tVli is the irreducible part of tVls.

Without any difficulty, we know that MI can be viewed as zero-point set of

a section for an infinite dimensional bundle over 6* which leads to the topologi-

cal quantum field theoretical interpretation of the Seiberg-Witten invariants on Y

[11]. The bundle over 6* is the associated bundle of A* -+ ß* via Çrz-action on

Oi,? * L?(W) by (o, ö) 3 (",uþ). The corresponding section s can be described by

the following diagram:

(2.5)

Actually, we will see that s defines a section on the tr2-tangent bundle on B*. Now,

M* : 
"-t(0) 

. M - M* are the reducible solutions to (2.3), it consists of

{(,4, o)l F.q, : o} lÇtZ

The structures of M, M* wllI be discussed in the following section. The following

proposition is the direct consequence of the Weizenböck formula for Dirac operator

in Lemma 2.1.6.

Lemma 2.L.9. Suppose that Jvlo is non-empty for c Spin" structure s on (Y,g),

then the L2-norm of the curuature Fa is bounded, by the L2-norm oJ the scalar

curuature s as follows:

llFrll < ry

A* xç (OL,(Y,dR) x ¿2(I,T/)) )
+

B*)

lA, rþ, * (F¿, - " (rþ, rþ)), þt(rþ))

sl
lA,rþl
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Proof. Let (A,rþ) b" a solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3), from the

curvature equation, we know that lrlla :4lFAl2 (Cf. Lemma 2.7.3)., pairing the

Weizenböck formula with ú and applying the integration over Y, we have

l"tlv o,/l' + il,þl

0 + nop,(v, iR) I aL?(v, iR) @ L?(w) -!s çt""(v, iR) @ L2(w)

where G is the infinitesimal gauge transformation:

G: f,---+(-zdf,frþo),

and.L is the linearization of the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) at (As,{'s):

(o, ó),+ (*da - 2o (rþo, ó),, Ø ¡,ó * Io.fo),

where o(rþo,ó) is the lR-bilinear symmetric pairing as defined (2.2).

Lemma2.2.L. LoG=0.

' * I'o 
a)d,uotv - o,

j
which implies the inequality in the Lemma.

Corollary 2.L.LO. There are only finitely many Spin" súructures on (Y, g) with non-

empty Seiberg-Witten monopoles to the Seiberg-Witten equations.

2.2 Moduli space for Seiberg-Witten monopoles

Let (A¡, ,þo) e AL? be an irreducible solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3),

there is a natural associated elliptic complex which incorporates the linearization

of the gauge action (2.4) and the linearization of equations (2.3) as follows. The

tangent space A7r, can be identified with Ol, (y, ¿R) @ L?(W).

(2.6)

Proof. Since o(jú,{) is R-bilinear and symmetric, and from the definition (2.2),

we know thal oþþ,/) is complex linear with respect to the first factor, complex

anti-linear with respect to the second factor. This implies that o(lrþ,ú) = 0 for

/ e oo(Y, iR),,r/ € f (I4l). Hence

L oG(f) : L(-2df , f rþo) : (-ro(f rþo,rþo),Ø¡oUrþ) +|f-raf .+A) : o.

!
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From the deformation complex (2.6), we can read offthe virtual dimension and

Zariski tangent space to M atlAo,rþol.We need to put the deformation complex in

the following form:

eo"Z(y,im) o aL?(y,im) o L?(w) 
rØo"/o! 

eL"(y,in) o L' (w)@ ç¿g, (y, iR) (2.2)

where T(h,,l,o) : G@L@G* in which G* is the dual operator of G under the tr2-inner

product on Of, (Y, iR) e L\(W):

< (o, ó), (b, rþ) >: I"G"A *b a 2Re(þ, g)d,uoty), (2.8)

Lemma 2.2.2. G*(o,Ö) : -2(da -l ilm(þs,$)).

Proof.

< e2df ,lrþo),(o,ó) > : (Í,-2d*a) -l2&e(f rþs,6)

: (f ,-2d.a) -l2if Im(tþs,,5)

: (f , -2d| a - 2iI m(þs, S))

: U,G"(o,ó))

Since Ç acts on 6* freely and the tangent space of the gauge orbit Ç.(,4, r/) is

{e2dr, f ,Ðlf , Qo4(y, iR)}

the -L2-orthogonal complement to this tangent space defines the L2-tangent space of

ß* at lA,',þ1, which can be identified with

{(", ó) e aL"(v, iR) a L2(w) I d,*o + irm(þ,d) : 0}.

Actually, Tçqo,.þo) is a compact perturbation of the sum of the signature operator

and the twisted Dirac operator:

*d -2d
@ Q.qo

-2d" 0

which has index 0. We have applied the following key C0-estimate for the Seiberg-

Witten monopoles to deduce the above compact perturbation. First note that the
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C- pairs (A,rþ) are dense in the configuration space.4, every (A,rþ) is gauge equiv-

alent to a pair (A',rþ') which lies in the slice of gauge group through aC* object.

Restrict the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) to the slice through a C* object, we

see that as a solution to an elliptic equation with C- coefficients, every solution to

(2.3) is gauge equivalent to C* solution.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let (As,l;o) be a smooth solution to (2.3). Then

l,þol2 3 f.3I{0,-"(y)}
uhere s(y) is the scalar curuature on (Y,g).

Proof. Apply the Weitzenböck formula in Lemma 2.1.6 at the maxima of ltþs12,

we obtain:

0 > Llrþol' :2lY ntþol2 - 2(v.A,v ¡otþo,rþol

: 'rl+a'- þ{;..rþo,rþol

: ]l,ra' - þ(rþo,rþo).,þo,,þo)

This completes the proof of Lemma.

(by the Weitzenböck formula )

(by equation (2.3))

(by Lemma 2.1.3)

Remark 2,2.4. This Co-bound in Lemma 2.2.3 for ang Seiberg-Witten monopole

implies that any 7-manifold, with a positiue scalar curuature metric has only reducible

solutions.

Proposition 2.2.5. Giuen a ?-manifold, Y with a Riemannian metric, there are

only finitely rnany Spin" súructures (up to isomorphism) such that the Seiberg-Witten

equations (2.3) admit solutions. For each Spin" súructure s, any solution (A,rþ) to

the equations (2.3) enjoys the Jollowing estimates:

lrþl' < maxs6)z{0, -s(y)} å sn

Q2

llva (ú)1127, I "f,uot(v¡

ll¡l=tf,tf Sy

llP.qll'r? I C for some constant C depending only on Y .
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Proof. The first and third inequalities in the proposition follow directly from

Lemma 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.1.3. From the Weitzenböck formulae and pairing with

1þ, we know that

llv .q(,þ)ll,L" + :ll,þll|^ + lþ,þ,þl7z 
: o

Therefore, llv t(rþ)ll'"" I -I þV, rÐ r' < t]rrrtl.The 
bound of the curvature F¿4' "'" - 4 \ /

means that* lies in a compact subset inside H'(Y,lR), being an integral class in

H'(Y,Z) implies that there are only finitely many Spin" structures (parametrized

by H2(Y,V')) which admit the Seiberg-Witten monopoles. The fourth inequality

follows from the third by integrating over Y and the following estimate:

lldF.qllL, : lld(*oþþ,,þDll:",

for some constant Cs. D

Using the bootstrapping technique and the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3), we

can improve the .[!-bound on A and C0-bound on þ to C--bound on both A and

r/ which gives rise to the compactness of the moduli space M. Note that we can

obtain the C--bound for each tþ immediately from Garding-type inequality Lemma

2.1.6, but now we must obtain a uniform bound for a sequence of solutions. The

first lemma we need is the gauge fixing condition and the estimate of trfl-bound on

connections via an .úl-, bound on curvature. In Yang-Mills theory, this is called

Uhlenbeck's lemma, for 4-dimensional Seiberg-Witten theory, a similar lemma is

obtained by Morgan in [35] where the trfl-norm of the gauged connection is bounded

by the L2r-r-norm of the self-dual part of the curvature. Our lemma concerns the

3-dimensional case.

Lernma 2.2.6. Let L be a compler linear bundle ouer Y with a Hermitian metric.

Fix a U (7)-connection As on L, then for any k > 0, these exist constants C1,C2 ) 0

depend,ing only onY, Ao,lc such that the following hold: for any L2¡, (J(l)-connection
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A on L, there is an L2¡*, gauge transformation u such that u*(A) = Ao*a where

a e QL""r(Y, iR) satisf'es

d,*a:0

lloll'r,r S ctllF¡ll'n"r_,t cz.

Proof. Write A : Ao + a0 for a e Qr'rr(y, iR). On the .L2-orthogonal space of

constant functions tn n??_,(y,iR), the Laplacian A has an inverse Â-1. Let

.fo : -A-1(d.("0)) € e9?*,,

let u6 : eupF fù which is L2r*, integrable, then

"r(A) 
: Ao I ao * dlo ! Ao + at

where a¿r : do * d/o is d*-closed and ,Lf-integrable. By the Hodge theorem, we

can write at : h f a2 where l¿ is a harmonic l-form and, o4 €. HL the subspace

tr2-orthogonal to the harmonic l-forms. On fIL, (d. + d) is a bounded operator,

therefore, there is a constant C, depending only on Y and k such that

llo,ll?.,* <

: CllF,q - FtJlzt,r_,

after rescaling the constant C, depending on Y,,zts and ,b. Wc nccd only to estimatc

å (the harmonic part of ar) by further transformation but without affecting a2.

Notice that us belongs to the identity component of Ç and. h e iHr(Y,R). Note

also n's(Ç) - Hr(Y,Z) and iUr(Y,R.)/iHl(y,Z)is a compact torus, we can choose

a gauge transformation / :Y -+ U(1) in an appropriate component such that

f @oØ)) : Ao l ht t az.

where hy is L2r-bounded. In detail, we have ro(Ç) = iHt(Y,Ø),those harmonic 1-

forms with period in iL,i.e, those harmonic l-forms ho: f-rdf where / : Y -+ ,51 is
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harmonic. Write h: ho * år where hs: f-rd,f represents an element in iHr(y,z)
and å,1 is,Lfl-bounded. Apply the gauge transformation / :Y -+,sl, we obtain that

Í(ro(Ao+ oo)) : Í(Ao + h * o.z)

AoIh- f-tdÍ+o,
Ao*hlaz.

Setting a : ht I a2,, we have d*a = 0 and

ll"ll'¡,71 llt r ll'y"r+ lloll?."r 3 CrllF.qll2r,r_,* Cz,

for some constants Ct,Cz depending only on Y,Asand k. This completes the proof

of the Lemma. !

Corollary 2.2.7, Fir a smooth, U(1)-connection As on det(s) for aspin' structure

s. These erists a constant C depending only on Y and As such that for any solu-

tion (A,,tþ) to the Seiberg-Witten equations, we haue a gûuge equiualent connection

At : Ao I a with the properties:

d*a:0

ll"ll' 1c

Proof. This is the direct consequence of Proposition 2.2.5 and Lemma 2.2.6. f]

Now we are ready to begin our bootstrapping argument to obtain a uniform

bound for solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3).

Theorem 2.2.8. Fir a smooth, U(1)-connection As on det(s), suppose that (A,rþ)

is a solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) such that A : Aola uith d*a : 0

and the harrnonic projection of a has a bound only depending onY,Ao. For euery

k) 2, there erists a constantC(k), depending only onY,As andlc such that

llrll?,"r+ llrþll'r,r < C(k),

where the L2¡-norm of the spinor is taken with respect to Y ¡0.

Proof. We will repeatedly apply the Sobolev embedding theorem (see [3]) and the

Sobolev multiplication theorem, so we summarize them as follows.
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o Sobolev embedding theorem: the inclusion Lf,'-+ Lnt is a bounded map if

k-: > /- * (here 3 isthedimension of our 3-manifold, in general, it shouldp-

be the dimension of the underlying manifold, w(k,p) - k - ff is called the

"scaling weight" for Lf,).

o Sobolev multiplication theorem: L2¡ x L! ) L't is a bounded map if

k > I and k > 2( using the Leibnitz's rule for derivatives and the fact: for

k ) 2, L't ) C0 is bounded in dimension 3). There is a general Sobolev

multiplication theorem, the above Sobolev multiplications are enough for us.

Step 1: We already have $ is Co-bounded,V ¡þ is .L2-bounded and a is -[!-bounded,

therefore, we have

ll,Þllfu

That means ry' is .[l-bounded.

Step 2: By the Dirac equation, we know that

Ø.qorþ: _|",t,

Since a is .[!-bounded and the Sobolev embedding L7'+ La is a bounded map, we

see that Ø.¿,0úis ^La-bounded (note here we only use the Co-bound on ú).

.L2-decomposition: write ry' = tþo| / with QnÓ:0 and rþs L I{erQÁo under the

-L2-inner product. First, since þ \s L2-bounded and (t/s, Ó)r" :0, / is also L2-

bounded, together with, Q¡oQ:0 and Ø.nois elliptic, we know that @ is C0-bounded

(elliptic regularity). Secondly, Ty'¡ is orthogonal to I{erØn and Q¡o is elliptic, from

the injectivity of the symbol map (Ø ¡o is elliptic), we see that there exists a constant

C3 depending only on Y and A0 such that

llúolh,i <

: Czll7.q",þlltn 1C+ (from SteP 1)'

Hence, t/s is trf-bound, then tþ : rþo+ d is also ,úf-bound.

Using the Sobolev multiplication and Sobolev embeddings:

LL ++2
2 LîX

4
1L I
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'l

fl,qorþ : -i*.rtt is trf-bounded. Repeat the tr2-decomposition procedure as above,

we know rhat þ is tr!-bounded. Using the Sobolev multiplication and Sobolev em-

beddings:

Ll x Ll.-+ Ltr + LZ,,

we know that Q¡oú : -lo./ i" .úl-bounded, repeat the -L2-decomposition procedure2'
again, we know that Q¡otþ is L2r-botnded, which yields |hat þ is trl-bounded.

From the curvature equation in the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) and the

Sobolev multiplication L2" x L2, .+ L!, we obtain that F¿ is ,[!-bounded, then

by Lemma 2.2.6,, a is trl-bounded.

Step 3: Suppose by induction that for some k ) 3, we have trfi-bounds of a and þ.

Then from

Qoo'þ: -"-'f

and the Sobolev multiplication: L2r x L2o .+ L2¡, we know that Q.¿,oú is trfi-bounded,

then the ,L2-decomposition procedure yields that $ is trfi*r-bounded. From the

curvature equation and the Sobolev multiplication: L'x+, x Lt*+, 4 L2¡¡1, Fe ïs

.[f*r-bounded, hence a is L2**r-bounded. By induction, we complete the proof of

the Theorem. n

Corollary 2.2.9. Let {(A",rþ")} b" any sequence of solution's to the Seiberg-Witten

equations. Then afier passing to a subsequence and applying L22 gauge transforma-

tions {hn}, {h,(A*,rþ")} are C* and conuerge inC*-topology to a limit which is

also a solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations. Therefore, the moduli space Mo of

Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) is sequentiallg compact.

From the index of the complex (2.7) and the above discussion, we know that

,rV consists of only finitely many points if M is smooth. In general, we need to

perturb the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) to achieve the smoothness of M, that

is, for generic perturbation,Tçq,,þ) in (2.7) will be surjective. There are two kinds

of perturbations: one is to perturb the curvature equation by adding an imaginary,

co-closed l-form r¡ on *F4- o(rþ,1þ):0. ry must be co-closed, since o(þ,þ)is co-

closed if ry' satisfies the Dirac equation and *Fa is also co-closed (Bianchi identity).
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The other perturbation is to perturb the Dirac equation by Clifford multiplication of

any imaginary 1-form. Either of them is sufficient to obtain the smoothness of ytl.

Here we only consider the first kind of perturbation by adding a co-closed l-form to

the curvature equation, though transversality of the second kind of perturbation is

simpler to prove.

Let r¡ € OLZV,dR) be a co-closed l-form. The perturbed Seiberg-Witten equa-

tions can be written as lbllows:
(
I Øxþ:0,\ '" (2.e)

[ *f, = o(tþ,',þ)+ rì.

For a small perturbation, the solutions to (2.9) enjoy all the properties of the

solutions to the unperturbed Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3) almost word by word,

we won't repeat them in this perturbed situation but we just restate the Co-estimate

Lemma 2.2.3 to indicate the small modification due to the perturbation, the proof

is the same.

Remark 2.2.LO. Let (A,rþ) b" a smooth solution to the perturbed Seiberg-Witten

equations (2.9),

l,þl' < f.1I{0, -s(y) + 2llryllc. }

where s(y) is the scalar curuature for (Y,g).

The corresponding moduli space is denoted by Mn,n, Mi,rits irreducible part.

Denote by Zt(y,iR) the space of co-closed, L|-integrable, imaginary l-forms on Y.

The perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations define an Ç-equivariant map:

ar,? z'(Y,iR) -3+ aL"(Y,iR) x ¿2(I,y),

(A,rþ,rù,+ (*F¡ - o(rþ,rþ) - n,Øt þ).

Over B, .í defines a section whose zero set is the parametrized moduli space gJl:

ùJt - u Ms,n.
nezt(Y,iR)

Thefiber of the natural projection lll-+ Zt (y,iR) atr¡ € ZL(Y,iR.) is the perturbed

moduli space JVls,n. Denote lry lll* the irreducible part of lJI.
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At any solution (Ao,rþo,?o), the linearization of the perturbed seiberg-witten

equations and the linearization of gauge transformations define a corresponding ex-

tended Hessian operator (cf. 2.7). Here T(¿0,,y'',,i0):

eo",,(v,iR) @ aL?V,iR) o L?(w) @ zr (y,iR) -+ aL"(y,iR) @ L, (w) o o?, (y, iR)

is defined by assigning to ("f, a,ó,e) the element:

(*d,a - 2o (rþo, ó) - 2dÍ i e, Q ¡oó * T".f" * f úo, -2d* a - 2iI m(tþs, g)). (2. 10)

Lemma 2.2.tr. At any solution (Ao,'rþo,To) to the perturbed, equations (p.g) with

,þo # 0, T(Ao,,þo,no) is surjectiue. In particular, the parametrized irreducible moduli

space çJIl* is smooth.

Proof. Let (a1, h,fù be tr2-orthogonal to the image of T(¡0,,þo,ro¡ under the L2_

inner product. By varying e e zt (y, iR) alone, we see that a1 must be an exact

l-form. Then from the direct calculations, we know that (a1, ót,lù satisfies the

following equations (note that the .L2-metric on spinors is twice of the real part of

the Hermitian metric (, )):

(1). d*ot + iIm(rþs,dr) : 0,

(2). dh * o(tþo,dr) = g, see (2.2)
1

(3). Øuót * i"r.',þo t h,þo = o.

Apply d* to the second equation (2), we see that

d*dÍt: -d*o(rþo,ót)

= -T,'*(''þo,i.'q"Ót) (bv Remark 2.t.7 )

?, .. 1: 
il*((lþo, i"r.rþo + ftrþo)) (by the the equation (g))

i: 
,I*(rþo, ftrþo) (since (tþo,at.úo) is real)

1
= ,(rÞo, frrÞo) - _ ftkþo, rþo)

Therefore, we have d*df, +$fr: 0, from which on y - rrtr(0), we have "fr 
: 0

On úo 
t(0), we see that o(tþo,óù: 0, hence,

(2.rr)

o(tþo, ót) : o.
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This implies that dh :0, that is fi is a constant function on Y, as a solution to

the Dirac equation, ,þo * 0 can not vanish on an open set, then fi must be zero.

Locally from the Spin" representation (2.1), we get

ót : i€tþo, (2.r2)

on the complement of $oL(0) for some smooth function t,Y - r¿tt(0) -) R. By

the unique continuation theorem for the Dirac equation, ( can be extended to all of

Y and ót: i€tþo on the whole of Y. Insert ót: i(r/6 into the third equation (3)

(note that "fr = 0 already), we knàw that

1

id€.rþo * ior.1þo = 0. (2.L3)

Since the Spin" representation is the standard representation of U(2) on C2, we

have ø1 : -2id€ on Y - r/;t(0). Insert it in the first equation (1), we see that, on

Y -útt@),

d*d'€+ €lúol': o

From the maximum principle, ( must be zero, hence, dr:0, and d*a1 = 0, which

leads to ¿r : 0 since a1 is exact. This completes the proof of the surjectivity of

T(¡o,rþo,no)'

The smoothness of ÛJt* is the conclusion of the implicit function theorem together

with the fact that the gauge group acts on fi* freely with the slice at [,4,6, r/s] given

by the Coulomb gauge condition:

I(erG* : {(a, S) e Qr""(y, iR) @ L2(W)ld*o + ilrn(tþs,d) : 0}

Apply the Sard-Smale theorem, we see that there exists a Baire set D in

Zt (Y, ilR), such that for T € E, M[,, \s a smooth, O-dimensional manifold. If we can

choose a perturbation such that the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations have no

reducible solutions, Lhen Mo, - Mi,, is a compact, smooth, O-dimensional man-

ifold, hence consists of finitely many points in 6*. This is indeed the case except

when the first Betti number ö1 (y) : 0 (Y is a homology 3-sphere)' In the following
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Lemma, we will discuss the appearance of the reducible solutions to the perturbed

Seiberg-Witten equations.

Lemma 2.2.12. For any ?-manifold Y with non-triuial first Betti number, there

eústs an open dense set of perturbations in Zr(Y,iR) sucå that the perturbed Seiberg-

Witten equations haue no reducible solutions. If Y is a homology ?-sphere, there is

always a unique reducible solution (up to gauge transformation) which cannot be

perturbed auay.

Proof. Suppose (.4,0) is a reducible solution to the perturbed Seiberg-Witten

equations (2.9), then

*F¡ = r¡'

Since 4 €. Zr(Y,ilR)is co-closed, write q = no!*du where 4s is an imaginary-valued,

harmonic l-form and v € Ao(y, ilR), therefore,

Fa - *r¡s t d,u. (2.I4)

Certainly, if the first Betti number b1(Y) ) 1, the equation (2.14) cannot have a so-

lution for an open dense set (those 4 whose harmonic part is not [*tr'¿] since [*F¿] is

only a point in the lattice 2niUt(Y,Z) e ttL(Y,iR). The perturbation with the har-

monic part representing [xF,a] is aco-dimension ó1(Y) subspace of Zt(Y,iR). If Yis

a homology 3-sphere, thenliP¡l(2r)] is a torsion element in H2(Y,Z) which classi-

fies the line bundle, and H2(Y,iR) : 0 implies that 4 : *rd,u. For each s € Spin"(Y),

*F¡ - dr¡ always has a unique solution .4 whose connection l-form is given by z (up

to gauge transformation). !

Corollary 2.2.13. For a ?-manifoldY with ör(y) > 0, there eyists a Baire set of

perturbations in Zr (y, iR) such that for any perturbation r¡ in this open dense set, the

perturbed Seiberg-Witten moduli space .lvlo,, consists of finitely nlany snxooth points

in ß". Moreouer, the perturbation r¡ can be chosen to represent a triuial cohornology

class if c1(dets) I 0 in ff 2 (Y, R).

Proof. We only need to prove that we can choose [q] = O as a de Rham cohomology

class. Checking through the proof of Lemma 2.2.rr again, we can choose 4 to be
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a co-closed l-form *dp, where ¡r is an imaginary l-form on Y. Then we need to

verify surjectivity of T(¡o,,þo,ro; in Lemma2.2.Il. Now the equations in (2.11) don't

require that a1 be exact (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2.11), but the exactness of a1 can

be obtained from equation (2.13) and the unique continuation property of the Dirac

equation. The rest of the proof goes in the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.2.11,

after noting that we need the first Chern class of the Spin" structure to be non-trivial

in H2(Y,lR.) so there is no reducible solutionin Mo,, fbr a *,d-exact one-i'orm 4. tr

For a homology 3-sphere Y we can perturb the Seiberg-Witten equations further

such that the reducible solution is isolated in Ms,n. Then ,rV|,, also consists of

finitely many smooth points in ß*.

Notice that a homology 3-sphere Y has only finitely many Spin" structures, for

each Spin" structure s there is only one reducible Seiberg-\Mitten monopole (up to

gauge transformation) for the perturbation 4: *d,u. Without confusion, denote by

y the corresponding connection on det(s).

Lemma 2.2,L4. Let (Y,g,s) be a homology ?-sphere with a Spin" súructure s, de-

note by lu,0l the unique reilucible point in the perturbed Seiberg-Witten mod,uli space

Ms,*d,, If the twisted Dirac operator Q, has triuial lcernel, thenlv,Of is isolated in

Mo,*d, in the C*-topologg.

Proof. We use perturbation theory by expanding the solution lA,rþl to the per-

turbed equations (2.9) near [2,0]. Write (A,rþ)= (u+ø,ry'), then (a,r/) satisfies the

following equations:

(i)

(i,i)

(iii)

d,*a:0

*d"a = 01þ,1þ)

ø,(,þ) +|a.,Þ: o

Expand (a,tþ) as

a:(ar*e2az+e3øs*..'
tþ : eth + e2tþz + e3tþz+ . .' .

Then from the Dirac equation (iii) and I{erQ,: 0, we know that th : 0. Using

this fact and the curvature equation, we know that ø¿ (i : 1,2,3) are closed and co-
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closed for a homology 3-sphere, this leads to a;(i:1,2,J) must be zero. Repeating

the above procedure, we get la,tþlis zero. This proves the Lemma. fI

The following Proposition proves that the condition I{erQs,: 0 holds for generic

metrics g and perturbations z.

Proposition 2.2.L5. Denote by Met the space of alt Riemannian metrics on a

homology ?-sphere Y, consider the twisted Dirac operator Qs, associated, with the

chosen metric g and the connection v. The condition l{erQs, f 0 determines a

subset in the space of Met x Zr(Y,iR) uifä real codimension one.

Proof. Let gs be a metric on Y such that l{erQ?rfl I 0 for the connection zs on

det(s). We can decompose the spinor space a,s 't1.Ø'17L, under the L2 inner product,

where 77: I{erØf!, eCuipped with a Hermitian metric from the Spin" structure.

Consider the Dirac operator Qe"for (g,z) suffciently close to (go,vo) under the C--
topology. Under the isometry identification of the spinor spaces for gs and g, the

Dirac operator for g can be conjugated to act on the spinor space ofgs, still denoted

bv Qn".

Claim 1 : Qn acúng on the spinor space of gs is self-adjoint if and only if they define

the same volume element (up to a scalar).

Suppose duoln - f duolno for a positive function f on Y, then from the direct

calculation, we have

< øn rþ, ó ) so:{ ,þ, f øn,U-r ó) > no

Then the Claim 1 is obvious. Denote by Meto the space of metrics which have the

same volume element as go up to a scalar.

Claim 2: If two metrics f1 and !J2 arc conformal, that is, gt = e2ugz for a real

function u on Y, then the multiplication by e-' defines an isomorphism between

I{erQs,r and I{erQs,,.

This is the consequence of the following relations: under the isometry identifica-

tion of the the spinor spaces for g1 and, 92, we have (see proposition 1.3 in [24] or

Theorem 5.2a in l28l)

Ønt : "-"Øn'""
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Therefore, we only need to prove that the condition l{erQfl f 0 determines a

real codimension one subset in the space of Meto x Zr(Y,iR).

We want to reduce the problem of the existence of solutions of the equation

Øfrþ :0 to a finite dimensional problem on'11.

As a map from Meto x Zr(Y,iR) x f(I4l) to l(W), the linearization of the

equation Qn rþ :0 at (96, z¡, 0) is invertible when restricted to ?lr . Thus, the implicit

function theorem provides a unique map q :'U -+ Hr defined on a neighbourhood Z

of (go,26,0) in Meto x Zt(Y,iR) x 71, such that

(r - t\ø'"(ó + q(g, u, ó)) : 0

for all (g,r,ö) €.U, wherc [I is the projection onto'17.

Therefore, the operator Qs" haß non-trivial kernel if and only if the equation

nøt,(ó + q(s, v,ó)) = o

admits solutions in 71. This is a finite dimensional problem. Define a map

L : (Meto x Zr(Y,iR.))n u ---+ UQf)

by sending

L(g, r)(ó) -- ilø',(ó + q(s, u, ó)).

Direct calculation implies that L(g, z) is a Hermitian transformation of the space 71,

that means L(g, r) € U ('11), where U (?l) is the space of Hermitian transformations

on 'll. The kernel of Qfl is non-trivial if and only if the kernel of L(9, z) is non-

trivial. There is a real-valued function onU('17), which is the determinant function.

Therefore, we have a real-valued function f þ,r) : d'et(L(g,z)) on the neighborhood

of (90,26) in Meto x Zt(Y,iR). Those (g,z) with non-trivial kernel have value 0 for

this function.

Now we only need to check that the derivative of lþ,u) at (gs,z6) is surjective,

then the Lemma follows from the Morse theory. It can be checked by differentiating

lþ,r) ut (90, zs) along (0, a)-direction, for a e O1(Y, iR). Since

1

Df bo,,ù(O, a) : Tr(Q + n(ir.ó)),

which is non-zero for suitable choice of a. ¡
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In summary, for the homology 3-spheres case, from this Proposition, we see

that the complement of the codimension one subspace in the open dense subset of

Mat x Zr(Y,iR) has many chambers, for a pair (g,u) in each chamber, the moduli

space M",, has only one reducible point [2,0] which is isolated, therefore,

MI,, = /u4o,, - {[r, 0]]

consists of finitely many smooth points. From the proof of Corollary 2.2.73, we know

that for a 3-manifold Y with á1 ) 1, the open dense set, In which the perturbed

Seiberg-Witten moduli space ,,Vf 
",, 

consists of finitely many smooth points, is path-

connected; while for a 3-manifold Y with ór : 1, this open dense set is not path-

connection since the perturbation with the harmonic part representing [*¡]] (when

the perturbed equations (2.9) have reducible solutions) is aco-dimension b1(y) :1
subspace of Zr(Y,,iR).

2.3 Seiberg-'Witten invariants on a 3-manifold

In the last section, we analysed the structure of the perturbed Seiberg-Witten moduli

space for a closed, oriented 3-manifold (Y, g) with a Spin" structure s. Now we can

define the Seiberg-Witten invariant for (Y, g,s)if the smooth point is oriented, that

is M[,, is a finite set of points with sign.

To see that M[,, is orientable, we only need to show that the determinant bundle

of the deformation complex (2.7)

.C: A-"*(1(erT) Ø A^"*(ColcerT)

is a trivial real line bundle over MI,,.At each point [As, rþo),7(¡o,,þo¡ is homotopic

to the sum of the signature operator and the twisted Dirac operator:

+d -2d

-2d* 0
@ Q¡o

Since the Dirac operator Q,a.o is a complex operator, therefore the determinant bundle

A^"*(Colcer?) is naturally trivial over 6* and oriented by the complex structure.

The kernel and the cokernel of the signature operator are both Ho(Y, iR)oHl(y, iR),
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which are independent of the base point, therefore, its determinant bundle is trivial

over B". A choice of orientation of flo(Y, iR)O f/1(y, iR.) determines an orientation

of Ms,, at any smooth, irreducible points. The same argument can be employed for

the parametrized moduli space if the parameter space is oriented.

To determine the sign for the point lA,lþle M[, (in the case where Ó1(y) > 0,

MI,r: Mo,r), we need to compare the orientation of ÊV'þl with the natural orien-

tation of a trivial real bundle IR over Mi,n. Notice that the orientation changes if

and only if the orientation of ! changes along a path connecting two points in Mf,,r,

this happens only where T (2.7) is non-invertible (? is invertible at each point in

Mi,).Therefore, we can use the spectral flow of the extended operator T in (2.7)

to determine the Seiberg-Witten invariants (up to an overall sign).

For a homology 3-sphere, we have the a priori solution (the reducible) lu,0] from

which we recover the overall sign, the sign at each point lA,rþl is determined by

where SFWI(") is the spectral flow of T (2.7) along a path from a representation

of [2,0] to that of [4, tþ] in A. This spectral flow is independent of the choices

of the path and the lifts of [2, 0] and [,4, tþ] in A, here we need to choose a small

positive e and use the (-e)-spectral flow to define SFW)(") (see [2]) since T[,,01 has

one dimensional kernel. Or one could choose an irreducible pair (h,,rþt) sufficiently

close to (2,0) with trivial kernel, then apply the ordinary spectral flow (counting the

eigenvalues crossing 0), one needs to add a term 61a, ,ú, ) to eliminate the dependence

of the spectral flow on thc choicc of (,41, úr). One way to realise this is to choose a

path connecting (2,0) and (h,rþù such that ?" on this path has no kernel except

s : 0. Let À(s) (À(0) : 0) be the eigenvalue of T" near 0, then

r)
1-r¡"",'Íói'r

ô(r, ,:{i,,rþt

if À(s) ) 0,

if À(s) I 0.

One can check that these two definitions of the spectral flow are the same by using

the additivity property of the spectral flow. In this thesis, we use the convention of

(-e)-spectral flow if the operator has non-trivial kernel at the end-points.
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Remark 2.3.L. For a family of self-adjoint, Fredholm operators D" (s € l0,rl) with

only zero eigenualue inl-e,el for Do,Dt, the e-spectral flou and the (-e)-spectral

flow of D" can be related by the following formula:

(e - SF)(D") : ((-.) - Sr')(D") t diml{er(Oo) - d,iml(er(D).

We will reiterate this spectral flow in the next section where we define the relative

indices for solutionsin,\rlo,r. So we won't spend time here to justify the arguments.

Now we can define the Seiberg-Witten invariant for any closed, oriented B-

manifold (Y,9) with a Spin" structure g.

Definition 2.3,2. LetY be an oriented, closed s-manifotd (y, g) with a Spin" struc-

ture s, Mi,, (Mi,n: M",n for fu(Y) > 0) is the perturbed Seiberg-Witten moduli

space which consists of a f,nite set oJ signed, smooth points. Counting the points in

Mi,, defines the Seiberg-Witten inuariant:

Àsw(Y, 9, \,s) : t sign(r).
t€./v1!,,

Lemma 2.3.3. If hV) ) l, then Àsw(Y,s) is a topological inuariant for each

Spin" súructure s, that is Àsw(Y,g,T,s) is independent of the metric and perturba-

tion.

Proof. This is the standard oriented cobordism argument for the perturbed

Seiberg-Witten moduli space. Note that the appearance of the reducible solutions

to the perturbed equations can only happen on a codimension br(y) > l subset

\n Met x Zr(Y,iR) (which is path-connected). Suppose (go,r7o), (gr,n) are two

pairs with the smooth, finitely many solutions (after modulo gauge transformations)

Mo,ro(Y, go) ar.d Mo,rr(Y, gt) respectively. We can choose a path (gr,nù for ú e [0, 1]

connecting (go, qo) and (g1,41) such that each moduli space Mu,ro(y,gt) at ú consists

of finitely many, smooth points. Then the parametrized moduli spaces

U Mo,n,(Y,g')
¿e[0,1]

defines an oriented cobordism between Mo,ro(Y,go) and, Ms,rr(y,S). By the defi_

nition of the Seiberg-Witten invariant, we see that

Àsw (Y, 9o, \o,s) : À sw (Y, gtt \2, s)
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!

Therefore, the Seiberg-Witten invariant for )/ with ór(y) > 1is a Ø-valted

function over the Spin"-structures:

Àsw(Y): Spin"(Y) = H'(Y,Z) ---+ Ø.

2.3.L Special Case I: b1(Y) : ¡

From our earlier discussion, we know that, for a homology 3-sphere Y, the Seiberg-

Witten invariant is only defined for (g,4)whose Dirac operator Qn,h* trivial kernel

(here 4 - *du). In this case, the unique reducible point in Mu,\s isolated, hence,

tVl[,, consists of finitely many smooth points with sign. Proposition 2.2.15 tells us

that

W : {(g,*du)l Kerff" l0} (2.15)

is a codimension one subset in Met X Zr(Y,iR). There are many connected compo-

nentsin MetxZt(Y,iR)-)4/.Therefore,theSeiberg-Witteninvariant Àsw(Y,5,9,u)

depends on the metric and perturbation. As a family of (gr,*du¿) e Metx Zr(Y,iR)

for ú € [-1,1] crosses W transversally, we know that there is a family of reducible

solutions lrr,0l,, then the Seiberg-Witten invariants for (gs,*d'us) and (91, *duv) arc

related by the following "wall-crossing" formula:

Àsw(Y,st gr nr) - ),ss(Y,s, gotno) + sFv,,oíQs,) (2.16)

whcrc S4,,,ul (Qnr,) i" the spectral flow of the Dirac operator Qsrlr for ú € [0, 1]. There

exist two approaches to verify this formula, one is to study the geometric structure

of the parametrized moduli space at the reducible whose twisted Dirac operator has

non-trivial kernel. The other method (simpler) is to use the algebraic structure of the

equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology. Both of these approaches were applied

by Marcolli and myself in [33]. In this subsection, we give a geometric interpretation

of the wall-crossing formulae for b1 : Q.

From Proposition 2.2.15, we know that W is a codimension one subset in

Met x Zr(Y,iR).
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we need to know the dimension of the kernel of Qfl for a generic pair (g, u) in w,
this is the issue of the following Lemma, it is Chen's work [13] that motivates us to

study the structurc of W.

Lemma 2.3.4. W is a stratified space with the highest stratum consisting of those

(g,v) with l{erQs, } C, in general, the set of pairs (g,v) with RerQs, ry U is a

codimension 2n - I subset in M et x 21 (y, iR ) .

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2.L5, we only need to prove the Lemma

for (9, u)in Meto x zL(Y,iR) (see claim l and claim 2 in the proof of proposition

2.2.L5). Consider a real Hilbert bundle L over

Meto x z'(Y,im,) x (If (?Tz) - {o})

whose fiber over (g, u, tþ) is

L(s,,,,þ): {ó e L?(w)lR"(ó,iú)s: o}

Define a section ( of L by assigning to (g, u,tþ) the element Qfltþ.

Claim : ( is transverse to the zero section of 4.

We need to prove the differential map of ( is surjective at a zero of (. Suppose

that (9e, uo,tþo) (',þ + 0) satisfies Qs,|orþo:0. Differentiate ( with respect to the

directions tangent to zr(Y,iR) x (rf (W)/{0}) only, then we see that the differential

map is

De , aL,(Y,iR)o L?(w) ---+ {ó € L?(w)la"(ó,irþo)n = 0}

(rr, rþr) ,+ f¿s,1út * irr.rþo.

If Ó € L@o,,o,,þo) is orthogonal to the image of D(, then / satisfies:

for any 4 € lÌt (y, iR).

From the second equation,we see that there exists a function f : y -+ R such that

ó: if tþo.Plugging into the equation (3), using Øn\rþo:0, we obtain dl:0 which
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implies f : C is a constant function. Then from (1), we can see that

Re(iCþs,òtþo)so = Clrþolz :0

and we get C: 0. Therefore, S:0, which means, 2( is surjective at (go,uo,tþo).

It is easy to see that the index of 2( is the index of Øno,, *hirh is 1, since itþs is

orthogonal to the image of ø1o,.

From the Claim 1, (-1(0) is a Banach manifold and the projection

rI : (-t(o) -+ Meto x 01(y, iR)

is Fredholm with index 1. Note that for any (g,r) e Meto x CIt(y,ilR), we have

n-t(g,u) = Ker|s,.

Moreover, at (go, vo,tþo), we have

I{ er (il*) : {ó e t (w)lør"Zó : 0}

dimK er(lI") - d,imc oker(Il*) : 1

at (9o,zs). Therefore, dimColeer(II.) : dimKer(II.) - 1, then the Lemma follows

with the highest stratum of codimension one (from Proposition 2.2.15). !

Now we can prove the wall-crossing formula (2.16) by studying the local structure

of the parametrized moduli space near the degenerate reducible point. Note that a

family of metrics and perturbations (gr,rt), which don't cross the "wall" W (2.15),

yield the same Seiberg-Witten invariants. From Lemma 2.3.4, we can choose a

path of metrics and perturbations (gt,ut) which cross W at the highest stratum (a

codimension one subset). Suppose that (9¿, u¡) (t e l-1,1]) cross W only once at

ú:0 with KerQsri ã C. For lúl sufficiently small, write theeigenvalue near 0 for Qni

as À(t) with )(0) :0 and À'(0) 10. Then we know that

sFÍ23@l') =
when À/(0) > 0,

when À/(0) < 0.

1

-1

Denote by M(9,,u) the moduli space of the Seiebrg-Witten equations on (Y,s)

with metric A and perturbation z. The unique reducible point [2,0] is isolated if
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I{erQs, = g. We want to analyze the local structure of the parametrized moduli

space

J"t = {M(gr,rr) x ir}lr € [-1, 1]]

at the degenerate reducible point rls : (0o,0), where 0o: lro,0] is the class of

the reducible solution of the Seiberg-Witten equation on (Y, s) with the metric and

perturbation (go,uo). There is a family of reducibles 8¿ in M. Let M* be the

irreducible set in M,U be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0sin M, andl,l*

be the irreducible paú of U.

We construct a bundle over neighbourhood of ,rgs in u4 x [-t, 1], together with a

section ç such that

tl* : (ç-r(0) - {(d,, t)})lç.

Lemma 2.3.5. The based gauge group Go = çlu(l) acting on the configuration

space A has the following slice models:

(a) The slice of the Ç lU (L)-action at a point (Á0, 0) is VØo,o) : K er(d*)x l¿, (S),

(b) fhe slice of the Çlu(t)-action at a point (A,tþ) is

V(o,,þ): {(o, ó)ld.(o) ¡ iIm(Q,tþ)is a constant function onY}

(c) For (A,rþ) close to (Ao,0) there is an isomorphism

À(o,,þ)t V(o,,þ) +V(¡o,o)

Proof. Properties (a) and (b) follow by direct computation. For (c), choose (a,/)
in V1t,,¡) and define À6'¡,¡(a,{) to be

(a - 2d"(p,6¡, €-,A¡rÞ * ó)

where €1,,4¡ is the unique solution of the following equations:

2d,*d,{6,6¡: d,*e

l"€6'6¡d'' 
: o

¡Direct computation shows that À1,a,¿¡ is an isomorphism
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The above Lemma shows that V is a locally trivial vector bundle over the space

of connections antl spinors ,4 endowed with a [/(l)-action.

Define the section ç

ç:Ax[-1,1] -+Iz

to be

ç(A,'þ,t): À6,,¡¡$n,(Ft' - d") - o('þ,'þ)'Ð¡'þ)'

Near 196, we know thatt/- = ç-l glç. Therefore, the local structure of U" at t9s

is given by the Kuranishi model of ç-1(0)lÇ at ûo.

Suppose (At,rþr) is an elementinl,l+. Consider a formal expansion at ds of the

form

At : ut * tar * t'o, + . ",tþt - trh + t2Úz +

Near the degenerate point ds, the section s is approximated by the following

pair:

(* nod,(ut * to,t I t' o, +. .' ) - * nod,v¡ - o(trh + t2 rþz*''', tù * t2',þz +'''),

Øn?(trþ, + t2 úz+ . . . ) i (ta1 * t2 c,z+ . . . ) . (trþr + t' rþr +. . . )),

where we are perturbing in a neighbourhood of the wall W just by changing the

perturbation and fixing the metric as.

The zero set of the section therefore determines the conditions *d41 : 0 and

d*at - 0, which imply or : 0 on a homology sphere. Moreover, we have da2 - 0

and *d,a2: o(th,,,/t).On the kernel of d* the operator xd is invertible, hence we

have a2 = (*d)-lo(rh,rþ).

The Kuranishi model near ds is given by a t/(1)-equivariant map

5 :R x Ker(Qtl -+ Coker(Qs,|),

where I/(1) acts on I{er(Qflg) = Coker(QiÐ = C by the natural {/(1) multiplication

on C.

We know that there exists a sufûciently small d > 0 such that, for , € [-ô, ô], we

have that øno, h* exactly one small eigenvalue À(ú) with eigenvector d¿ (À(0) : 0

and À/(0) I 0), that i" Qno,ör: À(t)ót.
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The map ,S is given by

5 : IR x Ker(Qs,Ð -+ Ker(Qfli),

S(t, wS) : nx.,1çnf;¡(Q¡,ró).

Here we assume that / is a spinor in Ker(Qfl1") with ll/ll : 1, so that I{er(Qs"Ð = có,

ilx*(Q',Ð is the .L2 projection onto Ker(Qfi).

Lemma 2.3.6. Consider the expression (ùflió,6¡: z(t), then we haue

z(0) :9, z'(0¡: À'(0).

Proof. We write formally À(ú) - úÀl(0), ót - ó f ú/1 and the Dirac operator

}no - AsÅ + tC , where ut - r./o * th and C acts as Clifford multiplication by 21. We

can write the first order term in the relation ôeri$¡= À(ú)@¿ as

(o'g,ih,ól +t\có,d) = úÀ'(o)+ À(o).

Here the tern (ùs,iöt,ó): 16r,,AfliÐ vanishes, and also À(0) : 0. Thus, we have

the relation (Có,ó): À'(0).On the other hand, we have (Có,ó) = ,'(0) from the

expansion of ïflió: z(t)$. ¡

Assume ,h:r"iqó, then o(rh,rþ) - r'o(ó,/), the map 5 can be rewritten as

s(t,wþ) : z(t)w$ + t2(azó,ólwó + o(F)

: (r1t¡ + t2r2 ((*d)-L o(ó, ó), "(ó, Ðl)ró + o(t3).

whose zero set can be approximated by

z(t) + t2r2((*d)-ro(ó,ó),o(ó,ó)) :0. (2.r7)

The term r(Y,9o,z¡) : ((+d)-to(ó,ó).,o(ó,{)) is a constant that only depends

on the manifold (Y, s, go, zs). Generically, we can assume that r(Y, gol uo) is non-zero.

Notice that we have (R. x 1(er(/13) - {0})/U(1) : IR x IR+. The irreducible

part of ç-t(0)/Ç is tangent to {0} x IR* as ú approaches 0.

The difference between the Seiberg-Witten invariants at t : :E6 can be eval-

uated by counting the number (with sign) of oriented lines in s-l(O)/Ç, wittt
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ú € [-ô,ô], that are tangent to {0} x R+ x {0}. Here we identify Z/* with the

set (5-1(O) - {, = 0})lU(1). From the approximated zero set (z.LT), we see that

the zero set (5-r(0) - {, :0})lU(I) is given by the condition

)'(0) + tr2r(Y, got vo) : 0

Thus, we have only one line in U* given by

,--1,11,,^t'

whose contribution to Às¡,y(Y, s,gt,ut) (ú € [-ô,ó]) is given by the (mod2) spectral

flow.

Without loss of generality, suppose À'(0) > 0, that is SF¡r,,ol(øt) : 1, by our

convention of the spectral flow, we see that

I t'i:'@n') = r'
ì
I sqfJ @n) :0.

When r(Y,go,ru6) ) 0, there are only one irreducible solutions approaching the

degenerate reducible point rls which happens as ú ( 0 with (-1) contribution to the

Seiberg-Witten invariant, hence,

Àsw (Y,s, grt ut) - )'gr¡ (Y, 5, g -r, u-t) + t.

When r(Y, go,us) 1 0, we see that there are only one irreducible solutions approach-

ing the degenerate reducible point r9¡ which happens as ú ) 0 with (*1) contribution

to the Seiberg-Witten invariant, hence,

Àsw(Y, st gr,vt) : Àsw(Y,s, g-L,u-t) + t.

This completes the geometric proof the wall-crossing formula (2.16). After intro-

ducing the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology theory, we will give a more

general proof of the the wall-crossing formula (2.16).

We end this subsection by two remarks: For the trivial Spin" structure on Y, we

know that there is a quaternionic structure on f (17) as in Lemma 2.I.4 for which

J-action commutes with the pure Dirac operator Q þee Lemma 2.1.6), one can

perturb the Seiberg-Witten equations on Y such that the moduli space admits this
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Z2-action,, this has been worked out by Chen [13] to prove that the Seiberg-Witten

invariant is an integer lifting of the Rohlin 22 p,-invariant for an integral homology

3-sphere.

2.3.2 Special Case II: ó1(Y) : 1

For Y with ó1(y) : 1, we know that reducible solutions happen at a codimension

one subspace

l. .lftl .T- no**ndv,,where40isharmonic,, ì*: 
t'n'"1 Qù. ,o :+ *nþ1(det(w)l under the Hodge decompositi.'. I

There is a projection map r : Met x Zr(Y,iR) -+ Hr(Y,iR.) defined by sending

þ,rù -+ rto

the harmonic part of r¡for the metric g. By fixing the metric g0, we see that ftn=no

separates Zr(Y,iR) into two chambers. By varying the metric, therefore, }t divides

Metx Zr (Y,,iR) into two chambers, at each chamber, apply the same proof as above,

Àsw(Y) is constant. As a family of (gr,nt)(t € [-1, 1] crosses Ðt once at t :0, the

parametrized moduli space

p4l-r,tl _ U Jvlo,n,(y,gr)
ú € [- 1,1]

has reducible solutions at t = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.6, the reducible part

of Mo,ao(Y, go), denoted Jrl6"o,

M6'd = {(,4, 0) | * Fa : no : rt| ¡ *d,us} I Ç

can be identified as a circle. Let rrs be the connection on d,et(W) with curvature

F-o : +4$, then any connection A with *,F'¡ : ?3 -| *dus can be written as:

A:uoluola

where ø is an imaginary 1-form with d,a : 0, using the gauge transformation in

the identity component, we can require d*a = 0, hence, û e Ht(y,iR). Ap-

plying a further gauge transformation in an appropriate component, we see that

a € Ht (y, iR)/ä1(Y,iv,) ã 
^91 since rs(Ç) = Hr(Y,iv,).
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In Mo,r_r(Y,g-),Mo,rr(Y,Sù, the contributions to the Seiberg-Witten invari-

ants, from those points which are not path-connected to Mf,'d in the parametrized

moduli space /Z[-r,lì, are the same for (g-1,r7-1) and (gr,rt). Therefore we need

only consider the structure of the neighbourhood of Mf,"d in Ml-t'tl.
Similarly to Lemma 2.2.L4, the following Lemma clarifies when the irreducible

solutions approach a point in Mf,"d.

Lemma 2.3.7. Suppose that Mf,"d is indered bg a € Ht(Y,iR)/Hl(y, iZ) with the

corresponding connection Ao - uslusla, then if I{ertnÅ,:0, there is no irreducible

solution connecting Ao in &4l-r'r).

Proof. Let a (Ar,rþr) be a family of solutions to the perturbed equations (2.9)

with respect to (9¿, ft). Suppose (At,rþr)r=o: (Ao,0), then differentiating the Dirac

equation fÅ,rþr: 0 with respect to ú, one obtains the proof of the Lemma. tr

Therefore, if we can perturb the Seiberg-Witten equations further so as to achieve

the result that M["d is isolated from the irreducible solutions in Ml-r'r], then we

can claim that the Seiberg-Witten invariant Àsyy(Y,s) is also a topological invariant

as long as the invariant is defined away from !t. Can this situation really happen

for a 3-manifold Y with b{Y):1? Unfortunately, the answer is "No". We will

discuss this as follows.

Notice that we can choose u e {lL (y, iR) for the perturbation q : qo + xd¡z whose

harmonic projection under the metric Ao is r70 - 4Fro. Denote by Zro, the z-space

(those 4 with harmonic part 40). Using the argumentssimilar to Lemma 2.2.15,we

know that

g: {(,*d,u,as)lI{er¿f:"+",+, * 0}

is a co-dimension one subset in Zro x.91. Therefore, there is an open dense set Zlo

in Zro such that any *d,u e Zf;o, {*d,u} x ^91 is transversal to the highest stratum

in that co-dimension one subset 6. Then there are only finitely many d € .91 such

thal Ker/s;o+o, is non-trivial.

From Lemma 2.3.7, generically, there are only finitely many points on M["d

which can meet the irreducible solutions in ,{,1[-t't]. We call these points the singular
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points. The local structures at singular points determine the wall-crossing formula

for the Seiberg-Witten invariants defined for (g,7) in each chamber separated by fr.

Proposition 2.3.8. Suppose c1(det(W)) = 2n * @ where @ is the generator of

Hr(y,iØ) and defines the orientation on Hr(Y,iR), /ef (g-r,n_) and (g,n) belong

to the two different chambers separated, by fr.. Then

Àsw(Y,s, gL,nr) = Àsw(Y,s,9-1,\-) * n.

Proof. First choose a family of metrics and perturbations (gr,rtù (t e [-t, 1]) such

that it crosses fr once at t :0, with only finite singular points A(0¡) on

tVl6"d : {A(0) : uo * us | 0@10 € [0, 2?r']]

Using the Kuranishi model at the singular point at A(0¿), one can see that the

contribution to Às¡7(Y, s,gr nr) - Àsw(Y,E,g-r,4-1) from the singular point is the

same a,s the contribution of the spectral flow of the twisted Dirac operator along

Jú6d from this singular point (the proof of this claim is essentially the same as

the geometric proof of the "wall-crossing" formula for ó1 = 0 in next subsection).

Therefore,

Àsw (Y,s, gt, \t) - Àsw (Y,s,, I -t, q-) : S f (ffÅp¡)

Note that A(d) defines a connection on det(W) over Y x 51, hence, the spectral flow

is the index of the corresponding Dirac operator on Y x,51, which is

I. o

¡t"?+sisn(Yxsr)) :rz,

where ct:2n+ O * 9ot. n2r

One of the most striking results about the Seiberg-Witten invariants for

bt(Y) ) 0 was announced by Meng and raubes [34], where they considered the

3-manifold Y with b1 ) 0 and zero Euler characteristic (possibly with boundaries

consisting of disjoint tori), then the Seiberg-Witten invariants for all the Spin" struc-

tures define a unique element SW in ZlHllH for ó1 > 1, and Z,llHl]lH where

H : H?o^po"t(Y,Z)fTorsion They claimed that this version of Seiberg-Witten

invariant equals the Milnor torsion constructed from the combinatorial topology.
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Chapter 3

Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology

The Seiberg-Witten monopoles contain more information than we discussed in the

last section. They can define a homology group for each 3-manifold with a Spin"

structure. This chapter begins with a framework for the infinite dimensional Morse

theory for the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional whose critical points are defined by the

Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3). The irreducible critical points generate the Seiberg-

Witten-Floer (non-equivariant) complex with the boundary defined by counting the

gradient flows connecting the critical points with relative index one. We also con-

struct the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology which takes account of re-

ducibles.

3.1 Morse theory for Chern-Simons-Dirac functional

Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with a Riemannian metric, g, and a

Spin" structure, s : (W,p), æ in last section. ,4o is the trf-configuration space

for the Seiberg-Witten equations, the tangent space is the space of trl-sections:

aL?V,iR)o L?(W) with the L2-inner product ( , ) (see (2.8)):

< (o, ó), (b, rþ) r: l"(-, ^ 
*b | 2Re(þ, þld.uoty),

Ç is the L2, gatge transformation group on Y, its tangent space is Olr(y,iR)

Fix aC- connection As on det(W), then there is afunctional, called the Chern-

53
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Simons-Dirac function on Ao:

c(A,',þ): -; l"ro-,40) ^ 
(F¡+Fi.)+ lr@,flaþ)d,uoty, (8.1)

The Z2-gradient vector field of C at (A,rþ), denoted by YC6,,¡,¡, is the .L2-

tangent vector for which the following equation holds for any Ll-tangent vector

(o,ó) e aL?V,iR)@ L?(w) zt (A,tþ):

< VC@,,þ), (o, Ó) >= ù(C (A I ta,, tþ * tÓ))lt=o

Lemma 3.1.1. VC6,,¡,) - (*Fa - o(rþ,rþ),þtþ).

Proof. This follows from the infinite dimensional variation with respect to the

tangent vector

(", ó) e oL?V.,iR) o ¿?(w)

ù(C(A+ta,rþ *tó)l.:o

-; lr@ 
A (Fa+ Ft) + (A - Ao) 

^ 
do - (,þ,a.gld,uotv

+ Iy(ó,Øtþ) + þþ,þ¡g))d,uotv

l, " n (- F,q + *o(rþ, rl')) + 
lrzne(Q 

tþ, gld,uoty

< (*,F¿ - o(rþ,rþ),Ø.qrþ),(",ó) > .

There is a surjective homomorphism: Ç -+ HL(Y,Z) which sends each L22map

g:Y -+ t/(1) to a cohomology class lgl:l-2T ig-rdgl on U(1). The kernel of this

map is the identity component of Ç. For g e Ç, we have

C(g.(A,,þ)) - c(A,,Ð: lrcl(det(w)) 
nlsl. (3.2)

Therefore, C descends to a map ß -+ RldZ * U(1) where d is the divisibility of

c1(s) : c1(det(W)) in H2(Y,Z)fTorsion Obviously, the critical points of C on ß

form the moduli space Mn of the Seiberg-Witten equations (2.3).

In the case of c1(det(W)) : 0, we see from (3.2) that C descends to a map

6 -+ R.. If c1(det(W)) I 0, we know that C descends to a map ß -+ Sr. In order to
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obtain a lR-valued function over certain quotient space, we need a Ht(Y, Z)-cover of

6, which is the quotient of ,4 by the identity component Ço of Ç. Denote by 6 the

resulting quotient. Then the critical points of C on 6 consist of Hr(Y,Z)-copies of

.lv7o, denoted by Ñlo (".. the following diagram).

B, -ño

ço (3.3)

çA
Another nice lifting of C (in the case of c1(det(w)) I 0) on 6 was discovered by

R. Wang [47] where he defined a subgroup of Ç:

Ç, = {s , çll"c1(det(w))n [g] : 0]. (3.4)

Then there is a exact sequence

0 -+ Çt -+ g -+ H'(Y,v,) I I{er({) -+ 0,

where { is the map on H|(Y,Z) givenby

r
6(g) = J"u@'et(w))n [g],

with I11(Y, Z)lI{er(() = Z for c1(det(W)) I 0. The corresponding quotienr space

Bt: AolÇ1is aØ-cover of ß. This cover is universal in the sense that

ßt: B Xsr IR,

and any cover of 6 such that C descends to an lR-valued function is a cover of 61.

The critical point set Mo on 81 is a Z-cover of JVlo.

tVlo -3* ¡4o. (3.5)

Lemma 3.1.2. The Chern-Simons-Dirac functional can be perturbed by a co-closed,,

imaginary, Ll l-form q € Zt (Y, iR),

cr(A,rþ): -i lrU - ,4o)^ (FÁ t F¡o - *2ù + (rþ,Ø,qrþ)d,uory,

with the Lz-grad,ient fi,ow giuen bg (*F¡ - o(rþ,rþ) - n,Ørþ), uhose critical points

on B giue the perturbed Seiberg-Witten moduli space "lv7o,, for (2.9). These critical

points are non-degenerate in the sense that the Hessian operator is inuertible at the

critical point.
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Proof. Applying the variation as in Lemma 3.1.1, we see that the critical points

are the gauge equivalence classes of the solutions to the equations

*F¡-o(rþ,rþ)-n,

Ørþ :0.

The lest of the claitns are tlte consequences of Corollary 2.2.13, Lemma 2.2.14 and

Proposition 2.2.15, since the Hessian operator Qloo,,þo) acts on the tangent space of

ß* at lAs,,rþol e M, with domain

{(",ó) € Qt(v, iR)@ t(W)ld.a t ilm(tþs,d) : 0}

and Q sends (a, /) to

(*d,a - 2o(rþo, ó), Ø¡"ó * l".rl")

This Hessian operator has Ç equivariant extension to T A* @T Ç, which is the operator

T defined in (2.10). Both Q and ? are essentially self-adjoint, their kernels have the

same dimensions at the irreducible critical points. tr

For c1(d,et(W)) f 0, we will take the perturbation *,7 to be an exact 2-form

(Cf. Corollary 2.2.73), then under the gauge transformation the perturbed Chern-

Simons-Dirac functional Cn behaves in the same ways as (3.2).

On ß: AlÇo, C, is an lR.-valued function, the corresponding critical points

consist of Hr(Y,Z)-coplesof Mo,r, denoted by Ñ",r.We introduce this lifting in

order to establish the Lojaszewiz-type inequality for Cr.

For generic perturbation 4, the functional Ca, which has only finitely many crit-

ical points on 6, has the following nice property, since it satisfies the Palais-Smale

condition.

Lemma 3.1.3. For ang e ) 0, there is À > 0 such that if 1A,lþl € B has the

L2r-distance at least e from all the critical points in Mo,,¡ for sfficiently small per-

turbation q, then

llvcn(\A,,þl)\ft, > 
^
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Proof. Suppose there is a sequence (A;,rþ¿) in 6 whose ,Õf-distance is at least e

from all the critical points in M, for which

llvcrfiA¿,þ¿])llp -+ o as ? -+ oo.

Then as i -+ oo, we have

ll * F¿, - o(rþ¡,rþ;) - Tll7z -+ 0

llØ.q,(rþ¿)ll¿z -+ o

where 4 is sufficiently small. This means that there is a constant C ) 0 such that

trl * ,o, - o(rþ¿,rþ¿) - nl' -t lL.q,(rþ¿)l' < c.

Resorting to the Weitzenbock formula for Q2o, and for rTsufficiently small, the above

inequality reads as

l"Eo,l' + lo(,þ;, rþ;)12 + ]t,t',t' t 2lY ¡,ço¡2 < 2c.

It follows that llt/¿ll¿n,llP,q,ll¡,r,llYt,rþ;117, arc all bounded independent of i. Now

using the standard elliptic argument as in the proof of compactness, we know that

there is a subsequence converging in trf-topology to a solution of (2.g). This con-

tradicts the assumption that the (A¿, ,þ¡) in ß have trf-distance at least e from all

the critical points in M,t. !

Near the non-degenerate critical points of C, we have the following .t2-distance

estimate.

Lemma 3.1.4. Suppose a is a non-degenerate critical point of Cr., there erists a

constant Co such that if the L2-distance JromlA,rþl to a is sufficientlg small, then

the L2-distance from lA,rþ] to a (denoted by d,ist7"(lA,rþ],a) is bound,ed by

C 
"llV 

C n (A,,',þ) lft, (v ).

The claims are also true for the Ço-quotient cases with critical point set Ño, on the

quotient tpo"" ß.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1.5,

Ào: rnar{ål 
^o 

is a eigenvalue of the Hessian operator Q at a}
l^il
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exists and is bounded. We know that [.4,',þ] à VC\(A,I/) defines a L2-tangent

section, which is smooth and transverse to zero at a. Hence, we may choose a

small neighbourhood of a (denoted by U") which may be identified with a small

neighbourhood of 0 in the ,L2-tangent space of ß* at a. We then have

V Cn (lA, rþD = Q "[A, rþ]),

which implies that

d,ist¡z(lA, rþ1, 
")

llQ ;' F c, (1A,,þlD ll ¡,, rv t

^.llv 
C n (lA, rþD ll t, <v t.

Choose the constant C" with

Cr, TÀr,

thcn thc Lcmma follows.

3.1.1 Relative indices and spectral flow

Note that the tangent space of B* at lA,t/] is the .Lf-completion of

I(erGla,,¡,1: {(r, d) € ot (y, iR) o l(I'Tl)ld"o + iImþþ,d) : 0}.

The Hessian operator of C úlA,rþ) € 6* is given by

Q ¡a,,t) : @, Ó),+ (* d,a - 2o (rþ, Ó) - 2dí, Ø tÖ + |".rtt * t rttl

where / is the unique solution in Q!, (y, iR) of the equation

(d" d + )ll'rl r = ir m(Q xþ, ó).

Notice that if lA,rþ]is a critical point of C, then .f = 0 by the maximum principle.

Lemma 3.1.5. Q¡a,ü d,ef,nes a closed, unbounded,, essentially self-adjoint, Fred-

holm operator on the L2-completion of l{erGfa,t¡t¡t and, its eigenuectors form an L2-

complete orthonormal basis Jor I{erG[¡,,¡,1. The d,omain oT Qlq,Ol is the Ll-tangent

space of ß*. The eigenualues form a discrete subset of the real line which has no

accumulation points, and which is unbounded in both directions. Each eigenualue

has finite multiplicity.

3

2

2
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Proof. We follow the arguments in [42]. Since Q¡¡,,¡,1 deflnes a bounded, es-

sentially self-adjoint, Fredholm operator on the trf-completion of I(erGlt,,¡,1to the

tr2-completion of I{erGia,,¡1, the forgetful map ftom Ll to L2 is compact, and the

resolvent of QLs,,þl is compact, then QØ,0) has no essential spectrum (accumulation

points or isolated eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity). ThereforeQbq,,þJ has discrete

spectrum without accumulation points and each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity.

The remaining statements are standard in the elliptic theory on compact manifolds.

!

Remark 3.1.6. From the arguments in the last section, ue see that afier a generic

trterturbation by a co-closed l-form \, MI,n consists of finitely many non-degenerate

critical points ol Cn, in the sense that the Hessian operator Q, has no lcernel at

these critical points. Then for any tuo critical points lh,tþi and, lA2,þ2], the

spectral flow of the Hessian operator, Q, for the generic perturbation, r¡, d,efines

a locally constant function on the space of continuous paths between fAs,rþsl and

lh,rþi. This function depends only on the homotopy class of the path between

lAo,rþol anillAl,rþ1, but its mod (¿(")) reduction doesn't depend on the homotopy

class of the path, where d(s) is the diuisibility of the first Chern class c1(det(W)) in

H"(Y, Z)f Torsion.

Proof. We only need to prove the claims regarding the spectral flow of Qr. Let

lA(t),Iþ(t)l (r e [0,1]) be a path in 6* which connects lAo,rþol and [,41, þl as t

varies. The eigenvalues near 0 vary and if the zero crossings are not transverse,

rve can perturb Q, with the two endpoints fixed, by adding a smooth family of

self-adjoint, Qa-relatively compact operators p(ú), such that the perturbed family

has its eigenvalues crossing zero transversely. Then the spectral flow of the Hessian

operator Q, is the number of eigenvalues which cross zero with positive slope minus

the number of eigenvalues which cross zero with negative slope. It is finite and

independent of a sufficiently small perturbation p(ú). This spectral flow depends

only on the homotopy class of the path between [,4s,,r/s] and lAr,rþ1. Since ,4* is

simply connected, ß* : A* lÇ is not simply connected,

nt(B*) : no(Ç) ry Hr (Y, z).
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Any two paths in ß*, connecting lAo,rþo] and [,41,/1], define a closed loop in 6*

baserl a,t lAs,lt6], which belongs to the component [g] e nr(y,,Ø) for g € -Ç. The

difference of the spectral flows along two paths equals the spectral flow along the

closed loop. By [2], it is the index of operator

ù-Q,

This index equals the index of the dei'ormation complex t'or the Seiberg-Witten

equations on Y x Sl with the pull-back Spin" structure r*(s) (n:Y x Sr -+ Y is

the projection). The positive spinor bundle for Y x 51 can be identified with the

negative spinor bundle via the Clifford multiplication of dt. Therefore, the difference

of the spectral flows along the two paths equals

|("'(o.(u))z -2x(y x s') - rø(r x s1))

= trc{d,et(w)) ^ 
tsl

: o(modd(r)),

where d(ø) is the divisibility of c1(det(W)). Note that d(ø) is always even. ¡

We know that Q6,¡1 has a gauge equivariant extension to TA* @ Tç, which

is the operator 7 as similarly defined in (2.10) where ? was only defined for the

critical points. Denote by \a,,¡) the extended Hessian operator at (A,tþ),, on A,
let (,46,úo) and (h,rþì be two lifts of lAo,rþo) and [,41,ty'1] respectively. By the

construction, the kernel of T(t,,,þ,) is trivial, then the spectral flow of T1a,4,¡ from

(Ao,rþo) to (,41, úr) is a well defined Z-function and

t4î:,'l:lq,: s*,',Ï:lr@oa d(u)). (8'6)

Recall that the definition of the Seiberg-Witten invariant for (Y,g,s) (See Defi-

nition 2.3.2), where we use the spectral flow of T(o,,þ), up to a sign, is:

Àsw(Y)(u) : D(-r)""rtÍ;1']',rq" (3.7)

lA,,þl

here [As, úo] i" a fixed critical point in Mi,r. Note that for a 3-manifold with

br(y) > 0, we can choose the perturbation 4 so that Ms,n: Mi,n.For a homology

3-sphere Y, we need to choose the perturbation 4 : +d,u so that the unique reducible
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critical point [2,0] is isolated, that ir, (g,4) is away from the codimension one set W

(2.I5).In the latter ca^se, we have a priori choice of the critical point, the reducible

onefu,0], then wecan replace lAo,rþol by [2,0]in (3.7). Q isinvertible at [2,0], but ?
has one dimensional kernel at [2,0], therefore the spectral flow of ? from [2,0] to an

irreducible critical point is defined to be the intersection number of the eigenvalues

with the line À: -e where e is any sufficiently small positive number (see [2]).

Therefore, using the spectral flow of the Hessian operator Qn, wg have defined

relative indices for the critical set .lvlo,r:

i : M",r1 ---+ Z¿6¡ (3.8)

by sending [A,rþ]to Sr[!;!],1Qn. In particular, the relative index between the two

critical points a, B is a well-defined Z¿6¡-valued function

í(o, þ) = i(a) - i(p) (3.e)

which is the spectral flow of the Hessian operator along any path connecting a, B

on ß (mod d(")). When c1(s) is a torsion class, which happens, if Y is a homology

3-sphere, then i is an integer-valued function. When ct(s) # 0, the Ø¿6¡-valted

relative indices can be lifted to the Z-cover of Mu (see (3.5)) to deflne a Z-valued

indices

i : Mo,, ---+ Vt (3.10)

3.L.2 Moduli space for the gradient flows

The downward gradient flow equation for C, on "4 is given by the path of pairs

(A(t),1r(ú)) that satisfies the equations

dA(t)
dt

* trl¿(r) + o(1þ,rþ) + n,,

(3.11)

ry:-Øq,¡'þ(t)
These are the Seiberg-Witten equations on (Y x R, S + d*) for the pull-back

Spin" structure with respect to the temporal gauge (the dt component of ,4 on

det(W) -+ Y x IR vanishes identically) [26]. The two solutions to the equations
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(3.11) are said to be equivalent if they (as paths in A) are gauge equivalent under

the action of I.

Under the projection n : Y x R, -l Y, we identify

Q',+(Y x R, iR) ^r 7r.(01(y, iR)) (3.12)

by sending p(t) to *p(t) * p(t) A d,t,, and identity

er (r x R, iR) = zr.(oo(y, iR) @ Ql(y, iR)) (3.13)

by sending (f (t),p(t)) to p(t)+ f (t)dt). Let the Spin" structure on Y x R be the

pull-back of (s,W). Using the Clifford multiplication of dt, we can identify the

positive and negative spinor bundles I/+ both as r*(W) as follows:

n. (w)

p+ (3.14)

14¡+
dt

W_

such that for l-form ¿ € Q1(y, iR), ,þ e W , we have

p+ (o.rþ) : a.dt.p+ þþ) : ".p- 
(rþ).

Lemma 3.1.7. (Id,entifi,cation of Dirac operators) Let tþ(t) be a section of r*(W)

and A(t) be a family of connections on det(W). Then ue caTt, uiew A(L) us u, coTt-

nection on det(tþ*W), and, the twisted Dirac operator Q.s, Ío, (Y x R, r.(W)) can be

erpressed as 0t * Øe1r¡ i, the sense of

þo(p+,þ): p- (@t+ Qaç¡),þþ)).

Proof. Let {e¿}l=, be an orthonormal basis for TY, then by the definition of Dirac
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operator on (Y x IR,n.(Vtrl)), we know

þÁp+rþ)

: D?=, "i.V.¿,,(p+rþ) 
t d,t.0¿(p+4:¡

: dt.D?=rei.dt.p+(v a,,,fi + at.arçp+ç¡

: dt.p+(D?=t"i.v t,rþ + 1ttþ)

: dt.p+ ((0¡ + 0 ep¡)rÞ(t))

= p- ((ù + Q*)tþ(t)).

Then the downward gradient flow equation (3.11) becomes the Seiberg-Witten

equations on (Y x R,z-*(17)) in the temporal gauge [26] [a9]:

( eI : qþþ,,þ) i q+

{ ls.ts¡
I þ¿''þ: o

where fT ir the self-dual part of the curvature Ft, rlr - *sT * nA d,t, and q(rþ,,,þ)

is the self-dual 2-form given in local orthonormal frame {"t, "r, 
es, e4 : Ar} bV

1.
n\";."¡.E,rþ)e'net.

We say that two solutions to the Seiberg-Witten equations (3.15) are gauge

equivalent under Map(Y x R,t/(1)) if and only if the paths in "4 they determine in

temporal gauge are gauge equivalent under gauge group the Çy : Map(Y,U(1)).

For any solution S(ú) : (A(t),1þ(t)) of the downward gradient flow equations

(3.11), we have

c4(s(rl)) - cn6(t2))

: 
Ii"'u"Ç*u'ot

: 
l,',' llrrr{, (t))ll2r"at

for any t1 1t2. Hence, we will say that any gradient flow line S(ú) : (A(t),Iþ(t))

on "4 has " a finite variation of Cr" if S(ú) satisfies the "finite energy" condition:

/oo

J _ _llv c n(s (t))ll2t" dt < æ.
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Lemma 3.1.8. Suppose S(ú) : (A(t),uþ(t)) to be any solution to the equations

(3.11) with finite uariation of Cn, and q to be sufficiently small, then there enists

a constant s such that ltþ(t)l < s and

þ) * < o for att t or[^S(t)] : a,

(b) l\m¿aa.",S(¿) exist and repre.sent some. criticnl point.s in Mo,r,

(c) There erist Ts >> 0 and a positiue constant Cs such that for t ) To the

following inequalities hold:

lcq(s(ú)) - cn(s(*oo)) l'/' < c0llvc4(s(t))llp1v¡

lc? (s(-ú) ) - ú, (s (-oo)) l'/, < c0ll vcn (s(-r)) ll¿:1r¡

Proof. The C0-bound of r/ is a standard application of the Weitzenböck formula.

The first claim comes from the following equality:

*r,rtn
(vc4(s(ú)) ,w,
-llvcn6 (t))ll2L,

l,',' llo r, {, (t)) ll2"" rr rat

- l,','roc,rs(tDr2L"

= Cq(S(ú1)) - Cr(S(t2)) < oo

for any ú1,ú2, hence the finite variation of C,(S(ú)) and the claim (a) imply that

lim¿--¡a- VCl(S(ú)) : 0. As a solution to an elliptic equation, S(t) is gauge equiv-

alent to a smooth solution, therefore, lim¿--¡1oo S(t) exist and represent two critical

points of Cr.

The inequalities in claim (c) follow from the following lemma which is the infinite

dimensional version of the Lojaszewiz inequalities with best exponent proposed by

L. Simon for nonlinear geometrical equations.

(by the downward gradient flow)

Notice that
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Lemma 3.1.9. For each critical point a e Mo,n þee Diagram (s.s)), there is a

neighborhood (Jo c ß of a and a positiue constant Co such that for euery S €. [Jo:

lcr(s) - Cr(o)l < C "llv c, (S)llT, v t
(3.16)

Proof of a 3.1.9 This is an application of Lemma 3.1.4. Let (Jo C 6 be as

determined by Lemma 3.1.4. Choose any path S(ú) (t e ltt, ú2]) in Uo which connects

,S and a with the least ,L2-distance, C, is lR-valued on , then

lcr(S) - C,(o)l

l','1ac'Q*(t)) Pt

llvc,(s) 1",1"'lffta,
c"llvcn6)llr""1r¡

# : - * F¡ I o(rþ,rþ) -l q -l E(A, rþ)

H : -øo(''P)

where E is a f)t(y, ilR.)-valued, Çy-invariant function on ,4 satisfying

1

ll E (A,,þ)ll z, < ;llv c nØ, rþ)l\".

where C, is the constant in Lemma 3.1.4. tr

Let a,B be two critical points in ./vl",r. Denote by M(o, þ) the moduli space of

the gradient flow equations (3.11) with the asymptotic limits a,þ as ú -+ -oo,+oo.
In the following we will prove that, generically, this moduli space is a smooth mani-

fold with dimension prescribed by the index theorem. This property depends on an

accurate choice of perturbation. First, we need to put M(o,B) in suitable function

spaces. We choose the weighted Sobolev spaces by studying the decay rates of the

gradient flows in Jrl(o, p) 
^ f -* *oo.

we remind the reader that we always identify a path (A(t),1þ(t)) ir.,4 with a

pair consisting of connection and spinor for (Y x IR, n.(I4r)) under temporal gauge.

We need to perturb the gradient flow equations in the following form:

(3.17)

(3.18)
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Remark 3.L.1O. This perturbation is to preserue the translation inuariance of the

gradient flow equation under the action of R. We call the solution to (3.17) the

perturbed grad,ient flou line ol Cn, or simply, the gradient fiow line. Denote again

by M(a, B) the moduli space of the perturbed gradient flow lines on ß which connect

a and B. For this kind of perturbation, Lemma 3.1.8 and the Lojasieuicz inequality

(3.16) still hold.

The corresponding perturbation of the Seiberg-Witten equations on Y x IR is

given by

I rI : qþþ,rþ) + n+ + E(Ar,rþ)+

{ (3'1e)

I pþþ) :0

where A1 is the Y-component of A and E(As,rþ)+ = 4E(A1,rþ) + nØ4,1þ) A dt.

Another kind of perturbation is given by Froyshov 122] using the involution of

C, with certain cut-offfunctions. For the perturbation as in (3.17) satisfying (3.18),

we have the following lemma, which comes from a direct calculation'

Lemma 3.1.11. Let a,þ € M, suppose that S(t): (A(t),uþ(t)) is a solution of

(3.17) with finite uariation of C,7, representing a perturbed gradient fl,ow line on B

connecting a and B, then for any ú1,ú2 € IR,

j l,',' llocr(s(r)) ll2t,(v)< c4(s(tl)) - cr(s(t2)) ., l,','llvc'(s(t)) llî,rr¡.

Applying the Lojasiewicz inequality (3.16), we have the following exponential

decay estimates for the perturbed gradient flow connecting a and B.

Proposition 3.1.12. Let S(t) : lA(t),1þ(t)l be a perturbed gradient fl,ow connecting

a and, B, satisJying the "finite energy" condition:

l* llvc,ts(¿))ll?,ryr d,t < æ

then there exist gauge representatiues (A(t),rþ(t)) for S(t), (A.,rþ.) for a and

(AB,rþò for B such that

(o) A - Ao and ,þ - ',þ" d,ecay erponentially along with their first deriuatiues as

t -+ -æ,
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(b) A - AB and ,þ - ,þB decay erponentially along with their first deriuatiues as

ú -+ oo.

Proof. We will only establish the claims in (b), the others are similar. Choose

T >> 1, let ú > T, define

t (t) = l,* ll, c,{t (tr))llrt 
" v )dtr.

The same arguments as in (Lemma6.14, [38]) can be employed to prove

d,istTz(s(ú), þ) 3 ct l*rlvcr{s(¿,))ll?'s¡dtr: cé(t - 7)

for some constant Cr. Lift S(t) to a path on A, then it is easy to see this lifted path

has a finite variation of Cr. Continue to denote the lifted path by s(t). Then by

Lemma 3.1.8, we know that liml-¡4oo S(ú) = S(+oo) exist and represent a and B.

We will prove that t(t)(t > T) decays exponentially as ú -+ oo. Note that

-ftlr,oa)) - c,(s(oo)l

: (vc,(s(r)), -0¡s (t)) 7'1v¡

Applying integration over [ú, oo), we get

^ ït(t), iJt

( by Lojaszewiz inequality (3.16))

1'n

This implies

W'-å'n,
Therefore, there exists a positive constant C1 such that

fort>T

t(t) <c1exp(- *q+t 
13
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Remark 3.1.13. By our choice ol CB QB > 

^*ø, 

see the proof of Lemma

3.i.,í), we itnow ihe d,ecay raie is Uo : 
å, 

which is iess ihan ^*il(P) , where

À*¿"(þ) is the least absolute eigenualue of the Hessian operator at the non-degenerate

critical point B. From Proposition 3.1.12, ue see that the perturbed gradient flnw

lines always haue erponential d,ecay with rate 69 depending the critical points which

the gradient fiow lines approach as ú -+ *oo.

Since we work on the non-compact manifold Y x R, the ordinary Fredholm

theory won't be enough because the Sobolev embedding theorems and the Sobolev

multiplications fail. By Proposition 3.1.12, we know that we can take the weighted

Sobolev space for the purpose of transversality and index calculations. See [eO] for

the relevant background of the weighted Sobolev spaces, which satisfy the Sobolev

embedding theorems and the Sobolev multiplications.

3.1.3 TYansversality and gluing procedure

We now study the geometric structure of the moduli space M(a, B) for the gradi-

ent flow lines connecting two different critical points a, B. The space M(a, B) is

also the moduli space of solutions to the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations on

(Y x R, g+d*,r-(g)), which are asymptotic to a at -oo and B at oo. Let ô be the

decay rate of the gradient flow line in JVI(o,B) (see Proposition 3.1.12 and Remark

3.1.13).

Consider the space of pairs of connections and spinor sections of

(v * n, s + d,* ,".(u)) ,

topologizeci with the weightecl Sobolev norms of weight rf a"s in [30]. Here the weight

function is e6(ú) - "6', 
where 6 i. r smooth function with bounded derivatives,

6 : R -+ [-ô,ó] such that ô1r¡ : -ô for ¿ < -1 ana 6(t) : ô for t >- L The L20,6

norm is defined as

llf lEo,o: (,f 
"u 

e6Q)(lfl2 + Iv/l' + lv'ff + ' ' '+ lvk ¡l\atauo,t)'

The weight e6 imposes an exponential decay as an asymptotic condition along the

cylinder.
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We summarize some of the Sobolev embedding theorems and the Sobolev mul-

tiplications for the weighted Sobolev spaces (see [30]).

Proposition 3.1.14. LetY be a compact oriented three-manifold. endoued with a

fined Riemannian metric g. Consider the cylinder Y x R uiúå the metric g + dt2 .

The weighted Soboleu spaces Lf;¡ on the manifold Y x R satisfg the following Soboleu

properties.

(a) The embedding L'k,6 4 L2k-t,6 is compact for all k > I.

@ U le > m * 2 we haue a continuous embedding Ll,t.+ C* .

(") lf le > m l3 the embedding L2*,t ) C^ is compact.

@ ry 2 < kt and le { lct the multiplication nxap L2¡,,5,Ø L'0,¡ 3 L2o,ru is continuous

(e) The operator **rçt¡ is a Fred,holm operator on the weighted, Soboleu spacesðt'I
if , it not an eigenualue of the operators lim¿1a- T(t), moreouer, the inder

"¡ **T(t) is the spectral fl,ow of the operator f þ).

Consider a metric gt* dt2 on the cylinder Y x R such that for a fiædT we haue

gt :- go for t 2 T and gt = 9t for t { -T and g¡ uaries smoothly when t € [-1, 1].

The same Soboleu embedding theorems hold for the L2¡,6 spo,ces on Y x IR.

An element 7o € M(o,B) determines a path in AlÇ, also denoted by 7s. Let

io: (Ao(t), úo(¿)) be a lift of 7s to A(Y,s). There is a spectral flow of 7(ú) along

the path ?o (see (3.6) for the relation with the spectral flow of the Hessian operator

Q), denoted by i(7s). We see that

i(zo) : sFr"(Q): i(a, B)(mod d(s))

where î(o,þ) is the relative index between a and B, defined in (3.8) and (3.9), note

that i(76) is Z-vaIued.

For k ) 2,let A¡,6(a,B)be the space of pairs of connections and spinor sections

(A,rþ) on Y x R satisfying

(A,,þ) € (Ao(ú), ,þo(t)) + (ç¿1?,,(Y x R, iR)o ¿?,ô(W+0.
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The gauge transformation group Çx¡t¡(a,B) is locally modelled on

L2k+r,6(eD (Y x R, iR))

and approaches elements in the stabilizers Go and GB as ú + 1oo. This gauge

group acts on Ani(o,B) freely. We can form the quotient ßn,a(a,B), a smooth

Banach manifold with tangent space at lA,rþl

{(o, ó) , oL1^,, e L'*¡(W+) l(e-5d,"e5)a t ilm(þ,d) : 0}.

From Proposition 3.L72,, we know that the component of M(a,B) containing

the given gradient flow line 7s, denoted by M(o,þ).ro, can be identified with

(,4, ú) e A¡,5,(a, B) lÇ*+t¡(a, þ)

Note that for a homology 3-sphere, each component of the moduli space M(", þ)

with the relative index i(a,B) h* the constant dimension i(o,þ).

The perturbation parameter space P is the space of nLro*r(Y,iR)-valued, Çv-

invariant functions on 14 with the L2(Y)-norm less than the,ú2(Y)-norm otlVC,\/4
at each point (A,t/) (see equations (3.17), (3.19 and (3.18)). Therefore, each class

in P defines a compact perturbation E(As,r/)+ with respect to the L2r,5,-norm.

Proposition 3.1.15. For a generic perturbation E e P, M(o, þ).ro, the component

of M(a, B) containing ^lo, is an oriented,, smooth maniJold of d,imension í(1s) - d,.

0f îOo) - do ) 0), where do : I if a is reducible and do : 0 otherwise. The space

M(o, {l)..,o it empty ,/ i(fo) - d,o 1 0.

Proof. Suppose (A (ú) , lþ(t) , E) is a solution of the perturbed gradient flow equation

(3.17) or (3.19). The linearization of (3.19), together with the gauge fixing condition

G* at (A(t),lþ(t), E) is the operator

Dt,,þ,ø : P x L2k,6(i0r @W+) -+ L2k-r,6(¿Q0 c¡ iQ2'+ @W-)

which sends (rc, b, S) to

(A,, rþ) satisfies the

monopole equations (3.19)

1
(e-6G*e5(b,ó),d+b I n(A,rþ)+ + K(b,ó) + ((Oq,þ)ó)+, þ¿(ö) * 2

b.rþ) ,
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where K(b,ó) is a bounded operator which is the linearization of E(A,rþ)+ uf (A,,,þ),

Dq,¡, is the linearization of q(1þ,rþ) at /. under the identifications of (8.12), (3.13),

(3.14) and Lemma3.I.7, for a sufficiently small E(A,r/) (fixed), up to a compact

perturbation,

DA,,þ,ExôttT(t)

where 
"(l) 

is the extended Hessian operator of C, at (A(t),rþ(t)).By the choice of

our weight ô and Proposition 3.1.14, we know thatfor afixed perturbation E(A,$),
DA,,þ,8 is a Fredholm operator of index i(zo) - do. The appearance of do is due to

the fact that ?(-oo) has a one dimensional kernel at the reducible point.

. Now we need to verify that D¡,r¡,,8 is surjective whenever (A,rþrE) is a solution

to the equation (3.19) in A¡,6(a, B).

Let ({, o,ó) € L2-6$Qo O iO2'+ @W-), the dual space of LSUAI O iez,+ ØW-),
such that (€,o,,ó) is tr2-orthogonal to the range of D¡,,¡,,8. Varying 

"(A,rþ) 
alone,

we see that ¿ : 0. Then ({, /) satisfies the following equations:

("). -2e5d,e-5( : o(1þ,ó),

(ó). þ&+€tþ:0.
from which we can obtain the following equation for (

- ad,* (e s d,e -6€) = 2d} o (þ, ó) : i r m þþ, þ &) : 1.,þf e,

that is equivalent to

+(e_ ú: e ¿) (" d,"_*) (,_*c) + 1,,þ12("_*e) : o.

Note that e_¿( is tr2-bounded, hence we know that { : 0 by the maximum principle,

since ty' I 0. Then / must satisfy the following equations (see the equations (a) and

(b)),

(").

(d,).

(").

Q.qó:0,

o(rþ,ó):0,

oþþ,b.þ) = g foranyber.(iAf).
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where the equation (e) comes from the fact that (0, 0, /) is .L2-orthogonal to the

range of Dt,,þ,n. From (e), we know that $ = iflþ for a real function /. Plug

ó: ifrþ into the equation (d), to get /: 0, hence ó:0.
Therefore, the moduli space MP of triples (A,rþ,8) in Art(o,þ) x P to the

equation (3.19) is a smooth, infinite dimensional manifold.

The projection lI : MP -+ P linearizes to a surjective Fredholm operator with

index i(7s) - do. Then the Sard-Smale theorem implies that the moduli space

./r1(o, B).r0, for generic perturbation E €. P, is the inverse image under the projection

map II of a regular value. Thus ,rV (o, þ).ro, the component of M(o,B) containing

76, is a smooth manifold of dimension i(fo) - do if i(fo) - do ) 0, and is empty

otherwise.

The orientation of M(o,É),ro it determined by the determinant line bundle of

DA,,þp over A¡,6(a,B) for a fixed perturbation ,Ð. Notice that we consider the

configuration space of ô-exponential decay connections and spinor sections. Then

the arguments in [49] and V.6 of [35] can be employed to get the orientation of

M(o, þ) bV choosing an orientation of

AtopH¡(y x R., itR)g nú'rHr2'*(y ,. R, iR)s ã3(y x R, iR).

Note that there are no exponentially decaying harmonic forms on Y x IR. Therefore,

H¡(Y x R.,iR) : H3'+ (Y x R, iR) : H7(Y x R, itç) : Q.

This implies that M(o,P) h* a canonical orientation from the complex structure

of the spinor sections. !

Proposition 3.1.15 has an immediate corollary.

Corollary 3.1.16. Let (Y,g,s) be a closed, oriented 7-maniJold, with Riemannian

metric g and úåe Spin" structure s: (W - WoØ L,p), Mo, be the set of non-

degenerate critical points of C, as in Lemma 3.1.2, let M(o,B) bethe moduli space

of gradient fl,ow lines (for a generic perturbation) of C, which connect two difr'erent

critical points a and, B. Then,

þ) A c1(s) is a torsion element, in particular, in the case of Y a homology S-

sphere, M(*,8) is empty if i(a) - i(B) - do 10, otherwise, M(a,þ) is an

oriented, smooth manifold of d,imension i(a) - í(13) - d..
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(b) If c1(s) is non-zero in H'(Y,R), /Vf (a, B) has many components, each of them

is an oriented, smooth manifold with dimension giuen by í(l) - do ) 0, where

7 is a chosen element in that component, the dimensions of two non-empty

components are different by a multiple of d(s), uhere d(s) is the diuisibility of

c1(s) in H' (Y, Z) f T orsion.

Fix a critical point as in Mn for the case of a 3-manifold Y'with br(Y) ) 0, we

define

i(a) : i(a, a6) € {0,1,2,... ,d(s) - t} (3.20)

then the relative index i(4, B) = i(a) - L(P).

The primary components of concern in Corollary 3.1.16(b) are the non-empty

component with the least dimension. We will mainly study the components of

Jrl(o,B) with dimension between one and d(u) - 1. Denoted by þ1i(')-i(É) ¡¡s 1sas1

dimensional components in M(", þ) for i(a) > i(B) where i(a) and i(B) are defined

by (3.20). There are similar properties for the higher dimensional components of

M(o, þ).

Lemma 3.1.17. For a homology ?-sphere (Y,s) or (Y,s) with ór(y) > 0 and non-

triuial first Chern class c1(s) in H2(Y,lR.), úåe perturbation r¡ is chosen to be *d,-exact

as in Corollarg 2.2.13, then there erists a uniform f,nite energy E:

l* llvc,ts(t))llL,dt < E,

for any S(t) in a cornponent of M(a,,p) with fi,red dimension, in particular, on

¡ry1i(a)-i(B) .

Proof. For a homology 3-sphere (y,s), the claim is obvious, since the perturbed

Chern-Simons-Dirac function on 6 is lR-valued. For (Y,s) with ót(y) > 0 and non-

trivial first Chern class c1(s) in H2(Y,lR), the perturbation *r7 can be chosen to be

an exact l-form by Corollary 2.2.73. We can lift Cn to be an R-valued function on 6s

where 6s is the intermediate covering space of 6 determined by c1(s). To be specific,

denote by l{er(c1(s)) the kernel of the map Il1(Y,V,)-+Zdefrned by sending [z] to

(', (u) 
^ 

t"l)(tyl).
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Then 6 (cf. Diagram 3.3) is a covering space of 6e with fiber /(er(c1(s)):

; Ker(c1(ø)) -lJ-.----.-------_lJO
Hl (Y,z\ / xer(cyþ))

þ.

Fix a point ¿(0) in 6s over a e B. By the dimension formula and the definition

of energy, any lifting of S(t) ç ,91i(a)-i(9) to , path on 6s starting trorn o(o) (as

ú -+ -oo) will approach a fixed critical point in Bs over B. Therefore, we have a

unif'orm finite energy for the gradient flow lines in ¡i(a)-i(É). The same arguments

can be applied to prove this Lemma for a component in M(o,B) with fixed dimen-

slon. ¡

There is a natural lR-action on ¡1i(a)-i(É), since the perturbed gradient flow

equation (3.17) is R.-translation invariant. Denote by f4i(o)-t(0) ¡¡t" quotient of

¡u1i(a)-i(B) by IR. For a,B with i(o) > í(B), ¡4'@,0) i. un oriented, smooth manifold

of dimension i(a) - i(p) - do - 7.

Due to the lR.-action on ,,tli(o)-i(É), the moduli space M.@)-i(9) is not compact,

unlike the Seiberg-Witten moduli space on a compact manifold where the C0-bound

on the spinor can lead to the trfi-bounds. Though we have the C0-bound on the

spinor, the non-compactness of Y x -R blows up the trfi-bounds. Notice that our

solutions to (3.17) or (3.19) with a small perturbation satisfying (3.18), after the

quotient by IR, lVli'(d)-'(B) is sequentially compact.

For any two gradient flow lines S1(ú) e M(a,B), S2(t) e M(8,1), after

reparametrization, we can identify (5r(¿),Sr(¿)) as a "broken trajectory" of the

gradient flows in M(P,7). With this convention, we show that ¡44")-i(Þ) is a man-

ifold with corners, the following Proposition claims that it is also compact. If we

already know the fixed quantity i(a) - i(P): ?¿, we would rather use the notation

û" (o,B) for lví@)-i(t3).

Proposition 3.1.18. Suppose that Y is a homology 7-sphere, or (Y,s) is a 3-

manifold, withby (y) > 0 and c1(det(s)) l0 in H'(Y,R), cáoose the perturbation r¡

onY as in Corollarg 2.2.13, then \4i(")-i(þ) is sequentiallg compact, namely, any

sequence in Jvli('a)-'(lJ) ho" a subsequence which either conuerges to a trajectory in

/vli(a)-'(P) or conyerges to a broken trajectory. The component of t\A(a, B) with fired
dirnension for by (y) > 0 is also sequentially compact.
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Proof. We choose a lift of /vli(d)-'(P) in ,94i(a)-i(É) by ,uquiring that the gradient

flow line [A(t),r/(t)] have equal energy on (-oo,0] and [0,oo):

¡O foo

J _*Uvcr([A(t), 1þ(t)])llL,dt : Jo llv cn[A(t),,þ(t)])ll¡zd,t. (3.21)

Note that as a solution to the elliptic equation, vcn(A(t),,rþ(t)l) is smooth. This

lift is unique since in the family of gradient flow lines R..[A(t),ú(ú)] in ,yqi(a)-i(B),

there exists a unique gradient flow line satisfying the equal energy condition (3.21).

Let lA¿(t),Iþ¿(t)l be a sequence of gradient flow lines on 6 with the equal energy

condition. By Lemma 3.L.r7, we know that [A¿(ú), r/¿(ú)] have uniformly finite energy

E. By the Palais-smale condition (Lemma 3.1.8), we can find ? >> 1 (choose
tr

,, I where À is the constant appearing in Lemma 9.1.8), such that for lúl > ?,

lA¿(t),rþ¿(t)]lie in a very small e-neighbourhood of a or B.

on Y x l-T - l,T + 1] (a compact 4-manifold), we can apply the compactness

result for the Seiberg-Witten moduli space [ZO], then we follow the arguments in [22]

to prove that (A¿(ú),rh(t)) represents a subsequence of lA¿(t),?¿r(ú)] that converges

to a solution to (3.19) on Y x l-T - 7,7 i 1] after a gauge transformation.

Now we assume that there is a subsequence with the uniform exponential decay,

then we can find a subsequence converging strongly on y x ((--, -flU [",-)).
on Y x [-r - r,T f 1], after passing to a further subsequence, there exist gauge

transformations z¿ € L?+t$ xl-T -l,TÍ 1]) such that the transformed solutions

converge strongly on Y x l-f - L,T i 1]. We need to merge {z¿} over the overlap

I{ :y x ([-?- 1, -?]ulT,T+ 1]). This can be done by choosing a cut-offfunction

c equal to 1 on Y x l-T,?] and 0 on Y x ((--, -T -1] U ["* 1,oo)). Over I(,
there exists a subsequence of {z¿} converging strongly to a gauge transformatiorr ø,

such that for a sufficiently large N and for all i > ly', the c0-bound lu¿ - u¡¡l a !-2
is satisfied. Then for all i > N, ui : uxerp(2triî¿) for a unique function 0¿ on I{

1

satisfying l?J < ;. Now define gauge transformations {u¿} on y x IR by

ui

u¡¡erp(2ricï;)

uN

on Y x l-T,Tl,

on Y x ([-? - 1, -?] ulT,T + 1l),

on Y x ((--, -f - I]U [" + 1, -))

Ui
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Then the sequences lr¿(A;, ú;)] converges strongly on Y x IR with limit representing

a trajectories from a to B.

For the other situation such that the sequence is not uniformly exponential decay

on Y x ((--,-"] U [?, *)), after reparametrization,let [A¿(t tT¡),rþ;(t + 4)] b"

the resultant sequence with uniform decay on Y x (--, -?] or Y x [?,-), then the

above argument implies that there exists a subsequence converging in Clfl-topology

to a broken gradient flow line from a to 7 and then from I to þ. Repeat these

procedures, there exists a subsequence converging to a broken trajectory. See [33]

for the another proof of the appearance of the broken trajectories. This completes

the proof of the Proposition. ¡

We will not distinguish,rtZ(a,B) from its compactification by adding the'cor-

ners'. After we understand the following gluing model in Proposition 3.1.19, we will

see that the boundary of l\4i(')-i(É) 66nslsts of "broken trajectories". Now we con-

struct the gluing map of two gradient flows. This enables us to analyse the boundary

of the moduli space f1'(")-i(B).

Proposition 3.1.19. Giuen a,B andT in Mu,,1(Y) with i(o) > i(P) > i(1), intro-

duce the spaces JVi(d)-'(P\, JV'@)-'(1) and U4'@)-i(r) o" before. We further assunoe

that

mar{í(a)- i(B), i(13) - í(ù} .9.

@ If B is irreducible, then for large enough T there is an orientation preseruing,

local d,iffeomorphism

g : Ñ1'@)-'(P) x [?, oo) x A4i(0)-¡(t) * ¿i1'¡-i1t¡.

(b) If B is reducible, then for large enough T there is a orientation preseruing,

local diJJeomorphism

þ : .M'@)-'r(P) x AA'(P)-'?) x U(1) x [?, oo) .+ rvli(d)-i(^/).

Remark 3.1.20. There is a general gluing rnúp on M(o,P)* M(8,1) without the

assumption that mar{i(r) - i(É),i(P) - i(f)} < S-. O", assumption is to ensure
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that the image of the gluing map stays in the component of the least d,imension.

This assumption is always satisfied in the construction of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology.

Proof. (u). Suppose that the perturbations for M(o,B) and J"t(p,,1) are E1

and 82. Let [,41(ú), rh(t)] and [A2(t),rþz(t)] be two elemenrs in the moduli spaces

lV.@)-.@) and A4i(B)-i(r) respectively.

we lift [A¿(t),tþ¿(t)] to 6 with equal energy as in (9.21). Then there exists a

sufficiently large T, such that lAr(t),r/r(ú)]ltr,"") and [A2(t),rþr(t)]le*,_r1 decay

exponentially to B as ú -) too respectively.

We want to construct a path in the e-neighbourhood of B from [.41 (t) , ,þr,(¿)]ltr,_l

to lA2(t),rþr(t)lleoo,-rl. We identify the e-neighbourhood of B with the e-ball in

TBß* centered at 0. Write

lAt(t), rþr(t)llg,*¡ : P + (ot (ú), ót(t)),

[A"(t), rþr(t)lle*,-r) : ß + (a2(t¡, ór(t)),

where x¿(t): (o¿(t),/¿(t)) decay exponentially to 0 and satisfy the perturbed gra-

dient flow equation on the e-ball in TBß* centered at 0:

@t + Q) @¡(t), ó¿(t)) : N (a¿(t), þ;(t)) (3.22)

Here Q is the Hessian operator at B, N(a¡(t),ó¿(t)) is the non-linear term of o(S¿,5¿)

and the term from the perturbation.

Choose a smooth function p(t) on [-1, 1], which varies only in f-*,Tl,is 1 near

-1 and 0 near 1. Define

r(t) = (q,rþùflT@2,úz) = p(t)rt(t+27) + (1- p(t))r2(t -2j.)

for -1 < ú < 1. Then define the pre-gluing map:

lAr(t + 2T),1þ{t + 2r)l for

r(t):Þ+rçt¡ for

lAz(t - 2T),1þ2(t - 2r)l for

ú<-1

1

t

1

1

t[Ar (¿) ,,,þr(t)]lTlq2þ), ú2(t)l :
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Using the exponential decay of (a¿(t), ó¿(t)), we see that

IA {t),,h @]ilT[¡z (t),,þ, (t)]

is an approximate solution to (3.22) for a sufficiently large T >> 1. Then one can

find an actual monopole on Y x R in a neighbourhood of [h(t), rhØ]illlAz(t), rþz(t)l

which connects the critical points o and 7. This is a standard application of the

implicit function theorem.

Given a compact set K in tVl(a, P) x M(8,1) and a sufficiently large ?6, consider

the Hilbert bundles, T1 and To, that are defined respectively as pullbacks via the

map #T of the Ll,5 and of the trfr,5 tangent bundles of ß(a,7) on the base space

1( x [?s,oo).

The perturbed gradient flow defines the fibre restriction of a bundle map from

f, to Tz defined on a neighbourhood of the zero section in Tt. The linearization L

at the approximate solution

lh (t),,þ, (t)llT[A, (t),,þ 2(t)]

is the fibre derivative of the above bundle map. Since the linearizations L¡.tr1r¡,,¡,r1r¡1

and L¡n"1t¡,,þz(t\) ate surjective, then

K - U I{er(L¡ar(ú),,,h(r)l) x I{er(f,¡a,@,,þ2(ql)
I{ x [?¡,oo)

is a subbundle of fi over.I( x [?s,oo). Thus we can define a space TrL for

X Ç. I{ x [?0, oo) given by all elements of fr that are orthogonal to the image of

Ker(L¡tr1t),ú,(¿)l) x I(er(L¡t (ú),,ir(¿)l) under the linearization Lç of the pre-gluing

#i.

Lernma 3.1.21. There erist a bound, T(K) > Ts such that, for all T ) T(K) and

for all brolcen trajectories

((Á' (¿),,h(t¡¡, (Ar(t), þ2(t))) e K,

the Fredholm operator L*

Lx i Tr, -+ Tóx
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is surjectiue, where y is the appronimate solution under the pre-gluing nxap. More-

ouer, cornposition of the pre-gluing map ff$ with the orthogonal projection on I(erL,
giues an isomorphism

I{er(L¡ar(r),,¿,1(r)l) x I( er(L¡¡r(¿),,ir(¿)l) -, I{ erf,x.

Proof of Lemma 3.L21: We know that L, is Fredholm of index i(o) - i(7) and

dimKer(L[. ,(ú),,/1(ú)]) : i(a) - í(P), diml(er(t¡A2(t)rþ2(Ðl) = i(P) - i(z).

We need to show that for any pair ([At(¿), rþ{t)],[A"(t),1þr(t)]) there is a bound

To: T(xt,r2) such that L* is surjective for ? > ?0. The compactness of 1( will

ensure that there is a uniform such bound T(K).

It is therefore enough to prove the following crucial step.

Lemma 3.L.22. There erist Ts and a constant C > 0 such that

llå"€lb4,, > cl l€ll¿?,,.

for all T 2 To and ( in TrL

Proof of Lemma 3.1.22: Suppose there are sequences T* -+ oo and €t € 7*r such

that ll(¡ll : 1 and llû"t*ll -+ 0.

We frrst show that the supports of the (¡ become more and more concentrated

at the asymptotic ends as k -+ oo. We consider the operator LB = f; + QO. If
( :R -+ [0, 1] is a smooth function which is equal to 1 on l-Il2,,ll2]and equal to

zero outside (-1,1),let (¡(ú) : e(h).Then we have

llLB Çn€nll <

Thus, llLB en€nll -ì 0 as k -+ oo. In fact, the term suptE¡_z?¡,zrollQx@-QBlli"

bounded by

sup
rcl-2Tk,-tl

sup
telL,2Thl

sup llQ,ø- QBll+
¿e [-1,11

llQ,,ç¡zro¡ - QBll+ llQ,"þ-zrr¡ - l3ll
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where r¿(t):lA¿(t),rþ¿(t)l.All these terms tend to zero because of the exponential

decay to the critical point B of the trajectories (At(t),rþt(t)) and (,42(ú),1þ2(t)). "lhe

operator LB is an isomorphism between the spaces tr?,¡(R, T(B)) and -[fr,r(R ,T(ß)),

hence we have €* -+ O in the ,Ll norm over Y x l-2T¡,2T¡1.

This result allows us to rephrase the convergence condition ll¿r€¿ll -+ 0 in terms

of the Fredholm operators Lr, and. Lrr:

llL,,(pr-rr€;"-) ll I llp'-€¡ll + llp- Lr€nll 3

I Cll€¡'llv"t-1,11 + lll"{¡ll -+ o'

where Ot-rr(t): p(t+,-fù and {orn(ú) : (fr(t -fù. This implies p;-rr(orr -+ u

where u € Ker(Lrr), since L,, is a Fredholm operator. Thus, llpl€¡ - rzr'll -+ 0.

Similarly we obtain an element uin Ker(L,r) such that llpl,(¡ -u-Txll -+ 0.

We now use these estimates to derive a contradiction with the assumption that

ll€tll = 1 and (¡ €Trt.We have

1: lim ll€¡ll = lfn(nf€r,€¡) + (p1,(¡,€¡),

since the remaining term satisfies

((t-pf-P1rX¡,,€t)=s

for large k because (t- pt - p!r) is supported in [-2,2]. Thus the equality can be

rewritten as

1 : li;n(p-u, €¡) + lim(p+2, €*) : lim(r #(u,,u),€r) : g'

The last equality holds since, by construction, €n e TL is orthogonal to the image

of the linearization L¡ of the pre-gluing map.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.22. The proof of Lemma 3.1.2I follows

from dimension counting.

Now we want to define the actual gluing map # that provides a solution of

the flow equations in M(O",O.). This means that we want to obtain a section

e of Ty such that the image under the bundle homomorphism given by the flow

equation is zero \n To. Moreover, we want this element e(r1,r2tT) to converge to
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zero sufficiently rapidly as ? -r oo, so that the glued solution will converge to the

broken trajectory (rt,rz) in the limit ? -+ oo.

The result is obtained as a fixed point theorem in Banach spaces. Consider the

right inverse map of f, restricted to 7r,

G:To+TL'

There is a 
"(/l) 

and a constant C > 0 such that

llc"{ll < cll€ll

for ¡ € R x lrQ{),oo). The proof of uniform c for y e. K x [T(K),oo) is similar

to the proof Lemma 3.1.22.

we aim at using the contraction principle. Namely, suppose we are given a

smooth map .f : E + ,F' between Banach spaces of the form

f @) = /(0)+ Df (0)x + N(¿),

with I{er(D/(O))finite dimensional, with a right inverse Dl@)oG:Id¡, and with

the nonlinear part N(r) satisfying the estimate

llc¡\¡(c) - Gu(y)ll < c(llrll+ llyll)ll'- yll (8.23)

for some constant C > 0 and r and y in a small neighbourhood 8.1c,¡(0). Then,

with the initial condition llc(/(0))ll I e12, there is a unique zero rs of the map .f
in B.(0)n G(F). This satisfies llr6ll < e.

The map / is given in our case by the flow equation, viewed as a bundle homo-

morphism 71 r+ To. We write "f * u sum of a linear and a non-linear term, where

the linear term is L and the nonlinear term i" l/1a1t¡,¿1r ¡(a, ó). It is easy to see that

the estimate (3.23) holds for our equations.

We have to verify the initial condition. This is provided by the exponential

decay. In fact, we have

W(tt#T'qz,rþt#Trþz)ll < c(ll(,,r,ór)'rllvx[-1,0] * ll(or, ór)-'rllv,to,rt).

The exponential decay of (fi(t),rþít)) and (A2(t),rþr(t)) to the critical point B
implies a decay

lf Ør#T,qr,rþt#Trþr)ll < C"-6, (J.24)
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for all T ) To. The constant C and the lower bound Ts carr be chosen uniformly

due to the compactness of 1(.

This provides the existence of a unique correction term

e(r1,r2,T) e B,(0) nTL

satisfying f (") :0. The implicit function theorem ensures that e is smooth. The

exponential decay (3.24) ensures an analogous decay tbr e, hence the glued trajectory

approaches the broken trajectory when ? is very large. The gluing map is given by

( At#r Az, rþ t# r rþ z) = (AL#T Ar, rþ t#I rþ r) i e (lh, rþ rl, [Ar, rþ z], T) .

By dimension counting, we see that g maps

lvi(d)-.(B) x 14.@)-t(t) x [?, oo) _+ /Vi(d)-.b)

and is a local diffeomorphism which is orientation preserving.

The proof of (b) is analogous except that we need to work with the framed

configuration space near the reducible critical point B, we omit the details. tr

Notice that Lemma3.L22 and the fixed point argument that completes the proof

of Proposition3.1.19construct anL2r,5solution. However,onthemanifoldYxRthis

is not enough to guarantee that the solution is continuous. Since we are interested in

the moduli space of gauge orbits, we have to improve the regularity of the estimate

of Lemma 3.1.22. A similar problem is analysed in [15], 7.2.3. We can consider an

equivalent model of the moduli space by taking Lpr,5 connections and sections acted

upon by L'r+r,t gauge transformations. \Me have the following version of the Sobolev

embeddings of Proposition 3.1.14.

Proposition 3.1.23. Let Y be a compact oriented three-manifold, endowed with a

fired Riemannian metric gs. Consid,erthe cglind,er Y x R with the metric go*dt2.

The weighted Soboleu spaces Lf,¡ on the manifold Y x R satisfy the following Soboleu

embed,d,ings.

(a) The embedding Lï,ô + L!,0 is continuous wheneuer i < i - +

(b) If 1 >; > i-2r0, thenwehaue a compact embedd,ing Lqk,r.-+ L[,r.
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(") lf lc> a*f,, with 0 ( a {1, we haue a compact embedding Leu,r.-+C".

@ ï22k andl+l> to+tr,then the multiptication nxap L,n'ØLî,3 Lq*,r, is

continuous.

In particular this means that we can rephrase the estimate of Lemma 3.1.22 as

llL,ç7u€lb,6,,, I Col l€ ll q,,,,

for all T ) Ts and

( e (Lç(xer(t,) x I{er(L)))L .

Now, if we choose p > 4 the solution in L!,u is continuous. We can bootstrap from

the relation

f @#Ty) * L,+Ty€ + ¡/(ç¡ : s

at the fixed point €. We obtain the estimates

I l€ I I r;,,, < Cr ( 
I l¡/(€)lï! -,,,, + | f @ #Tv)ll 4 -,,",.

Proposition 3.I.23 provides the bound

I l¡/ (€) lb,ï _,,", < c rll€lbi _,,, I I € I I z1 _,,, < c 
"ll€ll'ri _,,0.

Thus, we can bootstrap to bound higher Sobolev norms and obtain an equivalent

moduli space of smooth solutions.

Proposition 3.1.19 gives an explicit picture for the boundary of various moduli

spaces. We give here just one example of these arguments. We will meet several

other interesting boundaries of the various moduli space. Proposition 3.1.19 also

tells us how a trajectoryconnecting twocritical points a,7 (i(a) > t(z)) breaks into

two pieces, which become two trajectories satisfying (3.17) and by breaking at a

"middle" critical point B with i(a) > i(B) > i(f).

Corollary 3.\.24. Suppose atl are two irreducible critical points in Mn,, with the

relatiue inder i(a) - i('f) :2, Then the boundarg of A42(a,l) þ" oriented, compact

l-manifold) consists of the union

U û'(o, p) x u' (p, t)
PeM:,4

where B only runs ouer those critical points with i(a) - i(É) : t.
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3.2 Non-equivariant Floer monopole homology

Let (Y,.q,s) be an oriented, closed 3-manifold with a Riemannian metric g and a

Spin'structure E, if bl(y) ) 0, we require that c1(s) is non-trivial in ¡I'(y,R).
For generic perturbations q with zero cohomology class (see Corollary 2.2.73),the

critical points of C, consist of finitely many, non-degenerate points M",n(Y). If
ór(y) > 0, then every critical point is irreducible, that is,

M",r(Y): Mi,r(Y).

If ór(y) : 0, then there is a unique, non-degenerate reducible critical point d : [u,0]

for the generic perturbation n : *d,u with I{erQs, : g.

The Floer complex C*(Y,s) is generated freely by the critical points in /vl[,r(Y)

with grading given by the relative indices (3.8) or (3.9):

Cn(Y,s) : @o,i(o,.,s)-¡L. < a >,

where ae is a fixed critical point in ,lvl6,r¡.

The boundary operator â on C*(Y,s) is defined by

0 : Cx(Y) ---+ C*t(Y)

â(<a>) : D noB{B},
Pe|t4i'n

where noB \s given by counting the points in ll4r (a, B) @n oriented, smooth, compact

O-manifold) with sign.

If Y is a homology sphere (öt(y) = 0), then by choosing oo : r1 the unique

reducible pointin Mr,n, weseethatC.(Y, s)\sZ-graded,whichisafinitelygenerated

complex. lf c1(det(s)) is a torsion class for b1(Y) ) 0, then C*(Y,s) is also Z-graded,

though we don't have a priori as.

If c1(det(s)) is non-zeroin H2(y,R), then C*(Y,s) is aØ¿1o¡-graded complex as

follows (where d(s) is the divisibility of c1(det(W))).

C¿@)-r'9*c¿t")-, u ,"' u ,"n

(3.25)
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Lemma 3.2.I.0oô:0

Proof. By definition,

ô'(< o >) D ""Bo(< þ >)
0etø¡

D D noono', < 7 >
9eM¡1ç¡4'

where B runs over the critical points with the relative index i(a, þ) : I,7 runs over

the critical points with the relative index i(a, .y) :2. We want

D noBnB', : o

9eMi i(b)=i(a)-t

for any I € Mi,n with i(7) : i(a) - 2. We know that the number

D noB'o',
Be¡'4t

is the number of oriented boundary points of /v42(a,7) (Corollary J.L.24), hence is

zero

Now we can define the non-equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology as the

homology groups for the Floer complex (C. (y, s), A).

Definition 3.2.2. Let (Y,g,s) be an oriented, closed S-manifold with metric g and,

spin" structure (if bt(Y) > 0, c1(d,et(s)) + 0), let M[, be the non-d,egenerate,

irreducible critical points of the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional C, with a generic

perturbation n ( û co-closed, iK-ualued, 1-form on Y representing a triuial de Rham

cohomology class (Cf. Corollary 2.2.13))). Let (C*(y,s),0) be the Floer complex

generated freely by the points in Mf,,, with the boundary operators giuen by count-

ing the l-dimensional, oriented, gradient flow mod,uli space against the natural R-

translation action. Then the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is d,efined to be

H Ffw (Y,s) : I{er\t f Im0¡¡1 (8.26)

In the definition, we have used the metric and perturbation, the dependence

of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is summarized as follows: for a 3-manifold y
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with b1(y) > 0, the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is a topological invariant, which

doesn't depend on the metrics or the perturbations. This is the standard proof as in

Floer's paper on instanton homology [20]. This is the subject of the next subsection.

For a homology 3-sphere Y, there are only finitely many Spin" structures, for

each Spin" structure, there is a unique reducible critical point d : lv,Ol in Mo,r,

which is also non-degenerate. But the non-degenerate condition is a codimension-

one condition in the space of metrics and perturbations *dz. To understand how

H Flw (Y,s) depends on the metric and the perturbation, we need to consider the

equivariant Floer monopole homology groups, which were constructed in a joint

paper with M . Marcolli. In the following section, we will discuss the construction

of the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology theory for a homology 3-sphere.

Remark 3.2.3. The Seiberg-Witten inuariant for (Y,s) (defined in Def,nition 2.3.2,

see also the equation (3.7) is the Euler characteristic of the Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology n flw (Y,s):

y@ rlw $, s))

.- (-1)fr dimc¡(Y)¿-k\- L) urllr trk\r , 
çr.rr¡

: Ð.,eMi(-1¡i{o,oo¡

: À5¡az(Y)(s)

Therefore, the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is a refi,nement of the Seiberg-Witten

inuariant on a 7-manifold (Y,s) for s € Spin"(Y).

3.2.L Topological invariance for Y with br(y) > 0

For the 3-manifold Y with br (y) > 0 and non-trivial Spin" structure s (i.e, c1 (s) I 0),

we can prove that the Seiberg-Witten Floer monopole homology groups are in fact

independent of the metric and the perturbation. The idea comes from Floer's paper

[20], we only sketch the initial procedure and leave the details to the reader.

Given two pairs of metric and perturbation (90, r7o), (gt,n) for which

H Flw (Y,s,9o,4s) and H Ffw (Y,s, gt,r7r) are well-defined. We need to understand

the time dependent trajectories on (Y x R,9¿l-dú2) with the product metric outside

Y x [0,1].
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The time dependent trajectory is the solution to the perturbed Seiberg-Witten

monopole equations on (Y X R, g¿ | dt2):

dA(t\
ã - - *¿ F¡(r) i ot(rþ,rþ) r nt,

ry: -ØnÅç¡'Þ(t)'

(3.28)

where *¿, o¡ aîd, fjp¡ ur. the corresponding operators with respect the time depen-

dent metric lJ¿ on Y. Consider the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations on Y x IR,

then away from a compact set, these equations are equivalent to the perturbed gra-

dient flow equations (3.17) on the two ends with respect to (gs, ?o) and (ør, nr). Any

solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations (3.28) decays exponentially as ú -+ too to
the critical orbits of C, for (go,rlo) and (g1,r7r) respectively. Let Jvl(o,o,) be the

moduli space of the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations (3.28) on (Y X R,9¿ + d.P)

with asymptotic limits a and a' as t J foo.

The local virtual dimension of M(a,a/) is given by the index of linearization of

equations (3.28), which is the spectral flow of the time dependent extended Hessian

operator 7(ú) on the weighted Sobolev space. Choose an element 7 in M(o,.,),
the local structure of M(a,ot) at'y can be studied as in the proof of Proposition

3.1.15 (see also Proposition 3.3.2), we know that generically (that means, after a

compactly supported, sufficiently small perturbation) is a smooth, oriented manifold

of dimension

sFr(",) > o.

For each a (the Seiberg-Witten monopole for (go, qo)) with fixed grading, we

can assign a grading for the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (Y, gt,qr) by the spectral

flow of the time dependent extended Hessian operator T(ú). Then we also have the

compactness and gluing property for the time dependent trajectories, namely, the

component of M(a,a/) can be compactified by adding the lower dimensional "bro-

ken" trajectories, in particular, the 0-dimensional component of M(o,o') is always

compact, this provides adegree zero chain map lfrom the chain complex C-(Y,go)

to the chain complex C.(Y,gr) by counting the solutions in the 0-dimensional com-

ponent of M(o,t') with sign given by the orientation. This chain map gives an
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isomorphism between the homology groups H Flw (Y,90) and H Ffw (Y,9r) as in

the original proof of Floer's instanton homology (CF. [20]).

3.3 Equivariant Floer monopole homology

In this section, we only concentrate on 3-manifolds Y which have the same homology

groups as 53 over the ra,tiona,l coeffcient Q, sometimes, Y is called a Q-homology

sphere. A special Q-homology sphere is the integral homology 3-sphere, for which

the homology groups Ho(Y,Z), H¡(Y,Z), Hz(Y,Z) and Hz(Y,Z) arc 2,0,0,Ø re-

spectively. For a Ø-homology 3-sphere, there is only one Spin" structwe W - Wo.

Let rl : [2, 0] be the unique reducible critical point for a fix Spin" structure s.

In order to take account of the reducible critical point, we need to consider the

framed configuration space on Y. It is the quotient of A(Y,ø) by the based gauge

group

Ço: {u e Çlu(ro): 1 for a fixed point ø6 €Y.} (3.2e)

Actually, Ço : ÇlU(l), thereforc, Ço acts on A(Y,s) freely, the quotient being

denoted by 60.

The Chern-Simons-Dirac C, ( where r¡ - *d,u is the generic perturbation with

KerQs, : 0) can descend to ßo as an lR-valued function since we consider only

homology 3-spheres. Also we can write \ : *du for u € Ol(y,iR). The critical

pointset Ml,,on6oisatl(l)-fibrationover Mu,,. Thet/(l)-actionon lvlf;,,isftee

except at one point d (the reducible point), therefore,

M2,,: U o"u{d})Ms,,,
aÇ.Mf,,"

where Oo is the criticalU(l)-orbit over a. Note that C, \s a Morse-Bott function

over 6s in the sense that the Hessian is non-degenerate on the normal bundle to the

critical t/(1)-orbit (denote by O6 : Û),

The Z-valu.ed index í on Mo, defines the corresponding relative Morse index on

M2,, denoted that i(t9), and

i(O,) : ind,(a,û)
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on the framed configuration space ßs, all the claims in Lemma 8.1.8, Lemma

3.1.11, Proposition 3.1.L2 regarding the (perturbed) gradient flow lines hold except

that the critical point a,B is replaced by the critical t/(l)-orbits Oo,OB and so on.

So we summarize the main feature of the gradient flow lines connecting two critical

U(1)-orbits without the details of the proofs (see [33]) if one wants to see the details).

One way to understand these is to lift the gradient flows on B equivariantly to its

t/(1)-fibration 60.

Theorem 3.3.1. Let (Y,,s) be a rational homology ?-sphere with a Spin" súructure s,

the critical points set Mf;,, of the Chern-Simons-Diary functional C, on the framed

configuration spo,ce ßs is the U(I)-fibration ouer Mø,, with only one singular f,ber

ouer the unique reducible point Û. The gradient flow line on Bs is the solution to the

equation (3.11) modulo the based gauge group Ço (3.29).

(a) Suppose[A(t),rþ(t)] on Bs to be the gradient fl,ow line with finite energg

foo
E (A(t),,þ (t)l) = J _*llv c,([A(t),,þ (t)])ll27'1y¡d,t < æ

then lim¡-¡+-[A(ú), þ(t)] belongs to two critical U(I)-orbits in Mf;,,

(b) Let lA(t),1þ(t)] be a gradient flow line of C, on ßo with asgmptotic limits

in Oo,OB respectiuely, then lA(t),þ(t)] approaches the uitical orbits Oo,Op

exponentially Jast with the decag rate 6, where 6 is the same decag rate for
a,B as in Proposition 3.1.12, which is less than! of the absolute eigenualues

2
of the Hessian operators at a, B (i.e., the Hessian operator restricted to the

orthogonal directions to the critical orbits in Bs).

These cla,ims are also true for the perturbed gradient fl,ow lines to the equation (3.17)

with the property (3.18).

As in the unframed case, we need the weighted Sobolev spaces to study the

moduli space of the gradient flow lines between the critical orbits Oo,Op. Denote

by M(O.,Oò the corresponding moduli space (we use this notation the perturbed

gradient flow lines between O.,OB).

For agradientflow lAo(t),úo(¿)] on 6s which connects the critical orbits Oo,OB,

lift it to be a path in A(Y,s), denoted by (46(t), rþo(t)).
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For fr ) 2, Iet A*$(Oo,Ofi be the space of pairs of connections and spinor

sections (A,',þ) on Y x IR satisfying

(A,rþ) e (A6(r), ,þo(t)) + (Ol?,,(y x R, iR)o ¿?,6(w+))

The gauge transformation group Ç+t,a(Oo,Ofi is the based gauge group (identity

over a fixed point (ro,úo)), elements of which are locally L'r+r,t and converge to

eleruerrts uf [he ul,abilizers Go ald GB * / -+ *oo. Then,¡V(O.,Oò is the moduli

space of solutions to the equations (3.19) modulo the gauge group Çx+td(O,,Ofi.

Proposition 3.3.2. For the Chern-Simons-Dirac functional ouer ßs with the criti-

cal orbits Ms, the mod,uli spaces of the gradient fl,ow lines between the critical orbits

satisfy the following transuersality and gluing properties:

(a) For a generic perturbation E e P, M(O*Oò is an oriented, smooth t/(1)xR-

manifold of di,mension

í(O") - i(O p) + dim(O") > 2.

Moreouer, there are smooth, U(1) x R-equiuariant endpoint rnaps:

"I , M(O,,OB) -+ O,, 
"B 

, M(O.,Ofi -+ OB.

If i(O") - i(Oò ¡ dim(O,) 1 2, then M(O.,Ofi is empty for a generic

perturbation.

(b) Denote by M(O.,,Ofi the quotient of M(O,,Oò by theR-translation action.

Then we haue the following gluing model:

M(O",Oò xou M(OB,O.,) , [?, -) .+ M(O",O,)I

in the case where all the inuolued moduli spaces ûre non-enlpty and, g is a

local diffeomorphism near the boundary o¡ ArtçO,,O.r¡. The endpoint maps

ef and eO descend to tVl(O.,Ofi U(I)-equiuariantlg as the end,point maps of

û(O",Oò go to Oo and, OB respectiuely.

Proof. The proofs of the transversality and the gluing model are in the same vein

as the proof of Proposition 3.1.15 and Proposition 3.1.19. See [33] for details. !
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As an immediate corollary, we have the boundary information for Jø(or,oò.
The existence of the gluing map g implies that the broken trajectories appear in the

boundary of fu,t(O.,Ofi.

corollary 3.3.3. For a generic perturbation as in proposition g.s.z, I4(o",oB)
has a compactification obtaining by adding boundary strata of the factorizations of
gradient flou lines brealcing through intermediate critical orbits.

U ,ll(O.,O.,r) Xo^,, /rl(O.r,O.rr) xor, ... yott lrtlo.r,Oo¡
11,12t" r'Yk

Here the union is talcen ouer all (possibly empty) sequences of critical orbits with de-

creasing ind,ices strictly bigger thani(Ofi in order that att the ntorluli spuces inuolued

a,re non-enxpty. The number of breaking points giues the codimension of the stratum.

Moreouer, the endpoint maps e[ and eO extend smoothly ouer the lower strata of the

boundary and on the boundary they coincide with ef and eo o, /r4çoo,o.rr) and

M(O-rpOB) respectiuely. This compactification is compatible with all the orienta-

tions.

Proof. we only need to prove that for any sequence in lv,l.(or,oB), there exists

a subsequence whose limit is either an interior point of tVl(O.,Ofi or the broken

trajectory as in the gluing model. As in the proof of proposition 8.1.1g, we know

that there exists a convergent subsequence. If all the trajectories are away from the

critical orbits except a,OB, then the limit is an interior point following from the

fact that M(o.,ofi is cut out transversely by the equation (3.1g). on the other

case, there is a subsequence approaching to a critical orbit (this orbit must be an

intermediate critical orbit), then by the gluing map, passing to further subsequence,

they approach a broken trajectory at that intermediate critical orbit. This completes

the proof of the Lemma. tr

Now we are ready to construct the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer complex

and its (co)homology. Before we do that, let us briefly review some background of

the G-equivariant (co)homology for a G-manifold for a compact Lie group G, our

situation is the simplest case of G: u(1), the basic reference is [g].
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3.3.1 Brief review of equivariant (co)homology

Let X be a finite dimensional compact G-manifold, the equivariant cohomology

Hà(X,R) is defined to be the ordinary cohomology of the homotopy quotient

EG xc X, where EG -> BG is the classifying space for the group G. One model to

calculate these equivariant cohomology group is to use "Cartan" model: the complex

of equivariant differential forms (Oä(X), d6), where

oþ1x¡ = O (tn(n.) øoi1x¡) (3.80)
2itj=k

where S.(g.) is the symmetric algebra of polynomial on g, Q.(X) is the de Rham

complex of X, the Lie algebra of G (linear functions have degree 2), the differential

dc : | Ø d - C where C is the multiplication on,S.(g.) tensored with contraction

on Q.(X) with the universal element V e g* ØVect(M) (y(€)(t) : €, for r € X

and { € g, here {, is the infinitesimal vectorfield generated by 0.
Recall that for a free G-action on X,

Hå(X,,R)= ¡/.(x/G,R),

and Hþ(pt,R,): (S.(g*))G, the G-invariant symmetric polynomial on g. The equiv-

ariant homology is defined to be f16,*(X,IR) : H.(EG xGX,R) which is isomorphic

to the homology of the following complex:

(ç¿r,*(x),r") : ( e (ro(n) 6sdi-(x)-i(x))t,rød-c) (3.31)
2it j=k

where c is the contraction by the universal element V e g*ØV ect(M). This boundary

operator has degree -1 and square 0.

I1 f : X -+ IR is a G-invariarit Morse-Dott function in the sense that the critical

orbits (denoted by Go, G¡,...,) are isolated and the Hessian of / is non-degenerate

in the normal directions, whose ranks of the negative normal directions define the

indices of the critical orbits (denoted by i(G")). Take the moduli space of the

gradient flow lines between two critical orbits, then the quotient by the IR-translation

action, denoted fw M(G,,Gù, is an oriented, smooth manifold with dimension

i(G")- i(G6)+ d,imG,-L
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There are also the endpoint maps:

"I , û(G",G6) -+ G", e; i í4(G",G6) -+ G6,

which can be extended smoothly to the (codimensional one) boundary where the tra-
jectory breaks once at an intermediate critical orbit. Then Austin and Braam [8] con-

structed a Morse-Bott (co)-complex which computes the equivariant (co)homology

of X:

( o ab(G"),
.(G")+j=k

with differential D given by a matrix

dcu

(-1)"(') (eÍ )*(e6 ).u

0

D)

Do,bQ:

where u e ar6(Ga), r(cu) is the de Rham degree of the equivariant form ø, (ef,)*

is the "slant product" (the integration along the fiber of e! : rvt(G",G6) -+ G").

This complex is a generalization of the Morse-Witten complex, and computes the

equivariant cohomology of X. There is also an analogous complex by using

O Qc,¡(Gu),
Ga)+ j=tc

which computes the equivariant homology of X. See [8] for details.

3.3.2 Equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer (co)homology

We follow Austin and Braam's idea to construct the Morse-Bott complex for the

chern-simons-Dirac functional Ç on the framed configuration space 6e.

Using the notation as in the brief review, we can consider the complexes of the

equivariant forms on Oo: 0ä(O") and Qc,*(Oo). Since Oois a U(1)-orbit, at the

regular orbit,

Oä(O") : R[z]8 1o O R[z]8 q,, Oc,.(O,) : R[ú]8 1o O R[¿]A q.

where t,u are the generators of LieU(1): u(1) and its dual u(1)*, their degrees are

2 and the contraction between them are ( u,t )- 1. 1o is the constant function 1

ifG"-G6

if i(c,) > i(G¿)

otherwise

(
i(

á)
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onOa,rToisthecanonical 1-formonOo=U(1). Noticetheirdegreesaredifferentln

Ab(O,) and Qc,*(Oo) according to (3.30) and (3'31). At the singular orbit O¡ - d,

0þ(Ou) and O5r,*(O,r) become R,[z] and IR[ú] respectively.

The equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer complex to compute the equivariant Floer

monopole cohomology HFSwr(Y,ø) is defined by the following bigraded complex:

(c!,ur1v,u¡: O ai,rr¡QB), D) (3.32)
i(o p)t j=k

with the differential D given by a matrix

DBaD =

duÍ)u

(_ 1)"(') (ej).(eB)-w

0

\f O": çO

if i(c") > i(GB)

otherwise

here ¿.r eA!uG)(Op) with maximum de Rham degree r(c.r), (ej). is the integration

along the fiber of e!, (eB). is pull-back map' Note that du$): 18 d - uØir

where z acts by the usual multiplication on S*(u(l)*) and i7 is the contraction by

the vector field generated by the infinitesimal U(1)-action.

The analogous complex that computes the equivariant monopole homology is

given by

ln
\rr¡(r),¡(Y,g) 

: O Qu(r),r(O,), ó) (3.33)
i(Oq)!j=k

with the boundary operator 6 given by a matrix

ifO.--OB

u if i(G") > i(GB)

otherwise

here c.r € Or(1)(O") with maximum de Rham degree r(ar). Note that c acts on

Qu(r),r(O.) by the contraction of uØir.
By the dimension argument, DB,o and 6.',9 are zero if i(O") 2 i(OB) + 3.

Lemma 9.9.4. The differential operators D and the boundary operators 6 haue

square zero, this means that

D".r," -- ÐB Dt,o o D¡1,o : o

ó'o,r : Ðp õo,po ôB,.,, : 0,
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uhere oB runs ouer the critical orbits with i(o") 2 i(oò > i(o"r). Moreouer,

there is a pairing on C[,rr¡(Y,s) x Cue¡,.(y,s) giuen by tensoring the pairing on

S.(u(l).) x ^9.(u(1)) with the wedge product and, integrating, this pairing { , >

satisfi.es

1 Du1rQ2 ):1 a1,6u2 )

Proof. we only prove the case for the boundary operators 6, note that

(1Ød-c)2 - - L7 ( where .L is the Lie derivative) which is zero on Oy11¡,*(Oo), there-

fore the statement is true for oo - 01. For critical orbits oo, ot with i(o.) > í(oò,
we have the following expression for 62o,.ra for ø € Qy11¡,*(Oo):

(-r¡'(') ({";).au1,¡ ø - 0¡¡ç¡(e., ). + Ð{-t¡"tl' p)'-) þ;).($)- ("fl.-)
p

where - : ("I)*ø € Qy11¡,*rl4(O.,O") and r((eB).ø) : ,(r) - i(o, p) - I. To

prove that the above expression is zero, we need to analyse the structure of various

moduli spaces by applying Proposition 3.3.2 and Corollary 3.3.3. We illustrate them

as in the following diagram:

M(O",O)
€l

o.l

e! e.y o ?,

oo û(O.,Oò xoB U(OB,O.,) 
- 

U1OB,O",¡

€l

e
e! +

p

ep
lvl(O.,OB) OB

where i is the embedding as the codimension one boundary of AA(O.,Oò, 
"., 

is the

fibration with boundary fibration e; oz. Apply the Stokes'theorem for the fibration

e., : M(O,,O,) + O., to (e;).(d,æ), then we have

(el ) - @,æ) : d ((er).ø) + ( - r ¡ " 
t-)+i(o''v) (e; o i) *(øl ¡ 

^1¿'¡),

See [8] for the proof of the Stokes theorem for general fibration with boundary,

where the local expression of ø was used for the fiber bundle with boundary. By
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integration by parts, we see that

(e; o i).(ælnç¡)

: ÐB (_ r¡itr,t) þ).(e[)* (e ).(øl m1;¡)

: DB(qi{ø,1) k;).(el). þ B).þ!).u
where the sign comes from the difference of the boundary orientation and the orien-

tation on Ju4(O.,Où xopM(OB, O") (see Proposition 3.1.19 and Proposition 3.3.2).

Putting these calculations together, we know that õ2.,r: 0 for any i(O.) > i(O")

since the differentials commute with the action of S.(u(1).).

For the statement about the pairing, it is sufficient to verify that

1 D(u1)o,e2 ):1 a1,6(ø,2)B >

for the equivariant forms ¿.,r € Oä(r¡(Of) and az € Que),.(O,). If Oo : Op,

this is a simple consequence of integration by parts ( Ca1,u2 ):( or,cu2 ). If

i(O") > í(Oò, it follows from the identity

lo.{"*).{")*rt A,,z - f uro.,ourþ).ut 
A (e!)*u2: 

louc.,1 
n (e/).("I)*rz.

Remark 3.3.5. (Stokes theorem: [S] or Lemma 3.2 in [7]) Let tr : E -+ B be a fiber

bundle with fiber F, a compact manifold with boundary. Denote bg n oi the f,ber

bundle restricted, to the boundary of F . Then for a e Ak (E) ,

r. (da)) - itr.(a) = (-7¡d"s @)-dim(F)il(n o i). (ø) .

Definition 3.3.6. We d,efine the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer cohomology o,nd,

homology for (Y,s,u) with real cofficients to be

HF:,(r.) (y,s) : H*(cü$)(Y,s),D)

and,

H F|l),-(Y,s) : H" (cu(l ),*(y, s), ô)
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For a given regular critical orbit Oo, the complex of the equivariant forms in

CuO),*(Y,s) is given by

Qy(r),¡(o.) = O R¿fr8r¿å-,(O")
2k{I=j

with the total grading j +i(O"), where C¿å-'(O") denotes the U(1)-invariant forms.

We see that

03(o") - rRlo, 0å(o"): R?o,

where 1o is the constant function 1 and 7o is the canonical 1-form on Oo. We

normalize 17 such th^t 
Io.Ta = I. Note that CIu1r¡,.(Q.r) : R[ú]g lu.

Thercforc, we can write the complex for the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology in more detail:

cu¡'),2¡(Y,s) : (O,. ret8 ?.,) o (O,, R1a 1.,) @ (O,, Rúa ry.,) o...
o((E",*-, IRúfr-l I 1.,*-,) @ Rtk I 1¿ o (O,,* m¿È I q",*)

n (or, R¿fr I ru,) o (oB, mtr+r ø nø) e '

and

cue'),2¡-y(Y,s) : (O,, *tø1,,) o (O*, g161.,) o (O,. Rúa?..) o...
o(O.,n IR'úÀ-l8 1.,n) n (Or, Rúfr a ?8,)

*(ou,lR¿À8 rB,) o (OB. mtt+' ø rr.) e..

where eo,(trt"' ,e2*-r,o2¿ range over the regular critical orbits with indices

i(as) : 2k, t(a1) :2lc - I ,..., í(a2¡_r) : 1, i(a2¡) - 0,

and where h.þ2, "', range over the regular critical orbits with indices i(Ér) - -1,
i(lr) : -2, í(þ"): -3 and so on. Note that tk I lu only appears in the complex

with even (here it is 2k) degree.

On these components, the equivariant boundary ô can be expressed as follows:

¿À 8 lu F+ -n6otk 6t Io

tÀ 8 1o + -noBtk 6IB
tk Ø rto + noptk ØqB * mo-,tk-l g 1r+úfr-l g 1o

6 (3.34)
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Here we ¿Ìssume that r¡,9: 0 whenever it appears in the expressions, and

nog = #QVl(", þ))

for i(4, B) : I. Notice that this noB is exactly the same invariant that appeared

in the definition of the non-equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology in the last

subsection. If i(o") - -2,, then M(rg, a) is also a O-dimensional, compact, oriented

manifold, which defines n¿o. If i(a, j) = 2, then we deflne the following useful

invariant

yr7,a1: þr).(eI).n"

for the endpoint maps:

tt't10.,O-,¡

(3.35)

Oo O"y

Lemma 3.3.7. Let a,7 be irreducible critical points on the unframed configuration

space B. Suppose the relatiue indices i(o,l) :2 and we haue defined mo., to be

(";)-þI).no as aboue, then {m.,rli(*,2) :2} are integers which satisfy the follow-
ing property:

Dn.,ro"*a2a4 : I Tnoro"noron

e"y

a3

for any pair al,aa with i(a1,o'a) : 3, a2 run ouer the critical orbits with

i'(a1,a2) = 7 and aB run ouer the critical orbits with t(a1,az = 2. This Lemma

is true for any closed,?-manifold, see Lemma P.7 and Lemma p.S in [1p].

Proof. From the end point maps (see Diagram (3.85), we know that ej, e., induce

homomorphisms on their cohomology groups:

Ht(oo,m,¡ 
("*l: il(í4(o,,or),R) k)i ¡¡r(o,R).

d2

Note that qo is an integral class in H'(o.,lR), therefolel n'Ld1is an integer
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The identity follows from the fact that the codimension-one boundary of

Jl((or,aa) is given by

(u1o.,,oo,) x I4(o.",o,n))l)(uço",, oo.) X tut(o.,,o,,))

and applying the Stokes theorem to

(e;,).(d(ei, )*?o, )

on the fibration M(O"r,Oon) - Ooe.

Using this Lemma, one can check directly that ô (in (3.3+)) is a square zero

operator. Also from Lemma and the expressions of ô in (3.34) we can define the

equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer (co)homology with integral coefrcients from which

we can recover the torsion elements.

3.3.3 Topological invariance of the equivariant monopole homology

For each metric and perturbation (9, z) with KerQfl = 0 on a (rational) homology

3-sphere, we have constructed the equivariant Seiberg-Witten (co)homology. In this

subsection, we will discuss the dependence on the metric and perturbations.

For two pairs of metrics and perturbations (go,uo) and (g1, ut), by Proposition

2.2.15 and Lemma 2.3.4, we can choose a generic path (9¿, "t) (t € [0,1]) which

connects (go,uo) and (g1, z1) such that Qfli is invertible for all ú € [0, 1] except at

finitely many points {t1,t2,...,tn} with I{erf,l; = C. The path can be chosen to

be transverse to the codimension one subset W.

Without loss of generality, we suppose that there is only one ú with I{erQo,i = C,.

Assume that the spectral flow of the Dirac operators Qsr¡ is one. Then we will show

that the equivariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer (co)homology for (go,uo) and (g1, u1) are

isomorphic up to an index shift by 2 (decrease by 2).

Theorem 3.3.8. Let (Y,s) be a Q-homology ?-sphere with a Spin" súructure s,

Iet H Fj(r,*(Y,s, gúuo) and H Fflf,r,*(Y,u, gt,ut) be the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-

Floer homology defined for two generic pairs (gs,us) and (gt,ur). Suppose that the

spectral flow of the Dirac operators Qfli along a path (gt,yt) is2. Then there erists

an isomorphism between HFf,(r,*(Y,s,go,uo) and HFf,$,*(y,u,grtur) with ind,er
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shifted by 2. The analogous claims hold for the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

cohomoloqu.

Proof. Denote Mo(go) : {t,Oo,Op,... , } the critical orbits for the metric !e and

Mo(gt): {t',Oo,,O8,,'.. ,} the critical orbits for the metric A1 with the indices

i : Mo(go) -+ Z, l' : Mo(gr) -+ Z.

Give the manifold Y x R. the metric 9t I dt2 on Y x [0, 1] extended as the product

metric outside Y x [0, 1]. From the assumption of the spectral flow of Dirac operators

øni,*" know that i(t9) - i(?9/) :2, therefore, we can shift the indices on ,iVfs(g1) by

2 such that i : it * 2 on Mo(gt).

Consider the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations on Y x IR, then away from a

compact set, these equations are equivalent to the perturbed gradient flow equations

(3.17) on the two ends with respect to (gc),zs) and (gr,rt). Any solution to the

Seiberg-Witten equations on Y x R decays exponentially as ú -+ foo to the critical

orbits of C, for (go,,ro) and (91, z1) respectively. Let M(O.,Ot") be the moduli space

of the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations on Y xR with asymptotic limits in Oo,O|

respectively. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1.15 (see also Proposition 3.3.2), we

know that generically (that means, after a compactly supported, sufficiently small

perturbation), suppose that at least one of a,otis irreducible, then M(O.,Oi) is a

smooth, oriented U(1)-manifold of dimension

i(o") - i(oi) + dim oo

which is empty if i(O") - i(Oi) * dim Oo ( L There are also similar gluing models

as in Proposition 3.3.2) which give the structure of the codimension one boundary

in M(Oo,O',). Note that M(0,0') is 2-dimensional manifold which is smooth at

irreducible point, it admits one reducible monopolefor b[ : 0 for any perturbations.

Recall that we have shifted the indices of Ms(g1) by 2. Define a degree zero

homomorphism of the Floer complexes

T Cu (Ð,x(Y, s, 9o, uo) -+ C¡,¡ 11¡,¡,(Y, s, 7tt ut)
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by sending u to (e.,)*þt)., where ø € f)y11¡, À_.(o.)(O,) , ef,, and, ef are the two

endpoint maps:

o.3- M(o.,o) j!- o.,.

Claim 1: The map l is well-defined and a chain homomorphism.

To show that 1 is well-defined, we need to ensure that the fiber of eo, is compact

so the push forward is well-defined. It is easy to see that M(d, d/) doesn't involve

in the definition of 1, then follows the compactness of the fiber of eo,.

we need also to prove that I oD - Do I :0. Since l commutes with c: uØiT,
the expression of IoD-DoI atO.e Mo(ge) and þ'efulo(gt) isgiven by

(e 
B ) *þ!). da * ( - r ) "(') D B þ B,) - (ef,). {"¡) -{"I).,

- d (e¡,). (e*)*, - ( - 1 ¡ " 
(,) - i1',o') - 1 

Ðo, ç"¡,). kI,). (el,). (e!). a

where B ranges over the critical orbits in Mo(go) with i(a, B) > 0 and a' ranges over

the critical orbits in Mo(gù with i(a/, P') > 0.

From the gluing model, we see that the co-dimension one bound ary of M(o.,o'B)
is of the form

U (M (o o, o o,) X o, M (o.,,, o B,)) l) (u ço ", 
o B) x M (o B, o B,)) .

dtP

Applying the Stokes theorem to the fibration M(Oo,O'ù --e: O!, noting that the

dimension of fiber is i(o, o') + dlmOo - dimOoL, w€ câû express

(e¡,).("[)" du - d,(e B) *þ[).,

(_ 1¡"(,)-i1',p') k p, o i). ( (ej)-c.r)

where eO,oi the boundary fibration of eB,. From the boundary orientation, we see

thatloD-DoI:0.
Now reverse the path (gt,ut), called by ãr, we can construct the corresponding

map J:

,I CuÍ),x(Y,É, gr,ut -+ C¡¡g¡,¡(Y,st go,uo)
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Claim 2: The map J is well-defined and a chain homomorphism.

In the definition of .r, we meet a potentia! trouble in.¿olving the singular monopole

in M(ït,d) whose virtually dimension is -2, but cannot be perturbed away, we must

be careful to study the definition of "/ when M(d/, d) could enter. We can perturb

the monopole equations such that M(d/,0) consisting only the unique reducible

monopole r on Y x R. The obstruction bundle must be applied to show that the

pre-glued pair from this singular monopole with any trajectories in M(0,a) cannot

be deformed to an actual monopole. This leads to following Proposition:

Proposition 3.3.9. Let r be the unique singular monopole in M(0',0), suppose

that y is a time independ,ent trajectory ln Al(e,a) where i(") I -3, then the pre-

glued, approúmate monopole r#Ty can be not be deformed to an actual solution for
any large T . The same claim holds for the pre-gluing map o, .i4ç.' ,0t) x M(Ot ,0)

where i(a/) < 0.

We will prove this proposition later. Apply this proposition, we can show that "I
is well-defined, the chain homomorphism is similar to the proof in case for I except

that we have to take Proposition 3.3.9 into account. From now on, we use the nation

a¡ and a'o to indicate their indices to be ,k. Then to ensure that the coefficient of

7s\n J(q., ), we must show that M(o'o,á) is compact. The compactness argument

could fail if there is a glued solution from t\4(oz'o,,0') x M(|t,a). This is exactly

ruled out by Proposition 3.3.9. The other case is the coefficient of 1o_. in J(18,),

we can show in the same way that M(0',a-3) (O-dimensional since i(0') : -2) is

also compact. Thcrcforc, ,I is wcll dcfincd.

The statement of the theorem now follows if we show that there is a chain

homotopy H on CUO¡,*(Y, s, go, uo) such that

idk - (J I)k : D*+tH* I H¡,aD¡, (3.36)

In order to define fI let us consider the manifold Y x IR endowed with the metric
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Ot:

9o I dt2

9+z * dt2

hidt2
íz-t * dt2

9o I dt2

t<-2
t e [-2, -r]

ú € [-1,1]
t € [r,2]

t>2.

consider a path of metrics ø" with s e [0, 1], that connects oo = go I d,t2 to o1,

such that for all s the metric o" is the product metric go * dt2 outside a fixed large

interval [-T,T].
Let MP (Oo,OB) be the parametrized moduli space of (A(t),rþ(t),o),solutions

of the perturbed Seiberg-Witten equations with respect to the metric 7o, modulo

gaugetransformation. Considerafamilyof perturbationssuchthat Mr(oo,ofiis
a smooth manifold of dimension i(a, P) + L I dimOo which is cut out transversely.

Denote bv "l and ã! the end point maps ftom lvlP(oo,oB) to oo and oB respec-

tively.

Now we can define the degree-one map Il to be

H : C¡¡g¡,¡,(Y, go,ro) + Cu(r),*(Y, go,uo)

Ho,þ: u -+ (efi.(ë:)"r,

with o € Qu(r), r,-i(o.)(Oo).

The identity (3.36) which proves that fI is a chain homotopy can be rewritten

as the following two identities:

zdo,o - l.,, I.,,o,Jo,,o

: D1p,i1p,o¡1oI Do,BH p,o i Ðp,r1B,o)>o¡ H o,BDB,o

and,ford+p,

- Do, I.,,o,Jo,,þ

: D1t,i1'r,,o¡<oj Do,tHt,B * D{r,i(r,o )>o} Ho,tDr,p.

These identities can be proved by applying Stokes theorem again to their explicit

expression, in the way we discussed already, and using the fact that the co-dimension
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one boundary for M'(Oo,O,) and M'(Oo,Ofi is of the form (for a * þ):

aI4P (o.,oo) = tJ.,(u(oo,oo,) xoo, M(Oo,,o,)\1u i-*Ì
U1B,i1B,o;20 l(- u' (o., o B) x o p ulo B, o'¡)

U1B'r1p,o¡10 j(M Q', o ò xo p uP ço B, o.¡)

aMP(o,,oò : lJ,,(u(oo,oo,) xoo, /vl(o.,,oB))

U11,i11,o)>o ¡(- u' (o., o'r) x o-, Jvl(o1, o ò)

U{1:i(1,.)lo l(u1o.,o'r) xo., M'(o'r,, p")) 
'

We have applied Proposition 3.3.9 in the study of the boundary structures. tr

Proof of Proposition 3.3.9: For simplicity, we only prove that there is no glue

map on M(0',0) x M(0,o.-t), the proof for the other cases are similar. We adopt

the notation in the proof of the gluing theorem (Cf. Theorem 3.1.19).

Since at the singular point ø, the operator Lrhas cokernel which is isomorphic

to C and trivial kernel. We need to study the obstruction bundle as in [16] [43] [44].

The unique feature here is that once the Seiberg-Witten monopole is irreducible, we

can always ensure that it is a smooth point which means that the linearization has

trivial cokernel.

Follow the work in [33], we write the gradient flow equation as s(,4, ú) : 0, if the

pre-glued element r#ly can be deformed to an actual solution, then there exists a

small (a, þ) e I(er(L,+Tùt such that we have

lr#Tv + (", d)l e M(o",,o6),

that is, the following equation is satisfied

"@#Ty) I L,¡o o(a,ó) -l N,+ors(a,ó) :0. (3.37)

Here ,Â/ denotes the nonlinear term in the equation, as in the proof of the gluing

theorem. The presence of a non-trivial kernel (and of small eigenvalues since the

problem is non-linear) of Li*o 
o 

can generate obstructions to solving equation (3.37)

for (a,d). In fact, the hypothesis that L,çoo has a trivial cokernel is essential in

the proof of the gluing theorem: the same argument cannot be extended to a case
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with a non-trivial cokernel. We need to show that there is in fact an obstruction for

the Seiberg-Witten monopoles.

We follow [a4] and introduce open sets tl (p,) of elements [rS$g] such that ¡r ) 0 is

not an eigenvalue of the unbounded operator L,+iuL|+T, acting on L2 connections

and sections. There projection maps II(p, *#TV) orrto the span of the eigenvectors

of L,4o of,l#ly with eigenvalue ( ¡r. These are smooth maps of tr#Tyl eU(p).
Since the element (a, /) is in I(er(L,4|y)r, we havs

(o,ó): LI+iu(þ,Ð.

rr [r{$y + (o,ó)] is a solution, and we a,ssume that (B,() can be chosen so that

@,Ð e Ker(tI(¡r,r#Tù),

then (B, {) solves the equations

f,,+iuL.,+io@,Ò + (1 - rr(p,r#lyD @,+7oLI47o(Þ,€)+ s(¿#l ù) :0,(8.88)

n0',,r#ly) @,+çu/;i#îy(p,€)+ s(c#lu)) : o. (8.3e)

The following lemma ensures that it is always possible to find a small solution of

equation (3.38), hence the problem of deforming an approximate solution to an

actual solution depends on whether equation (3.39) can also be solved. The latter

has a geometric interpretation as the section of an obstruction bundle, as described

in the following.

Lemma 3.3.10. There is an e ) 0 such that, for p ) er/2, the equation (s.ss) has

a unique solution

(,6, €) e I{ er(lI(p,, *#Tù)

with ll(Ê,Ðll4 3 ,

Proof. For ¡.r, ) 0 and any (A,r/), the operator HØ,0): t.ça,A¡L(^¿;, where

the operato, Lio,,p) is the dual operator under the weighted sobolev space, has a

bounded inverse, when restricted to the image of (1 - lr(tt,(A,rþ)) i" the space of

-L2 connections and sections.
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Thus, the equation (3.38) can be rephrased as a fixed point problem

I n c\ - ¡¡-l (1 n(,, ^-uo ^,\\¡/ Ar - r* / /7 ¿\ t ^¡--.u0 ^.rr\^/r\/ - "r#Ta\, - "\f,r ùlfTC))\tr"#TA"r#ory\PtS)-l Ð\r'lfTg)).

We need to prove that the right hand side is a contraction. For all (B,f) and

(p',€'), we have an estimate

llrii+r(1 - rr(p, ,#Tù) (N L. (p, Ð - At L- (p, , €,)) ll¡,,

lt tl

Here the two last estimates follow as in the proof of the gluing theorem.

Suppose given e such that 2Cer/2 ( 1, and p such that ¡.r,> erlz. Then the map

is a contraction on the ball ll(8,€)ll4< r. !

Using the result of the Lemma, we can construct the obstruction bundle and the

canonical section . There is a local bundle overU(p,) and a section

"r@#Tù 
:rr(þ,r#Tù @,oiot;oîo@,€) + s(rtr9ry¡) {e.+o)

such that the following property holds. r#Ty can be deformed to a solution of the

flow equations iff r#lv € str(0).

This describes completely whether a given point of U(¡.t) can be deformed to a

solution or not. After a generic perturbation, Proposition 3.3.9 follows from the

dimension counting. See [33] for more details.

From Theorem 3.3.8, we have the following corollary which claims that the equiv-

ariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is a topological invariant.

Corollary 3.3.11. Let (Y,s) be a homology 7-sphere wi,th aspin' structure. Sup-

pose that (go,uo) and, (gyu1) are two pairs such that their equiuariant Seiberg-

Witten-Floer homology groups are well-defi,ned,, that means, I{er(Qsr: :0. Let n be

the spectral flnw of the twisted Dirac operator Qfl from (gs,us) to (gt,uù. Then there

is an isomorphism between the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology groups for
(go,uo) and, (g1,ut) up to an ind,er shift by 2n:

H FIU),,V, s j soj uo) = H FåU),k_rn(y, s 1 so, uo).
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3.3.4 Comparison with non-equivariant Floer theory

We want to compare the equivariant Floer homology with the ordinary Floer ho-

mology in the case of homology 3-spheres. The general relationships are discussed

in [33].

From the detailed descriptions of the coboundary (see (3.34), we know that there

is an equivariant Floer monopole homology of Z-coefficients. The corresponding

complex, still denotedby CU0¡,2¡(Y,s), is

c¡r¡¡,2¡(y,s) : (A,"rrø q",) o (O", ztØ u,) o (O,, ztø rt.,) a ...

o(O.,*-, z*-r I 1.ro-,) @ztkØ1,r @ (O,,* ztk Ø r¡,,r)

*(Or, ztk Ø rB,) @ (@B,ztk+'ø nø) a ..

here as,olr... te2¡-r¡a2& range over the regular critical orbits with indices

i(ae) : 2k, i(a1) :2lc - r ,...,, i(o.2¡-t) : 1, i(o2¿) - 0

and 81.82,.'. , range over the regular critical orbits with indices i(Ér) = -1,
i(þz) : -2, í(þz): -3 and so on. The coboundary operator ô is given by 3.34.

Now we can define a chain homomorphism that maps the equivariant to the

non-equivariant complex.

i¡: C7O¡,¡(Y,s) -+ C¡(Y,s),

acts on the generators as follows

LIc O cry1,¡,¡(o") -+ lz<a>,
i(a)tj=fr i(a)=k

i¡.(¿"611o) :0,

for all values of n and i(O"),

iÈ(14 \o) = a,

if i(O') : k, and in all other cases

i*(t"ØTo)=g
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It is easy to see that ô¡-r oit - i*-toô¡. Therefore, i* defines a subcomplex of

Cu(Ð,*(Y,s) given by Q* - Ker(i*) with the restriction of the boundary operator

6.

Theorem 3.3.12. Let (Y,s) be a Q-homology sphere with a Spin" súructure s. Fin

a metric a and a perturbation u such that HFfw (Y,s) and HFâ(\,.(Y,s) are uell-

defi,ned. Then there is an enact sequence

.. 1 Ht,u(tl(,e) -+ H Ftl),k(Y) 4 u rfw(v) -+ ..'

where Hz*p1)(ú) e Z*Øû for n ) 0,0 otherwise, is theU(l)-equiuariant homology

at the fi,xed point û. Moreouer, for Ie < 0,

HFfw (v,s) = nrfl(r,r1v,s).

For k 20, we haue the following (finitely rnany) short enact sequences

o + nrfr$,2*+r(Y,ò 2!!, HFf#r(v,") å ztk -+

-+ HFj$,r*(Y,s):2L HFf{(Y,s) -+ o.

Proof. The complexes Cy11¡,*, Q*, and C* all have a filtration by indices of Mo,r.

For Cy11¡,¿, the filtration is given by

Cu\)J,(n): O ou(r);(o"). (8.41)
i(O.)! j=k,i(O ")ln

The filtration on Q* is induced from (3.41). The filtration on the non-equivariant

complex is given by

C¡(n): O V,<a>.
i(a)=k(n

Let Eq be the spectral sequences associated to the filtration of the complexes

Q*. W" know that the El-term is precisely the equivariant cohomology of 19. Hence,

H"(Q*) 3 f/y11¡,*(r9) : Øltl with de7(t) = 2.

Now the short exact sequences of

o - Q* -+ Cuo¡,*(Y,s) -+ C*(Y,s) -+ o
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gives the long exact sequence of the homology groups:

'..-+ Ht,u$)(t) -+ HFål)*(y,g) -l HFfw (y,s) lL Hn-tu')(t) -+ ...

The splitting of this long exact sequence follows from the structure of H¡,¡¡¡¡þg). tr

The connecting homomorphism A2¡ in the above long exact sequences is partic-

ularly interesting.

Proposition 3.3.13. Suppose ue are giuen a representatiue loro <

H Ff#r(Y). Then the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence is

A¡,: HFîX.)Hu¡¡,zx(l9)=ØtkØrY, (8.42)

where

o- (Ð ra 1 d t) : D taThaatffioto2. . .ffiak-taknoo6* qtrg. (8.43)

Here the sum is understood, ouer all the repeated indices, that is ouer all critical

points with indices i(a) : 2k + l, i(a1) : 2k - 7, i(or-t) :3, p(ax) : L.

Proof. The map is defined by the standard diagram chase and by adding boundary

terms in order to find a representative of the form (3.49). For a cycle in HFf#,
represented by

D ralrr)
{a:i(a)=2Ë{1}

with !1,.1(d)=2fr+t) ran.,,þ: 0 for any P with i(a, P) : l. Since r2¡..,.1 is surjective

(see the definition of i2¡¡1) , the element D{a:i(a)=2ft +r} r o < d > has a preimage in

c¡¡g¡,2¡a1(Y, s):

t '.orØ\o
{o:i(a)=2Èf 1}

under iz¡+t. Adding the element (which is in the kernel of i2¡¡1)

| *o*oort Ø Tot
d rcrl

applying the boundary operator 6z*+t, we have

6(rrI8 ?, + r.-n'L...'rtI ?or) : t r..lftaatffiotozl g 1o,
atdttd2
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which is the kernel of i2¡r. Next adding the eletttettt

t ran't,.,.,rn'tdr.."t' Ø no,
drdlrd2

which is in the kernel of i2¡"¡1, applying the boundary operator 62¡..,u1 a$ain, we have

õ (r.I Ø T o + r orn oo rt I ?o, * t dn't, d a rn1, d, ort' Ø q o")

: Ðc,,c.r,o" I dn'¿c,c Li'ttr¿ 16,2ffl",2.,' 1 s,¡ 1o'

which is in the kernel of i2¡, repeat this procedure by adding the element

Do,or,.",as I am..alTfùo1r2mo2o3t3 I ?o.

+"'+
Do,or,"' ,a¡rramciø1 "'n'¿..h-r.,ttk Ø n.,n *'' '

and the diagram chasing, we obtain that ô2¡¡1(Doto < a >) can be represented

by

D, o*oorffi otoz, . . n1,,.k-r..kn., orgtk 6 t9.

'We 
use the fact that Cy11¡,zk+t(Y,s) is finitely generated over Z. tr

Let a be a critical point of C, with index 2k f 1, denote by

m(a, Û) : Tfù.." rna1",2ÍTtr",2",s " 'n1,".h-|",xft",rrg

the number presented in A2¿..,.1. Summing over i(a1) :2k - 1, i(a2) :2lc - 3, ''',

i(or-r) : 3, i(o¡,) : 1 we see that

Im(i2¡¡) = I{er(L'¡)

Doroo
(1) Donoa e HFfXJY,s)

(2) lorom(a,d) : O

Therefore, Ker(L,2¡a1) measures the interaction of HF:w (Y,9) with the re-

ducible critical points. There is a similar analogue for Seiberg-Witten-Floer coho-

mology.

As an application of Theorem 3.2.2and Corollary 3.3.11, we can prove the wall-

crossing formulae for the Seiberg-Witten invariant on a homology 3-sphere (Y, s)

with a Spin" structure s.
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Note that the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is only well-defined for a metric a
and perturbation z with I{er(Qfi : 0. We call (g, z) with trivial kernel a good pair.

From Proposition 2.2.15 and Proposition 2.3.4,

{(s,r)ll{er(ffi) : o¡

has many components separated by the codimensional one subset W (see (2.1b).

The usual cobordism argument can be adopted to prove that the non-equivariant

Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology is independent of (g, u) in the same component. For

two good pairs (gs, zs) and (gt,rt), we have (see Corollary 3.3.11)

H F:,V),¡(Y, s, s o t uo) = H FIU),* -zn(Y, s, s o 1 uo) (3.44)

where n is the spectral flow of the twisted Dirac operator Qs, from (g¡, z6) and

(n,vt).Then we claim that the Seiberg-Witten invariants for (9s,ze) and (m,uù

are related by

Àsw (Y,st grt vt) : Àsw (Y,s, gs, vs) | n (3.45)

as claimed by the wall-crossing formula (2.16).

Proof of Claim (3.45): Without loss of generality, we can assume that we are in

one of the following two cases for the Floer homology group HFfw(Y,s,!s,us):

Case 1: There exists an integer N such that HFfw(Y,s,go,zo) :0 for all p> 2N

ï>ú H Ffw (Y, s, 9o, ,o) * 0.

Case 2: There exists an integer N such that H Ffw (Y, s, go,/o) : 0 for all p > 2N *I
but H Ffw (Y, s,9o, uo) * 0.

For case 1, we can assume ¡f > 0, otherwise, we can change the orientation of

(y,s). Therefore, from the exact sequences in Theorem 3.3.12, we get

lc > 2N, k is odd

k :2m > 2N.

0
(a) H FIU),¡(Y,s, so, yo) :

zt^
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(b) There are the following identities which come from Theorem 3.3.I2:

t. ¡¡ n,SW /Í, \ r. t¡ n.9W /r, \{rrIIr fl rZ¡rl_Z\I t 9O¡ uO) - qlrlt n rlñ_t\I ,9O, vO)

= dim HFíU,,,r*_2(Y,lo,zs) - dim HFSUI,r*_r(Y,9o,vo) - I;

din H Ff{_n(Y, go) - dim H Ffff4\, sot uo)

= dim HFSUI,r*_n(Y,9o,zo) - dim SWHue¡,2¡r-s(y, go,uo) - l;

dim H Ffw (Y,9o, zs) - dim H Ffw (Y, go, uo)

: dim HFI(r,o(Y,sotuo) - dim HFå\)J(Y,so,uo) - r.

(c) For k ( 0, H Ffw (Y, so, uo) : H Ftl),*(Y, so, uo).

Given the above information, we can calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant for

the metric and perturbation (gs, zo) as,

Àsw(Y,s, gotuo)

: DkeÐkdimn rfw (Y,st go,uo) (3.46)

: D*<¡,, (amurfl(r,r(Y,u,gotuo) - dim HFtf,¡,"0*t(Y,,s,go,rù) - N.

From the isomorphism (3.44), we have

HFSl),kV,s,st,ur) =

0 k>2N-2,kisodd

Zt* lc:2m ) 2N - 2n

HFãl)*V,stgo,uo) k 12N -2n.

Apply Theorem 3.3.12 once more to HFfi$,^(Y,,s,9t,u1),we obtain that

Àsw(Y,st gr,ut)

: Dfr(-l)frdimn rfw (v,sl gt,ut)

: Ð¡<ry-,, (amnrfi$,2t"(Y,9t,21) - dim HFåf,¡,rr*t(Y,,9o,^)) - (N - ")
: Di,<¡r (amn rf,f,r,r*(Y, so,zs) - dim H F|f,¡,r**t(Y, so,^)) - N * n

: Àsw(Y,s, go,uo) + n (by equation (3.+6))

This proves claim (3.45) for case 1.

For case 2, similarly, we have
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(3.47)

1a¡ n rfi(r,¡(Y,s, so, vo) : lc > 2N, k is odd

k:2m>2N+2

0

(b) There are the following identities which come from Theorem B.B.I2

din H F.fff (Y, eo,/o) = dim H Ff,(¡,r*(Y, ss,, us) - I;
: dim HFf{_2V,,so,vo) - dim HF]{_JY,so,uo)

din nfflf,¡,r¡,,_r(Y,golvo) - dim HFf,l,t,r*_t(Y,go,uo) - t;

din H Ff{_q(Y, go) - dim H Ff{4(Y, so, uo)

: dim HFt(rl,r*_a(Y,0o,z6) - dim SWHuÍ¡,2¡r-r(Y, go,uo) - Li

dim H Ffw (Y,9o,26) - dim H Ffw (Y, go,,vo)

: dim HFãl),o(Y,eo,uo) - dim HFã\)J(Y,,so,uo) - I.

(c) For k ( 0, H Ffw (Y, sol uo) : H Ff,l),*(Y, go, uo).

Then the Seiberg-Witten invariant for (go,uo) in this case is given by

Àsw(Y,st go,uo)

: Ðke\kdimn ffw (y,s' goluo)

: Ð¡<ru (amn rf,f,r,rk(Y, u, so, uo) - dim H Flll,r**r(Y,s, so, ro))

-N + dmn ffi(¡,r¡u(Y,s, gs, us) - L

0

zt^

Vrtm

k>2N-2n,kisodd

lc:2m > 2N +2 - 2n

k <2N *2-2n.

From the isomorphis^ HFå(r¡,r(Y,s,9t,,vù : SWHuG),k+2n(YtFtgo¡uo)t we know

that

HF|ï),kV,s,9t,ut):

H FtU),kV,Y,s, ss, us)
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Repeat the procedure in case 1, we get

Àsw(Y,5, gt,ur')

: ÐkeÐkdimn rfw (V,s1 ghvr)

: Dr<¡r-,., (am n rflf,r,zk(Y, s, s t, vt) - dim H F8(¡,, o* t(Y, s, g o, rù)

- (N - n) + dtmH Få(.¡,r*_r^(Y,s, 9t, rr) - 7

: D*<¡¡ (amn rfrf,r,zk(Y, E, go, uo) - dim H Ft(¡,rr*t(Y,s, go, ro))

-N + n -f dimï Ffil),r*(Y, s, !s,, vs) - I

: Àsw(Y,,s,, gs,us) ! n (by equation (3.a2))

This proves claim (3.45) in case 2.

3.4 F\rkaya-Floer monopole homology

As in the instanton case, there is a version of Fukâya-type Floer homology for the

monopoles on 3-manifolds. These were constructed in a joint paper with A. Carey

in [12].

Note that the Seiberg-Witten-Floer complex for (Y, t) with non-zero cl (t) has a

period of d(t), see Diagram 3.25. We can lift these periodic complex to a Ø-graded

complex by the repeated patterns {C¡}¡rz.Since there is no fixed Cs, we can fix any

chain group C* to be Cs. In the specific applications later, there is a natural way

to get a fixed chain complex. This V'-graded complex is the Seiberg-Witten-Floer

complex for the Chern-Simons-Dirac function on the covering space 6 of 6

ß
Ht (Y,z) /Ker(c¡(t) B

where Ker(c1(r)) is the kernel of the map: [z] *+ (["] u c1(t))[Y].

Suppose that we have a Ø-graded complex {C¡}¡rz.Define the chain complex

at grading j to be

CFF(^) (y, t) : @o<n3*C¡-z^(y,t)

with the boundary operators ô given by

06.¡: cFFl^)(v,Ð -f cFF::l(Y,r)
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whose non-zero entry is

(l)"rr'

115

only at a€C¡-zr(y,t), B e C¡-r-zt(Y,f) with rn > l> k ) 0, which is given by

t of-È
J ¡azç-r¡6,8¡

Tr.',þ as defined in section 3.2 for l: lc,

forl>k.
(3.48)

Herc .tl(a, B)2(t-k) is the non-empty component of /v4(a,,B) with dimension 2(t - k),

and @ is the first Chern class of the based moduli space over ,Vl(o, B¡z(t-k), here

r¡/e use the convention explained in the introduction. We will justify this formal

notation since yV (a, B)2(t-t') is a manifold with boundary.

Using the based gauge group, there is a t/(1) fibration over each trajectory

moduli space, which is actually the moduli space of the gradient flow line on the

configuration space (modulo the based gauge group). On this based configuration

space, the critical point set consists of finitely many U(1) orbits where t/(1) acts

freely. We denote by Oo the U(1) orbit corresponding to the critical point a. Then

the based fibration ou", .ú(o, fl is M(O^,Où (the time independent trajectory

moduli space between Oo,Oò. We denote this moduli space by ,V4o(o,B). There

are two end-point maps:

e;: /rrt(O.,,Op)-Oo, ù(o.,oò 
- 

oB

"yor) 
:

+
B

e

We can construct a complex vector bundle by using the standard ¿/(1) multiplication

on a complex vector space. Suppose fhat lll(o, þ)'r is one non-empty component of

Jrl(o,B) with dimension 2k (or2k+I), then we associate a rank k complex vector

bundle to,þ,1"

to,þ,k: ù(o,,oò'* xy(r) CÀ

withatransversalsection sa,þ,tc:("t,8,r,"'..,8,n,...,"L,BJ)withthefollowingcom-

patibility conditions on the boundary (corners).

The gluing map in the based moduli space setting, that is, for a sufficiently large
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T, the gluing maps define the following commutative diagram

it(o,,oò xop t t(oB,o",) I /rrço.,o.,¡

(3.4e)

,vt(o, P) x M(þ,ù 4 M(o,ù,

There are natural isomorphisms between the pull-back bundles glto,t,t and the

bundles

Tä,Bt o,B,4 @ Tb tt o,B,k- k,

The transversal sections are also compatible with the gluing maps.

In the definition of the boundary operator (cf. 3.48), we used the following

convention:

t^ oI-*:#("",þ,,-o(o))
J *t1o,B¡"1,-r¡

where s..,B,I-te is the transversal section of to,B,¿-¡, t.lB,t-t is zero dimensional,

with no zeros from the boundary (by the dimension counting and the compatibility

conditions), hence 
",,tB,l-r(0) 

has only finitely many oriented points.

Suppose that h4(o,^l)'"+t is the non-empty component of ll4(a,7) with dimen-

sion 2n f 1, then ";å,r(0) is a one dimensional, smooth, compact manifold whose

boundary points coming from the zero points of the corresponding sections over the

co-dimension one boundary (the simply-broken trajectories, simply-broken means

that there is one broken point). For example, the contribution from the boundary

component û@., p)'r x U(p,r¡zn-zk i"

Ui,,...,i0 (G';.,',r,...,r'i,B,t)-t(o) ,. ("t|,.r,n_r,...,"iË;!,_*)-t(0))

where {jt,..',jn-n}: {1,...,n} - {it, ".,i*}. Counting the boundary points

with orientation *1, we know that the contribution from û@, P)'r , U(P,1)2n-2k

is given by

(;) - (";,'r,*rol) # (" B,',,,-r(0)) (i) I 
",,,,rr'* 

I u,0,1¡,n-,0@n-k
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where on the right hand side, we use our formal notation. Then counting the bound-

ary points of s;L.r,r(0) with orientation, which is zero of course, is equivalent to

Ð (;)+({";,þ,0(o ))#({,¡,;,,*-o(o)) : o.

This identity is a formal Stokes formula calculation applied to d(@") on the moduli

space i,t(o,B)2" with codimension one boundary.

For a homology 3-sphere Y with a good metric and perturbation, there is also

a version of Fukaya-type homology group defined in the same way. (We ignore the

unique reducible critical point, as in the case of c1(t) non-zero.) There is another

variation of the Fukaya-type homology group where we take account of the reducible

critical point, we will discuss this after the following Proposition.

Proposition 3.4.L. (o) A'ø¡:0 on CFF!^)(y, f), therefore there are homology

groups H FFÍ^l (Y,l) which are ind,epend.ent of the metric and, small perturba-

tions.

(b) Denote ba (Y,Í) the ?-manifold, (Y,l) uith the opposite orientation and, the

induced Spin" súructure L Fir the chain group for (Y,l by requiring that the

Jollowing pairing malces sense. Then there is a natural pairing o*:

HFF(*) (y,g x HFFliJz*(t,i¡ 2- v

which is giuen by

((rþo, rþr,' ' ' , rþ^), (óo, ót,' ' ' , ö*)) '+ | (T)rrr^-r
k

on the corresponding chain groups.

Proof. The proof of Proposition (a) goes in the same way as in the previous

subsection by applying the Stokes formula to the manifold with boundary. We

briefly indicate whV ô12-¡ : 0 and leave the details of the boundary information to

the reader. Note that the entry of d21^¡ coming from

c¡-z* (l)'!i;-l @o<¿<- c¡-t-zt (?)"!T'-'l 
c¡-z-zn
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can be written a,s

("-tl
þ,t

("-¡)
þ,1

!;o) "y-u ,

where DtDB(TÐ"!oo)"t;D is the formal integration of O"-å over the co-

dimension one boundary of the moduli space fr|2(n-k)it (a,7) (the 2(n - /c) + 1

dimensional component of /v4(a,7)), which is zero as we explained above. In the

case that Y is a homology 3-sphere, we have to show that there is no contribution

ftom.lt¿t(o,0) x t/(1) x U(0,P) in slto,r¡*r(0), this is due to the fact that there

is a t/(l)-action on the pull-back bundle and the pull-back section is transversal

and t/(l)-equivariant on tl((a,0)xU(t) x U@,P). The proof of Proposition (b) is

straight forward. tr

Here we briefly discuss another variation of the Fukaya-type monopole homol-

ogy for a homology sphere (Y,g,rù whose monopole moduli space Mr(Y) consists

of finitely many irreducible, non-degenerate critical points and a unique reducible

critical point d. The Z-graded chain complex is the same a^s the non-equivariant

Seiberg-Witten-Floer chain complex except at degree 0:

Õ¡(Y,e,\): C¡(V) for j 10, 
(A.50)

Õo(V, e , T) = Co(Y) @ V' '(0) '

Then as in the previous construction, define the Fukaya-type complex as

c F r\"') {Y,t) = oo<,,5 *c ¡ -zn(Y, 9, \)

with the boundary operator ô1-¡ given by (3.a8) while B can be the reducible solu-

tion d, and any entry nlr-!:0. Then there is a homology group CCf!)çV,g,rt¡

which satisfies Proposition 3.4.1. This version of Fukaya-type monopole homology

is the right model to study the gluing formulae for a simply-connected, 4-manifold

X : Xt uv Xz splitting along a homology 3-sphere for which bI(J'ù ) 1 and

UT 6ù: 0. The Fukaya-type monopole homology (by removing the reducible point

ÐÐrp:tt
p

,L

!ou)"

(: -t)"tttB
I

(;)
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d) will be applied to the case of both ót(Xl) > 1 and b{(X2) > 1 where rhe

Seiberg-Witten monopole invariant has no contribution from the gluing monopoles

along 0. There is also a version of Fukaya-type monopole homology for the equiv-

ariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology defined in [33], which is used to investigate

the 4-manifold with bl(X): 1 splitting along a homology sphere. This last issue is

very subtle, we will leave it for future research.
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Chapter 4

Applications of Monopole

Homology Theory

4.L Gluing formulae for 4-d SW invariants

4.L.1 Relative SW invariants for 4-manifolds with boundary

Let X be an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold with cylindrical end modelled on

Y x [0,oo). Let g be a Spin" structure on X whose induced Spin" structure on

Y is t. M¡,ris the moduli space of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (y,t), which

consists of finitely many irreducible solutions for b1(Y) > 0, with a unique reducible

solution 0, for a homology 3-sphere Y. The relative Seiberg-Witten invariant for X is

defined by studying the relative Seiberg-Witten moduli space on X with asymptotic

limit representing a critical point in Mt,n.

We begin with b1(Y) > 0: for each a € Mt,n, define M(X,a) to be the moduli

space of the Seiberg-Witten equations on X with asymptotic limits representing a

modulo the gauge group of X. Then there is an asymptotic value map:

ôoo: JVly(s): U M(X,a) 
-Mr,r(Y)

(4.1)
aeMt,n

where Mt,r(Y) is the moduli space of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (Y, t) modulo

the gauge transformations which can be extended to X. Note that ,t4¡,r(Y) is an

t27
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Hr (Y,Z) I Im(i.)-covering space of tVl¡,r(Y):

ît ^,4 
l1/\Jv.l,n\r )

Ht(Y,z)lIna(¿')
^ 

,l lI... \Jv.t,n\t )

with i* : Hr (X,Z) 
- 

Hr (Y,Z) is the induced map of the embedding i : Y -+ X .

The functional space for the monopole equations modelled on a are .[r2-Sobolev

spaces with 'ô-decay'where ô > 0 is determined by the least absolute eigenvalue of

the Hessian otC, at a as in Remark 3.1.13. Let I'o = (Ao,O,) be a Spin'connection

and a spinor on X which agrees with the pull-back of some gauge representative of a

on the cylindrical end. Define the configuration space to be the following ô-weighted

Sobolev space (/ > 4),

C(X,1,): {(A,rÐlA- Ao € L!,6,ú -A, € L?$,.t ]

with gauge group given by

ç(X) : {u : X -+ Allzl = 1, 1 - u e L?+r,ù'

Fix r ) /, choose p, el(isu(W+)) = ^2'+(X) 
such that p-icn € Ci (ô-decaying

C"-forms) where c: X -+ IR+ is a cut-offfunction supported away from a compact

set and equaling 1 on the end.

The perturbed monopole equations on X are given by

I rl:qþÐ+tt
t (4.2)

I Por=o'

The corresponding tr2-moduli space M(X,f,) is the set of 9(X)-equivalence

classes of pairs (A,',þ) €. C(X,fo) solving equations (4.2) with finite variation on

the end for C, Note that the asymptotic limit of [4,{] takes valued in Ñr,r(Y).

If lg),19) ur" two such classes in Ñr,r(V) representing a, then there is a gauge

transformation u on Y such that u(l$)¡ : ff), where [u] lies in HL(Y,V,)lIm(i-),

then the virtual dimensions ix(f$)) and i¡(ff)¡ "t *t(X,f$)) and.h,l(X,ff))

(the indices of the deformation complexes for the Seiberg-Witten monopoles) has

the following relations:

ix(r!z)¡ : ix(f$)) + (t"lu cl(r))tyl
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Proposition 4.L.L, 1/ i(f") 10, then there enists a Baire set of perturbations such

that Mr(lo) is empty; if í(1") 2 0, then there erists a Baire set of perturbations

such that Mr(|") is a smooth, oriented manifold with dimension i(1.).

Proof,

3.1.3.

This is the application of stancla,rd transversality arguments as in subsection

Let Mlfl0)¡ Ue the non-empty component of Jrt(X,a) with the least dimension

ix(f!0)), denote by M(fP)) be the non-empty component of tVt(X,a) with dimen-

sion i¡(f!o)) + r, d(Q. we can view {f!:) : r¿ > 0} as in the fiber of the following

covering space:

lvlr,r(Y)
Hr (Y,v,) /Ker(cL(r)) Jult,r(Y) (4.3)

where Ker(c1(t)) ir the kernel of the map [z] '+ (["]Uc1(t))[y], for c1(t) 10,

H'(Y,Z)lKer(c1(r)) = z

hence, Jrtr,r(y) is a Z-covering space of M¡,r(Y), and the relative Z¿11¡-indices can

be lifted toz-vafuedindices on.t4çr7Y), this wasfirst discovered by R. Wang[a7].

Then we know that generically Jrl(x,a) is the union of the non-empty com-

ponents {tf (ff)) : n > 0}. We will define the relative Seiberg-Witten invariant

SWy(s) with values in the Fukaya-Floer monopole homology groups from the com-

pact components in {I4(fy)) : n > 0}.

we know that on each component M(x, f!3)), there is a canonical u(1) fibration

MoGg)) with associated vector bundles.

If ix(f!o)) : o, we define

SW *,.,ro, : # (M(x, f !o))),

and for any n ) 0, let uoT?)) be the based moduli space over MeP). Denote

by @ its first Chern class. Then we construct a rank d complex vector bundle (where

2d is the dimension of M(X,fg)))

tx,o,d.: tvo e9)) "u(r) 
C
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withatransversalsection sx,ad:("1,o,¿,...,sdx,o,a)whichiscompatiblewiththe

pairs (fo,B,*,s",,g,*) via the gluing map:

9r : M(X,o) x M(a, p) 

- 
M(X, p)

Then we define

swy,.,Ø): +þ;t-,r{o)).

We formally denote itbV [-rr,rfl¡@d. Now f (""!,r(O) is well-defined by an ar-

gument similar to the corresponding construction in the definition of Fukaya-type

homology groups.

If ix(l!O)) ) 0 is an odd number, define nx,o{n) = 0. If ix(f!o) ) 0 is even, we

again use the transversal section on the associated vector bundle €x,o,¿ (where 2d

is the dimension of M(X,ff))) to define SWy,,,l^¡.

Definition 4.L.2. The relatiue Seiberg-Witten inuariant for (X,s) is d,efined to be

the following formal series

SWy(s): t DSWx,,(.¡(t"a). (4.4)
ø€.lvlt,a(Y) n:to

For each 4-manifold with a Spin" structure s, there is a natural Ø)ifting of the

periodic Seiberg-Witten-Floer chain complex which is given by the grading

ix(a(")¡ :íx(t"a):nd,(t)f ix(r(o)¡. (4.5)

This can be extended to give a grading on A't¡,r1Y¡ (cf (+.a)).

Proposition 4.1.3. Let (X,s) be a Riemannian l-manifold with cylindrical end

modelled on (Y x [0,oo) ,l) and Y be a closed 7-manifold with b1(y) > 0 and

"íf) * 0. Lct r¡ bc a puturbation such that /v4¿,r(Y) consi,sts oJ only finitely nto,tTy

irreducible, non-degenerate critical points. Defi,ne the Seiberg-Witten inaariant for
(X,s) to b" (4.Ð. Then for ang2m ) 0, we can ertract a relatiue Seiberg-Witten in-

uariant SWY) þ) from SWa(s) by only consid,ering those terms with iy (t"a) 1 2m

such that SWY) (s) represents a homology class in H f f!*) (y, t).

Proof'. Note that there are only finitely many terms in the expression of swf) @).

The cocycle condition can be checked through the boundary information of A4Q9\)
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involved in and following from the formal Stokes formulae explained in the Section

3.4. !

For a 4-manifold (X,u) with boundary a homology 3-sphere Y, we can défine

the relative invariant from the Seiberg-Witten monopole moduli space on the cor-

responding 4-manifold with cylindrical end. We assume that bt(X) I l and the

induced metric gy on Y is a 'good' metric in the sense that Mr(Y,g) consists of

finitely many irreducible non-degenerate points and a unique reducible point 0. The

Seiberg-Witten moduli space Mx(s) on X with finite variation of C, on the cylin-

drical end can be studied by using the weighted Sobolev space as before.

Any monopolein Mx(s) has an asymptotic limit as we approach the end, which

decays exponentially to a critical point in Mr(Y,g), therefore,

Jø x (s) : U a€.M,t(y,n¡M y (s, a)

where Mx(s,a) is non-empty only if the virtual dimension (the index of the defor-

mation complex) ix(o) > 0. The non-empty component Mx(s,a) is an oriented,

compact, smooth manifold of dimension i¡(a) after a standard perturbation argu-

ment.

If i¡(a) : 0, we can count the points in tVly(s,a) (an oriented, compact 0-

manifold) with sign, we get a number SWy,o,if i¡(a) : 2d, ) 0, we can define the

corresponding monopole invariant SWx,o as in the Definition aJ.2 (c) by integrating

Od over Mx(s,a), similarly, if i¡(a) is odd, we assign SWx,o to be zero. Note that

we take account of the reducible point d €. lvln(Y,,9). Define

SWy(s) = D SWy,.(a) eÕ.(Y,s,r¡) (4.6)
a€.Ma(Y,g)

Then for any 2m >

SWy') (s) from SWy(s) by only considering those terms with ix(o) <

then SWf) 1s¡ represents an element in the Fukaya-type homology groups

-(n\

í¡f,V'" ' (Y , s , ,t). Moreover Swt') þ) Qnod, Z .\0)) defines an element in the Fukaya-

type homology groups H F FÍ^) (Y, 9, T).
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4.t.2 Gluing formulae for 4-d monopole invariants

Our application is mainly to consider a simply-connected, closed 4-manifold (X,u)

with ólF ) 1 and a spin" structu¡e ø. suppose that X has a decomposition:

XlUy X2

along a 3-dimensional submanifold Y. Herc since the Seiberg-Witten invariant for

4-rrralrifold X with Al ', I is independent of the chosen metric, we choose a metric

gr on X such that X contains a very long 'neck' Y x lT,, -Tl.
Let i¡ denote the embedding maps of Y into x¡, as the boundary. Suppose the

restriction of g on Y is a Spin"-structure I such that Mr(Y,t) consists of finitely

many, non-degenerate, irreducible critical points of C, for åt (y) > 0 with a unique

reducible point á for a homology 3-sphere Y.

First we assume that Y is a closed 3-manifold with ô1(y) > 0. Let \: slxr¡

s2:51x2, then the Spin"-structure on X, denoted by Spin"(X;sr,s2), which agrees

with g¿ over X¿ is an affine space over

H,(Y,, z)lrmiix rmii-

where ii: Ht(X1,2) -+ Ht(y,Z), ii: Ht(Xr,z) -+ HL(y,z).

By the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we know that

( t*q À lrnii: s
)

I a-ni x Imii: Hr(Y,z).

from which we see that Spin"(x;st,s2) consists of only one point, that is {s}.
As ? is chosen sufÊciently large, each solution to the Seiberg-Witten equations

on X is approximated by a pair of solutions on X¿,.0¿ where cylindrical ends are

attached.

From Definition (4.1.2), there exists a relative,Sltrl-invariant denoted by SWy,

which take values in HFfw(Y,l) and HFfwV,i) respectively. Note that

H Ffw (Y,Q is constructed from the same complex as H Ffw (y, t) with reversed

orientation.

514/x;- D Dsw*,.6¡(t"a),
aQM¡,r(Y) n)o
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where SWx¿,olù is the Seiberg-Witten monopole invariant corresponding to the

compact moduli space M(X,, f!:)) with even dimension tx,(fP)).
The Seiberg-Witten monopole theory on a closed 4-manifold ([26]), tells us that

the moduli space My(s) is an oriented, compact, smooth manifold with dimension

given by

1

n@r(s)" - (2x+ 3a)) : dx(s) > 0

after a generic perturbation.

rf dv(s) : 0, counting the points in My(s) with sign gives rise to the

Seiberg-witten invariant SWy(s). rf dy(s) is odd, we define SWy(s) to be 0.

If dy(s) :2d ) 0, then SWy(s) is defined to be

tod
J M x(s)

where @ is the first chern class of the based moduli space over Mx(s).
lVhen ? is sufficiently large, the gluing theorem of the Seiberg-Witten monopoles

identifies Julx(s) with the following product:

Ux(s) 3 uo{,)6¡* M(Xr,fg)) x tvt(Xr,f!)¡ Ø.7)

where IIx : {a(") : ix,(a(')¡ *ixr(a(")¡ : dy(s)}. From (4.7) we see that any

non-empty component M(x¿,tf)) upp"uring in the gluing model can be compact-

ified by adding lower dimensional "broken" monopoles. Those components with

even dimensions will have contributions to the monopole invariant SWx(s) for sim-

ply connected 4-manifold X. \Me summary our gluing formulae in the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.L.4. Suppose that (x,s) is a closed, simplg-connected, f-manifotd,
withbl > l, which splits along a closed, s-manifold (y,r) with ór(y) > 0. Thenthe

Seiberg-Witten inuariant SWy(s) for (X,s) with dx(s) = 2d, can be erpressed, as

follows:

swy(s) : D ( r*,r|r,r) rr*,,"," )swx,,o(.)
o(') 6fl¡ \ 2 /

wherellx: {a(") :ix,(a(')¡*ixr(a(')¡ = dy(s)}. If we grade the Seiberg-Witten_

Floer chain compler bg the indices defi,ned in (/¡.5), and, d,enote by swy) the relatiue
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inuariants ualued in the Fukaya-type hornology H FFId) (Y,t) as in Proposition 1.1.3,

then

SW2¡ (s) - o¿(SW y,, SWx,)

where o¿ is the pairing defined in Proposition 3.1.1

Proof. We give here only the f'ormal proof by using our notation conven-

tion, one can reinterpret each identity in terms of the canonical vector bundle

and their transversal and compatible sections as we did in section 3.4. From

the gluing model (4.7), we know that the first Chern class O on /vl1¡(s) can be

decomposed as Or f 02 (the sum of the first Chern classes) on any component

M(Xr,fP))x M(Xz,f!l)),frorn which the contribution to SWy(s) can be expressed

as

xt¿(xz,r9l)

l-6,,rg')

(or -l oz)d

r¡, 1o(')¡ I@-- I
J¡¿6r,r9))

SW*r,.'r,rSWXr,.,þl

Then the gluing formula follows from the definition of the relative monopole invarr-

ants and the pairing o¿. !

Now we suppose that the simply-connected 4-manifold X : X{J7X2 splits along

a homology 3-sphere Y. We further a^ssume thatb[(X¿) > 1so that bl(J') >2,
then we will discuss the case when ó|F (X1) > 1 and b[ (Xr) : O.

For the first case where bI,X) ) 1, we know that the Seiberg-Witten invariant

is independent of metric and perturbation, then we can choose a good metric such

that there is no reducible solution on X1 and X2, and the metric near Y has a

sufficient long 'neck' structure, we can also require that Mr(Y) has only finitely

many critical points with only one isolated reducible solution.

The gluing model in this situation gives rise to the following isomorphism, in

which Ux(s) is the Seiberg-Witten moduli space with even dimension d(s):2d:

ux(s) 3 Uoerrx (r*,(a) x My,t")) u (r*,(0) x Mx"(o) x u(r))
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where flx : {a e /vli,() ,ix, (a) +isç,(o) = d(u)}, Mr(Y): MiV) U {d}.
We can see from the definition, the contribution of Myr(0) x Myr(d) x U(1) to

SWy(s) vanishes, so we can use the mod(Ø d) version of the relative invariants (cf

(a.6)) for X¡, which can be written as

SWy - D SWy,,o(a).
aelvli,V)

The gluing formula in this case is the pairing o¿ of SWsç, and SWy,

SWyr,oSW Xz, a
2 (4.8)

: o¿(SW1çr, SWx")

In the case of bl6ù ) l and bT,Xù:0, there is always a unique reducible

solution (also denoted by d) in the moduli space Myr. We can choose a metric

on X such that M1ç, has no reducible solution, and the induced metric on Y is

'good' with respect to the perturbation 4. We assume that there is no cokernel of

the twisted Dirac operator with d on X2 in the weighted Sobolev space, therefore

there is no obstruction in the gluing of the monopoles in fulsçr(d) with d. Then the

above gluing model gives the following isomorphism:

Ux(s) = Uo€rrx (rr,(a) x Mx"@))

u(Mx,(0) x Mi"(a) x u(r)) u (ur,(a) x {a}).

From this gluing model, we see that d(s) : ix,(d) :2d2 0 and the contribution to

SWy(s) from M1ç,(0) x M\,(á) x t/(t) is zero since Mft"(d) (the irreducible part)

is empty by dimension counting. The contribution to SWy(s) from lvlxr(0) x {á}
is SWy,(O).

The gluing formula in this case is given by

SWlç(s) ÐoeIIx
d

ixr(o)

SW¡(s) SWxr(d) -| D,en* SWyr,SWXz,a
d

ixr(t)
2 (4.e)

: SWxt(o) -f o¿(SWy, SWxr)

where o¿ is the pairing onîlrf) (Y,s,n).

Bven if there is non-trivial cokernel for the twisted Dirac operator with d on the

weighted Sobolev space over X2, the above gluing formula (4.9) remains to be true
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by studying the obstruction bundle as in Donaldson theory [16]. We need to under-

stand the obstruction bundle over Myr(d) x {A}, suppose that dimCoker(p6) ¡r Cfr,

then dimMx,(O) : 2d + 2k. The obstruction bundle is

I = Ñx,(A) xy11¡ d

with a canonical section A whose zero points are the actual monopoles obtained by

deforming the pre-gluing monopoles of the form

(A,,þ)#{0} ç Mxt (0) x {a}

It is easy to see that the obstruction bundle O is the associated bundle with the

basepoint fibration, let f, be the line bundle associated with the basepoint fibration

Ñly,(0), then

lI: @k-"op;"rL

from which we see that the homology class [A-1(0)] is just the Poincare dual of Ok

(the first Chern class of the basepoint fibration) in Mx(s), hence the contribution

to SWy(s) is SWy,(0).

Remark 4.L.6. Though the Seiberg-Witten-Floer homology for a homology 7-sphere

depends on the metric and perturbation, the gluing formulae to calculate the

monopole inuariant on (X,s) makes sense since we always assun'rebI6) t L In

case of bl,/'): I, u)e lcnow that the monopole inuariant on (X,s) depends on the

metric, therefore, one nxay ercept that the wall-crossing formula for SWy(s) could,

be worked, out by using the gluing formulae in the equiuariant Seiberg-Witten-Floer

homology setting. l4re will study this application in thc futurc.

4.2 Monopole invariants for contact structures

In this subsection, we will apply the techniques inl27l [a5] to define certain invariants

taking values in the Floer homology groups of a 3-manifold Y with contact structure

{. A contact structure { on Y is an oriented 2-plane field which is nowhere integrable.

This requires that the 1-form a which annihilates { satisfles a A d,a > 0.
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Let F denote the space of oriented 2-plane fields on Y. For each Ç € E, there is

a natural Spin"-structure t : (W,p) associated with {, where

W:€@C.

This Spin" structure I also admits a unit-length spinor O € C unique up to gauge

transformations z :Y -+ U(1). On the other hand, for t: (W,,p) € Spin"(Y) and

O e f (W) such a unit-length spinor, if we write W = CQL @ CiÞ locally, then

(;':) e r(isu(W))

defines a unique l-form (of unit-length) a such that p(a) is the above form. This

1-form defines an oriented 2-plane field { = ker(a). There is a projective map

ftom rs(W) (the connected component group ef E) to the isomorphic classes of

Spin" structures on Y: p: r'6(E) -+ Spin"(Y) whose fiber over l: (W,p) can

be identified with the set of homology classes of unit-length spinors of I7 modulo

the action of automorphisms of t. This set can be identified with Øld(f)Z by using

relative Euler classes as in [27]. We briefly recall this identification as follows: let

fÞr,Oz be two unit-length spinors of W, then we can define a difference element

ô(O1, O2) €Z given by the relative Euler class:

ô(or, o2) : e([0, r]xw;tÞ0, rÞr)[[0, t] x r, a]

If Q1,iÞ2 are homotopic, then ô(O1,Oz) = 0. If O2 : z(Õ1) where u:Y -+ U(L),

then

ô(iÞ1, tr(Õ1)) : c2(W x Sr, A - uad,u)([Y x S1])

: ([u]u c1(]Tr))(tyl) € d(r) z.

where lu) e H|(Y,Z) corresponds to the connect component determined by u.

Fix [{6] € p-r(t), then for any [€t] e p-l(t), the above difference element defines

ô(€r, €z) € v' I d(t)v' which identifies the fiber p-L (Ð with z ld,(r)z.

Suppose that { e p-r (t) is a contact structure on Y, then there exists a unique

Riemannian metric !1 on Y such that

(a) lal : 1,
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(b) da-2*a,

(c) The canonical complex structure J on { ( J' : -1, (",Je) is a positively

oriented basis for any vector e € €) is an isometry.

For this contact manifold (y,€), there is a symplectisation on [2,oo) x Y whose

symplectic form ø is given by

, : jaçt'ad) : td,t¡\ a -f |ttao

and the compatible metric onl2,oo) x Y is given by dt2 f-t2gr Choose a smooth

positive function I , [-L,1] -r [0, 1] such that

/l¡-r,01(ú) :t, .fl¡/2,\(t) :1, 0 < ftþ) < 4'

Then (Y x R) with metric A

g

dt2 ¡ t2 91

¿t2 + f þ)gt

dt2 * gt

ú € (-oo, -1]

ú € [-1,1]

ú € [1, oo)

(4.10)

has one cylindrical end and one conical end. If Y is a homology 3-sphere, we can

further assume that the cylindrical end is modelled on Y with metric away from the

codimension one subset W in Proposition 2.2.15.

On the symplectic part [2, oo) x Y, there is a canonical Spin" structure as in [45]:

associated with a unique spin connection A¡ such that Þnoúo : 0 for Õ is the

constant unit-length spinor in .A.o'0.

Write a spin connection æ Ao * a, where ¿ is a ilR.-valued l-form on 12, oo) x Y

and let

,þ : (p(þo).@0, p(Ér).ao)

:[ooo^2014¡+

be an ordered pair where (þo, þt) € 
^o'0 

O 
^o'2. 

Then the perturbed monopole
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equations can be written as follows:

0"þolïih:o
;Fi:;G-lþol'+lþ12), (4.11)

1

4

1

where Fi : ,(F",a).
Suppose that ó1(Y) ) 0 such that C, has only finite, non-degenerate, irreducible

critical point set Mt,n(Y). Let Mr(Y,() be the tr2-moduli space of monopole equa-

tions on (Y xR,g)whose restriction to the cylindrical end gives afinite variation of

C, and whose restriction to the conical end satisfies the above equations (4.11). Then

any Seiberg-Witten monopole in tVlr(Y,{) decays exponentially to a Seiberg-Witten

monopole in M¡,r(Y) as ú --) -oo (see Proposition 3.1.12), and decays exponentially

to (As,Õo) æ ú -+ oo (see [27]). Denoted by Mr(Y,(,a) the corresponding mod-

uli space, let i((, a) be the index of the linearization of the monopole equations on

(Y x R, g, {) for Mr(Y,(, a) then

i(o, þ) : i(€, p) - iG, a)(mod d,(r)).

The standard transversality and compactness argument in subsection

Mr(Y,{,a)'

Proposition 4,2,L. There is a Baire set of perturbationsr¡ such that Mr(Y,(,a)
is a smooth, oriented, compact manifold with dimension i({,a) uheneuer i({, a) 2 0

and is ernpty when i({,o) > 0.

Now we come to define the monopole invariants for the contact structure

t e p-L (t) for a Spin"-structure I on Y.

Definition 4.2.2. Let { be a contact structure in'p-r(l), denote by Mr(y,{,,a)
the moduli space of Seiberg-Witten monopoles on (Y, g) which satisfy the perturbed

gradient fi,ow equation of C, on Y x (-oo, -71 with asymptotic limit a e Mt,n(y)
as t -+ -æ and, satisfg the equations (/¡.11) onY x [2,-) . we also assume that

"'(r)#0¿/ó1(Y)>1.

þ) tf i(€, t) :0, defrne fr¡,,o: #(Mr(Y,€, o)),

po,2
ta þoþt
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(b) IÍ i(€,o) is an odd number, define ft¿,a:0r

(c) Ifi((,a):2nnla, IetJl4l(Y,{,a}bethebasedmadulispû,teouerhlr(Y,(,a),

it is a U (1) bundle. Denote by @ its first Chern class and then define

f-tuc,o: l_orrr,r'r" .

where ue use our formal conuentiort as before, ,rr,¿,o is actually the "Euler"

number of the complex uector bundle associated with the basepoint fibration.

Then the monopole inuariant for contact structure € € p-l(l is defined to be

SW(Y,€): t no,e(a). (4.I2)
a€Mqa(Y)

Proposition 4.2.3. For each contact structure ( € p-l(t), its Seiberg-Witten in-

uariant SW(Y,€) e HFfw (Y,L).

Proof. Applying the boundary operator ð to SW(Y,€), *" see that

a 6w (Y'€)) = D 
u,n,Por=rno'en.',p 

(þ)'

We need to check Doko¡tuo,þ:0 for any B with i(",þ): 1. For those a with

i({,o) :0, then contribution comes from the boundary of l-manifold Mn(y,€,p),
which is zero. The other terms are also zero by the Stokes formula. tr

Remark 4.2.4. We can d,efine the monopole inuariant for a contact structure on a

homology ?-sphere, where we need, only to ignore any contribution from the unique

red,ucible solution in tVlr(Y).

Remark 4.2.5, In [27], the monopole inuariant for a l-manifotd, with contact

boundary is def,ned through the Seiberg-Witten monopoles on the l-manifotd with

conical end. This kind of inuariant can be obtained bg the gluing formulae between

the Seiberg-Witten inuariant on a f-manifold with cylindrical end and the Seiberg-

Witten inuariant for contact structure. We leaue the formulation of this gluing

formulae to the reader.
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